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Abstract 
A model for predicting the response of a system composed of a fluid 
halfspace, overlying a porous ground layer, resting on an elastic halfspace, 
to incident plane waves, is developed to include further porous elastic layers 
within the ground. The dynamic properties of the porous elastic layers are 
modelled using a modified Biot formulation. 
U sing the same boundary conditions a Fast Field algorithm for Layered 
Air Ground Systems (FFLAGS) is formulated to predict acoustic propaga-
tion and acoustic-seismic coupling in the model layered system due to a point 
source in a horizontally stratified atmosphere. This is a full wave solution. 
Results are compared to those of existing propagation prediction methods. 
FFLAGS has been used to predict (i) the effects of temperature gradients 
on short range propagation over an asphalt like surface, (ii) sensitivity of 
received sound pressure levels to ground parameters for various atmospheric 
conditions, and (iii) the influence of ground parameters on acoustic-seismic 
coupling. Predictions of acoustic surface waves in the presence of an upward 
refracting atmosphere using Creeping wave theory and the FFP method have 
been shovm to agree. 
Dispersion equation based predictions of surface wave types have been 
assessed. It has been shown that the high velocity surface waves predicted by 
dispersion equation solutions on porous and elastic ground surfaces are not 
predicted to be excited by a point source. However several other surface wave 
modes have been predicted in layered systems, similar to those predicted in 
visco-elastic media. 
The influence of ground elasticity on received sound pressure levels is 
examined. Measurable effects of elasticity of the surface are predicted for 
low density materials, and measured over a low density polyester foam. 
Controlled experiments have been performed to study the effect of soil 
wetting on acoustic to seismic coupling. It is found that the observed effects 
can be modelled using FFLAGS. 
"The ground flew up 
and hit me in the hed." 
Artemus Ward. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
A well known phenomenon in outdoor sound propagation is ground effect, 
whereby there is interference between direct and reflected paths leading to 
a broad peak in the excess attenuation spectrum. The frequency location 
of this peak in the excess attenuation spectrum has been found to be very 
sensitive to the parameters describing the ground. The softer the ground, 
the lower the frequency of the peak. The frequency and height of this excess 
attenuation peak is also sensitive to the geometry used. In studies of outdoor 
sound propagation it has been conventional to employ as simple a model of 
the ground as possible. Hence in considering sound propagation over the 
ground surface it has been common to model the ground as a locally reacting 
impedance surface or as a rigid-porous structure. In studies oflow frequency 
propagation [3] the ground is sometimes modelled as a perfectly reflecting 
surface. 
It is well known that a buried microphone will give a response to a signal 
from an acoustic source. In studies of acoustic-seismic coupling it has been 
suggested that it is unnecessary to include the porosity of the ground surface 
[4]. On the other hand several studies of acoustic-seismic coupling [5] have 
considered it necessary to include both the porosity and the elasticity of 
the ground. Predictions have been made of the acoustic impedance of the 
ground using porous and elastic models which show marked effects due to 
the elasticity of the ground. However it has not been shown that these 
predicted elastic effects appear in measured normal surface impedances of 
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ground surfaces. 
The main purpose of this thesis is to investigate the importance of dif-
ferent aspects of the ground model for predictions of acoustic propagation 
over the ground and of the coupling of acoustic energy into the ground, at 
short ranges (up to a few hundred metres). These aspects of the ground 
model are; the porous structure of the ground, and the elastic structure of 
the ground. 
In order to carry out this task a Fast Fourier propagation model (FFLAGS) 
is developed in chapters 3 and 4 which incorporates a layered porous and 
elastic ground and a layered atmosphere. This model is formulated to in-
clude nearfield effects around a point source. 
The excess attenuation predicted using this model is compared to pre-
dictions based on simpler propagation models in chapter 5. 
In chapter 6 the influence of the porous structure of the ground on pre-
dicted acoustic to seismic coupling is examined by making comparisons of 
FFLAGS predictions to those of a propagation model including a visco-
elastic ground, and those of an asymptotic approximation. 
In chapter 7 the influence of both the porous and elastic nature of the 
ground on sound propagation is examined in the presence of atmospheric 
sound velocity gradients. Recent predictions of an acoustic surface wave 
at the interface with a linear sound velocity gradient [6] are investigated 
using comparisons between FFLAGS, another numerical (FFP) propagation 
model using a locally reacting ground model, and a residue series solution. 
Finally in this chapter predictions of a ray tracing model and FFLAGS are 
compared for a downward refracting sound velocity gradient. 
In chapter 8 the influence of the elasticity of a surface on propagation over 
it is examined theoretically and compared to experimental results. This is 
done in the following way. The porous and elastic parameters of a polyester 
foam are measured directly using non-acoustic techniques. The excess at-
tenuation over a rigidly backed layer of the foam is measured a.nd compared 
to that predicted using rigid-porous and poro-elastic models of the foam. 
Also the effects of soil wetting on acoustic-seismic coupling are examined. 
2 
In chapter 9 two applications of the FFLAGS program are demonstrated. 
These are the prediction of surface particle velocity due to acoustic seismic 
coupling from a heavy vehicle (including both acoustic and seismic sources), 
and an examination of the importance of near surface sound velocity gradi-
ents in predictions of excess attenua.tion at short range over a highly reflec-
tive surface. 
3 
Chapter 2 
Literature Review 
2.1 Rigid porous models 
Rigid porous models of the ground surface model the ground as a rigid solid 
structure containing pores saturated with a fluid (air). Acoustic propagation 
via the air in the pores is allowed, and the structure of the pores as it 
affects this propagation is then modelled to predict the effect on the received 
signal both above and within the porous structure. The air in the pores can 
be regarded as an effective fluid having a complex density and a complex 
propagation constant for acoustic propagation through the fluid. 
If the propagation constant in the effective fluid is much larger than that 
in the fluid above it then the ground surface can be viewed as locally react-
ing [7]. In this case the ground surface may be modelled as an impedance 
surface with normal surface impedance given by an impedance model which 
assumes propagation in the porous solid is only normal to the surface. If 
the surface cannot be characterised as locally reacting then the propagation 
within the ground must be modelled. Morse and Ingard [7] showed that the 
fluid density and propagation constant in the pore fluid will both be com-
plex because of the frictional loss, and gave equations for the complex fluid 
density Pc and acoustic wave velocity Cc in terms of the angular frequency 
W, flow resistivity a, and density PI and velocity ci in the unrestricted fluid, 
Pc = Pp (1 + ~) , Pp w (2.1) 
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(2.2) 
One pore structure dependent parameter is used; flow resistivity (j. It is 
suggested that the value of Pp should be slightly greater than PI, and that 
of cp should be slightly less than C f, but these relationships are not defined. 
Zwikker and Kosten [8] developed a model for the effective density and 
effective compressional modulus of a fluid in a porous medium. This was 
done by making the assumption that the effective density could be calculated 
considering only viscous effects, and that compressional modulus could be 
calculated using only thermal effects. Zwikker and Kosten considered a 
straight circular tubular pore of radius ao with its axis in the x direction. 
The tube is filled with a fluid of density Po and has a pressure gradient 
along it's length. The viscosity of the fluid is 11. The effective density was 
calculated as follows. The driving force on an annulus of the fluid due to 
the pressure gradient was equated to the viscous and inertial forces on the 
annulus; 
dp a dv dv 
- 27r'r dr dx dx = aT (-27r'rl1 dx dr) dr + 27r'rpo dr dx dt' (2.3) 
This leads to a differential equation in the fluid velocity 11 in the x direction. 
1 dp d2v 1 dv iwpo 
-- = -+ --+--11. 11 dx dr2 r dr 11 (2.4) 
The solution for v is 
(2.5) 
The value of A is found by solution of the equation at the wall of the pore 
where v = O. v is averaged over a cross section of the tube. The average 
value of 11 is 
fj = dp _1_ [1 - 2J1(J.L...;J) 1 
dx iwpo J.L.jJJo(J.L.fi (2.6) 
where J.L2 = WPo02/11. The effective fluid density Pc can be defined by 
(2.7) 
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Substituting in the equation for ii gives 
[ 
Jl(WIi.) ]-1 
Pc = Po 1 - J.LV1.Jo(wli.) (2.8) 
The effective bulk modulus of the fluid in the same tube is now considered 
including only thermal effects. Taking the Boyle~Gay-Lussac Law for small 
variations; 
p = po(s + (-y - 1)8') (2.9) 
(where s is the condensation ap! Po, and 8' = aT /[(i-1)To]), and the thermal 
equation; 
(2.10) 
where v = )../(PoCv ), ).. is the thermal conductivity of the fluid, and Cv is the 
specific heat capacity of the fluid at constant volume. The condensation can 
be eliminated from the two equations, leading to the differential equation; 
82 8' 1 80' iw-y iwp 
- + -- + -8' =-8r2 r 8r v pov (2.11) 
Applying the boundary condition that 0' = 0 at the pore wall the solution 
is found 
Of = ~ J!.. [1 - Jo( JiWWr) ] 
-YPo Jo(jiw-y/vao) ' 
(2.12) 
The condensation is then calculated by substitution of this result into equa-
tion 2.9. As for the velocity the condensation is averaged over the cross 
sectional area of the tube. The effective bulk modulus of the fluid kc is 
defined by 
k - dp _ E _ [1 2(-y -l)Jl(J.L(V1.)]-l 
c - p dp - s - 'Po + J.L( ..;'iJo(J.L( V1.) I (2.13) 
where, = V1J'YCpj).., These results have been simplified for low and high 
frequencies 
Delaney and Bazley [9J developed a power law relationship between the 
ratio of frequency to flow resistivity, and normal surface impedance and 
propagation constant, using data. measured over fibrous absorbants. These 
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empirical power law relationships were shown to agree well with the the-
ory for propagation through tubular pores given by Zwikker and Kosten 
[8]. There is only one parameter (flow resistivity) describing the pore struc-
ture. These power law relationships have been widely used in characterising 
ground from acoustical measurements [10]. However the values of flow re-
sistivity inferred from these measurements do not generally agree with the 
actual flow resistivity of the ground [11]. 
Attenborough [12] took a microstructural approach to the problem. He 
used as a basis for his model an examination of the fluid flow through a 
cylindrical pore due to Rayleigh, and a parallel sided slit as extremes of the 
pore cross sectional shapes. From Zwikker and Kosten [8] it is assumed 
that viscous and thermal effects can be treated separately. Examining only 
thermal effects, for a non-viscous conducting fluid a complex effective fluid 
density in the pores is derived for each of the extreme pore shapes, along 
with an effective complex compressibility. This is basically the work of 
Zwikker and Kosten [8], and Janse [13]. Examining only viscous effects a 
dynamic viscosity coefficient may be derived by assuming a non-conducting 
viscous fluid( as an alternative to complex density). This work is reported 
in Biot's paper on the subject [14]. All of thes,e calculated complex variables 
are functions of the dimensionless parameters Ac for circular pores, and A! 
for slit pores. Ai (i being c or s ) is related to the thickness of the viscous 
boundary layer. 
(2.14) 
Where 1 is a characteristic pore dimension, m is the hydraulic radius, v 
is the kinematic viscosity of air and A is mil, being unity for slits and 
0.5 for circular pores [12]. Attenborough then showed that after defining 
Ap = Ailn where n is a pore shape factor being 1.0 for circular pores, and 
0.5 for slits, approximate equations for complex density and compressibility 
valid for both circular pores and slit like pores, could be derived. 
I labelexa1pp = Po [1 - 2 (ApVi) -1 T (A pVi)]-l (2.15) 
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(2.16) 
where 
(2.17) 
and Ji( x) are Bessel functions of order i. Extending these results to a bulk 
medium introduces extra constraints. Real pores will not be straight and 
their tortuosity must be considered, pores are not all identical and will have 
differing tortuosities, cross sections and sizes. The pore parameters should 
be related to measurable bulk parameters. By using the relationship 
(2.18) 
where q2 is the tortuosity defined in the same way as Carman [15]. Atten-
borough then substituted for the hydraulic radius m in the equation for .Ap 
to produce: 
(2.19) 
From this it is possible to combine the dynamic pore shape factor n , the 
ratio A and the static pore shape factor s into a single pore shape factor ratio 
sp. The tortuosity q2 has been related to the porosity by the Bruggeman 
relation [16] 
(2.20) 
The pore size distribution can be related to the pore shape factor ratio sp 
[17]. For a log-normal pore size distribution, 
1 ( 1 )1/2 [-(~ - ~)21 
e(r) = 6 27r exp 252 (2.21) 
,where ~ = -lo92(r) and c} is its mean value, the relationship between sp 
and the standard deviation in the pore sizes 5 is given by 
sp = 0.5 exp[1.5( 8.1n2)2]. (2.22) 
Hence if the pores are all circular and of equal size sp = 0.5. The propagation 
constant can be obtained from vr;;c;. and the characteristic impedance of 
the material from Jpc/Cc. 
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2.2 Porous elastic models 
Propagation in fluid filled porous elastic media has been examined since the 
late 1940s with regard to its applicability to geological problems. Biot intro-
duced his theory of elastic wave propagation in two parts in 1956 [14]. This 
began by examining stress strain relations in an isotropic elastic porous solid 
containing a fluid. This showed that in the absence of dissipation the mate-
rial could be described by four distinct elastic constants; two corresponding 
to solid Lame constants, one corresponding to the modified bulk modulus 
of the fluid and a fourth corresponding to a coefficient of coupling between 
the volume change in the solid, and that in the liquid. 
The kinetic energy in the medium was described in terms of three mass 
coefficients; and via Lagrange's equations, equations of motion for dilata-
tional, and rotational( shear) waves in the medium in the absence of dissi-
pation were derived. It was shown that one rotational and two dilatational 
waves exist, and equations for their velocities were derived. 
The derivation of the equations of propagation was then repeated in-
cluding a dissipative term in the Lagrange equations, as a function of the 
velocity difference between the fluid and solid, and hence as a function of 
the frictional forces on the walls of the pores due to the viscosity of the 
fluid. Poiseuille flow in the pores was assumed, giving a simple form to the 
dissipative term. An approximate limiting frequency was then derived as 
a function of pore diameter and fluid viscosity above which Poiseuille flow 
breaks down. 
In the second part of Biot's paper [14] the viscous forces on the pore 
walls were examined for two pore shapes (circular capillary and parallel 
sided slit) at frequencies above that at which Poiseuille flow breaks down. It 
was shown that for flow at these frequencies a modified viscosity coefficient 
could be calculated which corrected for the non-Poiseuille flow. 
Biot later [18] published a detailed derivation of the stress strain relations 
for porous elastic media. In the same paper the problem of the attenuation 
of waves due to movement of fluid into and out of cracks in the solid frame 
and the areas of intergranular contact were also considered. 
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In his next paper on the subject [19] the derivation of the equations of 
propagation was changed, and a 'viscodynamic operator' introduced, which 
included the effects of both the viscous forces and the inertial forces be-
tween solid and fluid, including the modified viscosity on the breakdown of 
Poiseuille flow. This altered the form of the equations of motion. Biot then 
went on to examine propagation through anisotropic porous elastic media 
and the problems involved in scale model tests to determine the viscody-
namic operator experimentally. 
Stoll [20] developed a theory of elastic wave propagation in porous media 
based on the work of Biot. Stoll attempted to include in the calculation of 
attenuation the effect not only of viscous forces due to the relative movement 
of solid and fluid, but also the effect of the movement of fluid into and out 
of the contact area between grains as the frame expands and contracts; 
in a similar way to that of Biot. Stoll also attempted to relate the fast 
longitudinal and shear velocities of a porous solid to the static stress on the 
solid. This could be related to depth of burial and hence theoretical velocity-
depth relations were derived. Attenborough [12] examined the difference 
between his own model of propagation in rigid porous media and the rigid 
frame limit of the Biot model. He found that the viscodynamic operator 
only agreed with his equivalent function for cylindrical pores, and hence a 
modification of the Biot operator involving a pore shape factor ratio sp as 
described in section 2.1 was necessary in order for agreement to be made for 
both cylindrical and slit like pores. 
There have been several experimental tests of Biot's model. Plona [21] 
measured two compressional wave speeds and a shear wave speed in a wa-
ter saturated porous structure of glass beads , for each of four samples of 
differing porosities. The faster compressional wave was comparable to the 
compressional speed of waves in the glass of the beads. The second compres-
sional speed was less than that of sound in water. Berryman [22], using the 
self consistent theory [23,24J to calculate the elastic constants, showed that 
Plona's experimental results agreed to within ten percent with Biot model 
predictions of the three wave speeds for each of the four structures. 
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Ogushwitz [25] found reasonable agreement with Biot predictions for 
wave speeds and attenuations in fluid saturated materials ranging from sand-
stone to kaolinite suspensions. 
Measurement of 'slow wave' propagation constants in soils and snow us-
ing probe microphones [26] have shown agreement with the predictions of 
the Rayleigh Attenborough rigid porous model which agrees precisely with 
the rigid frame limit of Attenborough et aI's modified Biot Stoll model. 
Allard et al [27] showed that Biot's model for elastic wave propagation in 
porous materials was more self consistent than those of Rosin (28], Be-
ranek [29] or Zwikker and Kosten [8]. Burridge and Keller (30] rederived 
the equations which govern the mechanical behaviour of a porous elastic 
solid due to doubt cast on the validity of the Biot equations by Cleary [31]. 
They found that their equations agreed precisely with Biot's when the di-
mensionless viscosity was small, and tended to the equations governing a 
visco-elastic solid when the dimensionless viscosity was of order one. 
2.3 Acoustic-Seismic coupling 
Acoustic-seismic coupling is the transfer of acoustic vibration in the air into 
vibration of the solid structure of the ground: 
Acoustic-seismic coupling has been studied since the late 1940s [32] with 
regard to the effect on seismic reflection surveys of using airborne explosive 
sources. It had been found experimentally that for certain grounds the use 
of an airborne explosive source lead to reduced unwanted "ground roll" ( 
mainly pseudo-Rayleigh wave) relative to that produced by underground 
explosive sources, and the ground roll that existed was of nearly single fre-
quency. This made signal processing to remove the ground roll from the 
signals far simpler. By modelling the ground as a fluid layer overlying an 
elastic half-space it was found that coupling of acoustic energy into the 
ground roll occurred most efficiently at a frequency where the dispersive 
pseudo-Rayleigh wave had the same phase velocity as the airborne phase 
velocity, and this would explain the domination of the ground roll signal by 
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one frequency. Mooney and Kaasa [33] found that an appreciable amount 
of energy was transferred into the ground even when the above resonance 
condition could not be achieved. 
Since then a military interest in acoustic-seismic coupling has developed, 
due to interest in the use of acoustic and seismic sensors in detection and 
security systems. Thus McCarty and Dalius [34] found ( not surprisingly) 
that the air coupled seismic signal was much larger in amplitude than that 
produced directly from the vibration of the launch pad during the launch 
of a rocket. The air coupled seismic signal was also used in an attempt to 
detect distant rocket firings [35] Several experimental investigations have 
used arrays of geophones and microphones at various distances from sources 
emitting acoustic waves and mechanically isolated from the ground, and 
from vehicles constituting combined acoustic and seismic sources, over vari-
ous ground surfaces in order to characterise acoustic coupling as a function 
of ground type. [36], [37], [38J 
In the work by Bass et 301 [38] seismic coupling was investigated in the 
frequency band 20 to 300Hz. A loudspeaker was suspended a measured 
distance above the ground. The ground seismic structure was measured 
using standard seismic refraction techniques and hence a surface layer 5.3 
to 6.9 metres deep was detected, with a lower seismic velocity than the 
substrate. The source signal was a swept frequency signal between 20 and 
700 Hz. The receivers were microphones at heights between 0.0 and 2.0 
metres, and geophones ( with a linear response only up to 100Hz) buried 
at a depth of approximately 0.05m. The ratios of seismic particle velocity 
(vertical, radial, and transverse from aline through a point under the source 
) in the ground to acoustic pressure above the ground was recorded. It was 
found that these ratios exhibited peaks at certain low frequencies ( less than 
100Hz ). Normal surface impedance of the ground was also measured,over 
a frequency range from 100Hz to 1kHz, and was fitted (very poorly) to a 
semi-empirical one parameter impedance model [9]. The frequency range 
over which the impedance was measured did not cover the valid range for 
the seismic coupling experiment ( up to 100Hz ). It was found that the peaks 
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in the seismic coupling coefficient altered in frequency when the height of 
the source was altered. It was also found that some of these peaks were near 
the frequencies predicted by a simple waveguide model [39], although for 
other peaks the alteration in frequency with height of source could not be 
explained by this simple model. 
Bass and Bolen's [401 further experimental work on the subject included 
the measurement of the seismic structure of two ground surfaces, together 
with measurement of soil samples for bulk density and flow resistivity, and 
the use of probe microphones to measure the acoustic propagation in the soil. 
The acoustic-seismic transfer function was then measured and compared to 
the transfer function predicted by a single layer Biot type ground model. 
Agreement was reasonable, though much of the measured fine structure in 
the coupling could not be predicted, probably due to a combination of errors 
in the measurements and the simple model involved. Recently Sabatier [4] 
has suggested that in making predictions of acoustic-seismic coupling it is 
unnecessary to model the ground as poro-elastic. Instead the ground can be 
modelled as a visco-elastic layered medium incorporating a very low seismic 
velocity near surface layer. By altering the predicted near surface seismic 
velocities nearly identical results can be produced using both visco-elastic, 
and porous-elastic ground models. 
2.4 Propagation models 
To model acoustic propagation over and into a layered porous elastic ground 
under a (possibly layered) fluid half-space there are a few possible routes. 
Firstly it may be possible to derive an analytical solution. The alternative 
is numerical propagation models, of which there are several types available. 
2.4.1 Analytic propagation models 
Several workers have produced analytical models of propagation from a point 
source in air above a ground surface to a receiver in the air (41,42,43,44,45,46]. 
The method employed by Chien and Soroka [42J, Donato [43J, and Attenbor-
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ough, Hayek and Lawther [44], for propagation over a rigid-porous halfspace, 
is the representation of the reflected field by a Hankel transform in horizontal 
wavenumber. This is changed into a contour integration where the integra-
tion path is deformed into one of steepest descent. The pole traversed by 
the deformation of the integration path is considered to give rise to a surface 
wave [47] and the integrand is approximated in various ways. Attenborough, 
Hayek and Lawther give two results, one less approximate than the other. 
Mechel [47] stated that higher order approximations such Attenborough et 
al [44] were prone to serious errors, and could be less accurate than the 
simpler approximations, giving Attenborough et al [44] as an example. It 
will be shown here that when compared to a numerical integration Atten-
borough et al's higher order approximation is the more accurate of the two 
presented. 
Nobile and Hayek[46] derive an asymptotic series solution for propaga-
tion above a locally reacting halfspace and show good agreement between 
it and a direct numerical integration. Thomasson [41] models propagation 
above a rigid, non-porous backed porous layer and replaces the Bessel func-
tion in the Hankel transform by a second integration and transforms the 
variable of integration. The derivation makes a local reaction approxima-
tion, although a correction to give an extended reaction solution is given, but 
not in an easily calculable form. Attenborough [48] has shown that Thomas-
son's formulation is identical to Rudnick's [49J with Chien and Soroka's 
correction [42]. Nicholas, Berry and Daigle [50] use the more approximate 
of the two extended reaction solutions given by Attenborough, Hayek, and 
Lawther [44], but replace the surface impedance and reflection coefficient 
at the surface of the lower halfspace by their non-porous backed thin layer 
equivalents. 
Acoust\C pressure within a rigid porous medium under a fluid halfspace 
containing a point source has been modelled by Brekhovskikh [51], Paul 
[52,53]' and Richards, Attenborough et al [54]. Paul [52,53] considers the 
field in both media, but the solutions he produces in the lower medium are 
very complex in the first paper [52] and in the second he fails to take account 
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of the pole in the complex wavenumber plane. Brekhovskikh [55] does not 
go into detail in his explanation, he models the ground as a fluid and hence 
does not explicitly consider the inclusion of the complex refractive index 
at the surface in detail. Richards, Attenborough et al [54] use a steepest 
descent method to obtain the velocity potential of the pore fluid in the 
porous medium. The method includes the effect of the pole, which leads to 
a surface wave. 
Attenborough and Richards [48] model solid particle motion in a porous 
elastic solid halfspace under a fluid halfspace containing a point source. 
Starting from a Hankel transform representation, the Bessel function is re-
placed by a Hankel function, the variable of integration transformed, and 
the integration limits modified. Only the contributions from branch points, 
saddle points, and poles in the complex horizontal wavenumber plane are cal-
culated, ignoring contributions from the remainder of the integration path. 
These analytical propagation models have usually been shown to produce 
consistent results where they can be compared. One of the main problems 
with the analytical approach to modelling propagation in layered porous 
elastic media is the difficulty of modelling complicated ground and air struc-
tures. 
Residue series solution 
Pierce [56] and Berry and Daigle [57) both derived a residue series solution 
to the problem of propagation in an upward refracting sound velocity gra-
dient over an impedance surface. This method has two basic limitations. 
These are that the ground is modelled as an impedance plane, and that the 
sound velocity gradient can only be a linear upward refracting one. 
2.4.2 Numerical Propagation Models 
Most numerical propagation modelling techniques have only recently been 
applied to aeroacoustical problems, and most of the literature regarding 
them in acoustics is in application to ocean acoustics problems [58]. Ocean 
acoustics is usually restricted to the study of long range effects, and there-
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fore these numerical propagation models were used at a range of many wave-
lengths. This study is mostly interested in medium range propagation (up 
to a few hundred metres) and is interested in using a 'full wave' model of 
propagation. 
There are four numerical models which could be considered. These mod-
els are: 
1 Fast Fourier method (FFP). 
2 Norma! Mode. 
3 Parabolic Equation (PE). 
4 Rasmussen's method. 
A direct numerical integration method of the type used by Mechel [47] could 
be used. However this method is very limited in that atmospheric effects 
cannot be included. 
The Fast Fourier Method 
The basis of the FFP method of predicting pressure and wave amplitudes in 
a range independent environment from a. point source is the solution of the 
depth separa.ted wa.ve equation [59]. From a. linear wa.ve equa.tion in terms 
of wave field potentials: 
[ 1 a
2 l '\72 + c2 at2 'IJt(r, z, t) = H(r, z, t) (2.23) 
where H(r, z, t) is the forcing term. By a.pplying a. Fourier tra.nsform in time 
one obta.ins a. frequency domain wa.ve equa.tion, the Helmholtz equa.tion: 
('\72 - k~) F(r, z, w) = h(r, z,w) (2.24) 
where km is the propa.gation consta.nt in the medium. Applying a forward 
Hankel tra.nsform in terms of range to this differential equation [60], 
r(k,z) = 100 Ji(kh,.r).F(r,z).r.dr, 
r=O 
(2.25) 
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one then obtains the depth separated wave equation: 
(:::, + (k' - k~(z)) ) r(k, z) ; h(k, z), 
where, for a point source, 
- 1 h(k, z) = -5(z - zo). 271' 
(2.26) 
(2.27) 
Solutions to this equation are depth dependent only and are equivalent to 
solutions to the wave equation for continuous plane wave incidence. In order 
to obtain a range dependent solution one must obtain depth dependent so-
lutions to the depth separated wave equation, and then perform the inverse 
Hankel Transform on the solution to equation 2.26 , which is in terms of hor-
izontal wavenumber. The transform (integration) over horizontal wavenum-
ber is equivalent to an integration over all angles of incidence, where the 
horizontal wavenumber is the horizontal component of the wavenumber in 
the medium. 
The exact range dependent solution is in the form; 
F(x,d) = {':JO JII(kh.:z:).r(kh, d).dkh, 
Jkh=O 
(2.28) 
where r is the depth dependent Greens functio~. For a receiver in the upper 
half space the depth dependent Greens function ( r ) for pressure is [59], 
r = kh [~ei.lh.-hrl.P + R.ei.lh.+hrl.P] , (2.29) 
where, 
1 
{3 = (l; - k~) ~ 
and li is the propagation constant in the medium. Note that here the hor-
izontal wavenumber is included in the Green's function, whereas it is often 
written explicitly in equation 2.28. The exact solution (equation 2.28 )is 
the inverse Hankel Transform pair to equation 2.25. At least several hun-
dred calculations of the Bessel function would be required for an accurate 
calculation of the result, so to achieve numerical efficiency the equation 2.28 
can be approximated to the sum of two Fourier Transforms which are ap-
proximated by Fourier series. The Fourier series approximation also has the 
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advantage over direct calculation of the Bessel functions that much work 
[54] [59]has been done on modifications to improve the numerical stability 
of the transform. 
A large argument approximation to the Bessel function [61] is: 
JII(z) ~ _._1_ [ei (Z-7r1l/2-7r/4) + e- i (Z-7r1l/2-W/4)] 
... /27rZ 
(2.30) 
This approximation together with the replacement of the integration by a 
finite sum gives the approximate equation for F(~,d) : 
rkNl/2 [ N-l N-l 1 u . / '" -1 2i'ft"mn . / ~ -1 -2 ,,,,mn 
F(xm,d) ~ 27rm1/ 2 e-\7r 4 L...J r(Jc",d)nTe----r- + e\W 4 L...J r(k",d)nTe--;V- . 
n=O n=O 
(2.31) 
Because most calculations for underwater acoustics are done at ranges very 
much larger than a wavelength the second of these sums (which is equivalent 
to an in-going wave) is typically assumed to be very small and is generally 
ignored [59], [62]. For calculations very close to the source (where there 
is a "nearfield") this second sum can make an important contribution to 
the accuracy (see figure 2.1) and can be calculated with very little extra 
computational effort [54]. 
So r is calculated for a set of values of horizontal wavenumber kit. = kn 
corresponding to values of n from 0 to N - 1 where: 
k n = kh(min) + n.ok (2.32) 
The value of kh(min) is normally set to be very close to zero. However when 
kh(min) is zero the singularity at the origin will cause errors in the result. 
This problem is accounted for by the offset of the path of integration (see 
below). Two Fast Fourier transforms are then performed on this set of 
values of r for positive and negative exponents in equation 2.31 to calculate 
F(xm,d)' 
This Fourier series approximation can then be improved by corrections 
to allow for the truncation of the integral to infinity to a finite wavenumber, 
kh(max), and the avoidance of pole(s) on the real axis, which together lead 
to inaccuracies and oscillations in the result. 
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Figure 2.1 Predicted excess attenuation over a rigid boundary using one 
and two exponential functions in the FFP, at a frequency of 100Hz. 
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When the continuous function r is discretized, the sum, Equation 2.31 
is only close to the exact solution, Equation 2.28 if, 
(2.33) 
This will be a good approximation if ok is small enough so that 
(2.34) 
and 
r(ko) ~ r(k) (2.35) 
for all k between ko and ko + ok. 
The former condition will be true everywhere except at the origin on 
the complex k-plane for reasonable values of ok. The latter condition will 
also be true everywhere for reasonably small ok except where the path of 
integration passes close to or through poles or other singularities. There 
are two methods used to avoid poles in the case of lossless media, where 
integration along the real axis of horizontal wavenumber space would go 
through singularities (and so the integrand would be poorly represented by 
the discretization). The first and less satisfactory is the introduction of 
artificial attenuation in the lossless medium, and then multiplication of the 
result by a factor eo:r , where a is the attenuation in nepers per metre and r 
is the range in metres. The second method is to choose an integration path 
avoiding the poles. The simplest way to approach this is to integrate along a 
line of constant negative imaginary horizontal wavenumber in wavenumber 
space (see figure 2.2). This is theoretically very similar to the artificial 
addition of attenuation, but allows more scope for corrections. This method 
is more difficult to apply than the first as it then requires corrections for the 
extra path from the point on the negative imaginary axis to the origin, but 
it is more theoretically correct [59], [54]. This second method is used by 
Richards and Attenborough [54]. kn in Equation 2.31 is modified so that, 
kn = (n - ia)8k (2.36) 
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Figure 2.2 Path of integration in k-space with negative imaginary offset 
to avoid poles. 
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, and Equation 2.31 is replaced by, 
To represent the integration from the wavenumber offset -iaok to the 
origin along the negative imaginary wavenumber axis, a function g(k) is 
chosen where, 
(2.38) 
A and fj. are chosen such that 9'(0) :::: T'(O). Hence, with kn as specified in 
Equation 2.36, 
A = NT(k1)/(D..kN_l, a = 0 
A = iNT(ko)/(aD..kN _ 1 ), a > 0 
For non-zero values of a this gives, 
G( ) = T( + iNT{ko,d) [1 _ e(A(ia-n)lcN-tlN») . 
kn,d k .. ,d) aD. 
(2.39) 
(2.40) 
The choice of a is critical to the accuracy of the result; too large a value 
introduces an error because the function g(ko), which is an approximation 
to T(ko), will become more approximate as a becomes larger. Too small a 
value will lead to poor representation of the integrand near to singularities 
and the condition in equation 2.35 will not be fulfilled. 
To represent the sums from the upper limit of the chosen wavenumber 
range in Equation 2.37 to infinity, 
00 L G(kn,d)(n - ia) -;1 e~, (2.41) 
n=N 
and its inward going analogue, an assumption must be made about the form 
of the integrand for n > N - 1. If one considers propagation in the air, 
and the source and receiver heights are equal then it can be assumed that 
G(kn ) ::::::: G(kN-l) for n > N - 1. This is demonstrated in figure 2.3. 
If the source and receiver heights differ in air then the integrand decays 
exponentially with increasing horizontal wavenumber (kh.)' Taking first the 
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case of equal source and receiver heights; With some rearrangement, equa-
tion 2.37 can be altered to add a small correction to each G(kn ) in the 
FFT 
(2.42) 
where S* is an approximation to the sum, 
00 
S = LU + [(n - ia)j N])-1/2. (2.43) 
j=l 
If source and receiver heights are not equal, then for large horizontal 
wavenumber (kh) the depth dependent Greens Function (r) is given by 
(2.44) 
K is a constant. In the following argument K is unity. If Ihs - hrl is 
large enough the value of r becomes insignificantly small at the upper limit 
of the range of integration. Hence for large vertical separation of source 
and receiver no correction is necessary for the integrand above the limit of 
integration. If Ihs - hrl is non-zero but not large then the Greens function 
decays, but not rapidly enough to become insignificant at the upper end of 
the integration range. The definition of Ihs - hrl being large depends on 
the range of integration chosen. If the maximum horizontal wavenumber 
is four times the propagation constant (10 ) in the air and Ihs - hrl = )./7r, 
the exponentially decaying part of the integrand at the maximum horizontal 
wavenumber is 0.0025 of the exponentially decaying part at kh = 10 • Hence 
for 0 ;§ Ihs - hrl ;§ )./7r a different correction is needed. A form for this 
correction function is suggested by Richards and Attenborough [54] [63]. 
The function g(k) in (Equation 2.38), is replaced by 
(2.45) 
For kh large g(k) 04 A + e-khlhs-hrl. By subtracting 9 from r one therefore 
obtains a constant value for the modified r at large kh. This can be dealt 
with in the same way as for the case of equal source and receiver heights. 
For kh small (if b. > Ihs - hrl) g(k) 04 (A + 1)(1 - e-k"A), and suitable 
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values of A and D. are chosen so that (g'(O) = r/(O)). For a non-zero value 
of Q; 
A + 1 = iNr(ko)!(QD..kN-l). (2.46) 
D. must be chosen to be larger than Ihs - hrl. Equation 2.40 can then be 
replaced by, 
G - r (A + e( -kn1hll-hrD) [1 e(A(ia-n)kN_dN)] (kn,d) - (Ie,."d) - - • (2.4 7) 
The Hankel transform of g( k) must finally be added to the Hankel trans-
formed result. However this is generally small. 
The two fast Fourier transforms can be calculated from one (hence speed-
ing up the calculation), using the identity that the inverse Fourier transform 
of a function is the reverse of the forward transform of that function( The 
nth term of the transformed series of N terms is equal to the (N -n )th term 
of the inverse transformed series). Inclusion of both terms gives a final form 
for the Hankel transform of, 
(2.48) 
The above explanation deals with how the Depth dependent Greens 
Function r is used to calculate the pressure(for example) over a horizon-
tally stratified medium, but first the Greens Function must be calculated. 
The Greens function is a solution of the depth separated wave equation 2.26. 
In the case of propagation in a ftuid (such as air) there is only one depth 
separated wave equation. Two sorts of solution methods for the Greens 
function in a layered fluid are often used, these are the transmission line (or 
modified Thompson-Haskell) method used by Lee et al [64J and the global 
matrix method. 
For propagation in a porous elastic solid there are four equations of mo-
tion, which can be simplified to give three Helmholtz equations in three 
displacement potentials. These give rise to three depth separated wave 
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equations. The Greens function is in most cases a function of all three 
Hankel transformed displacement potentials. This makes the transmission 
line method difficult to use in this context. The method of solution of the 
depth separated wave equations will be explained in chapter 4. 
The FFP method has been extensively used for prediction of propagation 
in both a layered atmosphere over an impedance surface [65], and in a layered 
ocean environment over an elastic solid ocean bottom [59). FFP methods are 
widely regarded as a standard by which other numerical propagation models 
are tested [66). The main advantage of the FFP method over the others here 
described is its accuracy, the disadvantages are firstly the difficulty of using 
it, because in many situations the production of a correct result is very 
sensitive to the correct choice of input parameters such as the horizontal 
wavenumber limits, and secondly the limitations on its application because 
it is basically a range independent model, although models for a range or 
azimuthal dependent environment have been produced [67J using similar 
methods. 
Normal Mode model 
Taking the depth separated wave equation (equation 2.26) and setting the 
source term ( h) to zero one obtains an equation [58}; 
( ::2 + (k~ (z) - k~) ) r n (z) = 0 (2.49) 
the solutions of which are a set of eigenfunctions r.", at the k.", values of k. 
A genera.l solution to equa.tion 2.49 is 
r(k,z) = L:a.",(k).r.",(z) (2.50) 
.", 
where the coefficients a.",(k) are calculated from; 
(2.51 ) 
where Zo is the height of the source. 
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To obtain the range dependent solution the equivalent to the integration 
in equation 2.28 must be performed. Again only the Hankel function corre-
sponding to the outgoing wave is normally chosen, and then approximated, 
so that 
F( ) = ip(zo) -i'lf/4 ~ [r(zo)r(z) ik..,,] (2.52) r, z ( )1/2 e L....J 1/2 e 81l'r 11. kn 
This method is demonstrably less accurate than the FFP although it is easier 
to apply and takes less computation than the FFP. It also is basically a 
range independent environment model. In underwater acoustics the normal 
mode model is mostly used for shallow water propagation where there is 
a limited number of modes at a given frequency, and a definite upper and 
lower boundary. It is this environment to which it is best suited. There 
is a simple physical picture of the Normal Mode model: IT this method is 
applied to a water column containing layers of differing wave speeds and 
densities one can view this as a taut string made up of sections of differing 
elastic properties and densities. This string will have a set of free vibration 
modes at different frequencies, which correspond to the set of normal modes 
at different wavenumber. The excitation of each mode depends on the depth 
of the source. IT it is placed at the node of a mode then that mode will not be 
excited. The larger the amplitude of the mode at the source depth the more 
it will be excited. Similarly the importance of a. mode in the received signal 
depends on the position in the water column; a signal due to a particular 
excited mode will be larger the larger the mode amplitude at the receiver 
depth. The modes are then allowed to propagate. A similar analogy for 
a Fast Fourier model would be that of the same string being driven by a 
source. The free vibration modes would still be excited but at frequencies 
between the free vibration mode frequencies the string displacement would 
still have an amplitude. Hence a range of frequencies (corresponding to a 
range of horizontal wavenumbers) would have to be considered in describing 
the string vibrations. 
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Parabolic Equation Model 
The P.E was first introduced to the acoustics community by Tappert and 
Hardin as a full wave al ternati ve to ray tracing [68]. It is used as a long range 
propagation method (i.e. at ranges of kilometres). Consider the two way 
wave equation for the velocity potential ( q; ) in a cylindrically symmetrical 
geometry: 
02q> 1 oq> 02q; 
-+--+-+k2q>=O or2 r or oz2 (2.53) 
Change ofvariablesj U = q>jHJ(kor) 
leads to; 
(2.54) 
Equation 2.54 can be formally solved for ou/ or using the quadratic equa-
tion solution formula. Using this the equation 
~ = i - + k2 - ko u o ([ 02 ]1/2 ) 
or 8z2 (2.55) 
is obtained. This equation is exact in the far field in a range independent 
environment, and is regarded as a good approximation in some range de-
pendent environments. Designating the operator: 
[~ + k 2] = Q 8z2 (2.56) 
and making a "stair step" range dependence approximation( ie the operator 
Q is constant over a small range Dr), a solution at the range rj = jer is 
given by 
(2.57) 
Numerical solutions for this equation are found using a 'split step' Fourier 
method, or a finite difference scheme [58]. 
The ground surface is most often modelled as an impedance surface. 
Because the solution is marched out there is only propagation in one direc-
tion. Therefore no backscattering is allowed, and nearfield effects are not 
predicted. Because of the one directional nature of the solution method, a 
range dependent environment can be included. 
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The solution is started at range r = 0 with a Gaussian approximation to 
a point source and then 'marched out' to the range required. This derivation 
is for the 'standard' PE which is only valid for near horizontal propagation. 
Using a slightly different derivation a 'wide angle' PE can be derived [69]. 
The PE has recently been used in application to outdoor sound propagation 
(70] and the effects of turbulence have also been included (71J. 
2.4.3 Rasmussen's method 
Rasmussen (72] developed a simplified model for propagation over an impedance 
boundary under the influence of a linear sound velocity gradient. A point 
source propagated sound to a semi-infinite vertical line of secondary sources 
with its base at a point halfway between the point source and receiver. The 
signal at the receiver was the sum of the signals from the vertical line of 
secondary sources. 
The propagation constant for each secondary source was defined as the 
propagation constant at half the height of the secondary source in the sound 
velocity gradient. This was proposed as an average propagation constant 
over the paths from the source to the secondary source being considered, 
and from the secondary source to the receiver .. This approximation will 
only be accurate when source and receiver are very close to the ground, and 
the sound velocity gradient is small enough for ray curvature to be small. 
Rasmussen claims that he includes the effects of ray path curvature by the 
phase differences between the secondary sources, but in fact these phase 
differences are only due to the differences in propagation constant between 
the secondary sources. The paths between source, secondary sources, and 
receiver, are calculated as straight lines. This method could potentially be 
extended to include a more complex atmospheric profile, but the approxi-
mations made in the derivation severely limit the possible applications. 
2.4.4 Choice of numerical model 
In the situation of interest the propagation model chosen must be accurate 
at close ranges( equivalent to low frequencies). This discounts the use of 
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Normal Mode, and PE models. The FFP allows the inclusion of the nearfield 
effects which cannot be included in PE. The model should be able to fully 
account for seismic effects. This is a very difficult problem in Parabolic 
Equation models, and shear wave effects are particularly awkward to model 
by this technique [73]. Rasmussen's method suffers from the limitations 
imposed by the approximations made. The FFP allows for the inclusion of 
both atmospheric effects, and complicated ground structures. Most small 
scale soil structures can be readily modelled as horizontally layered and so a 
range independent model can be chosen. In spite of the numerical problems 
introduced by use of the FFP this seems the most useful model type of the 
ones described here. 
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Chapter 3 
Using the Biot-Stoll porous-elastic model 
for plane wave solutions 
3.1 A physical interpretation of the Biot-Stoll 
model 
The Biot-Stoll model predicts the existence of three waves in the porous 
elastic medium. These consist of two dilatational waves (with propagation 
constants which are solutions of Equation 3.17) and one rotational, or shear 
wave (from solution of Equation 3.18). In a material consisting of a dense 
solid frame with a low density fluid saturating the pores, the first dilatational 
wave has a velocity very similar to the velocity of a dilatational wave (or 
geophysical 'P' wave) travelling in the drained frame. The attenuation of 
the first dilatational wave is, however, higher than that of the 'P' wave in 
the drained frame. The extra attenuation comes from viscous forces in the 
pore fluid acting on the pore walls. This viscous coupling leads to some of 
the energy in this propagating wave being carried in the pore fluid. 
The second dilatational wave is of much lower velocity than the first in 
most cases. Its attenuation also stems from viscous forces acting on the 
pore walls. Its rigid-frame limit is very similar to the pore wave which 
travels through the fluid in the pores of a rigid-porous solid in the Rayleigh-
Attenborough propagation model. Most of the energy in this wavetype is 
carried in the pore fluid. However the viscous coupling through the pore 
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walls leads to some propagation within the solid frame. The attenuation 
for this second dilatational wave is higher than that of the first in most 
materials, the real and imaginary parts of the propagation constant being 
nearly equal in many cases. 
The rotational wave has very similar velocity to the rotational (or geo-
physical'S' ) wave carried in the drained frame. Again there is some extra 
attenuation due to viscous forces, and some of the energy is carried in the 
pore fluid. The fluid is unable to support rotational waves, but is driven by 
the solid. 
3.2 Single Layer 
This layer system has been considered by Sabatier et al [5]. The system 
simply consists of a single porous elastic layer, with properties defined by 
the modified Biot-Stoll parameters, overlain by a homogeneous air halfs-
pace, with a semi-infinite nonporous elastic substrate. The system is then 
subjected to plane wave incident sound from the air. Solution of the result-
ing boundary conditions enables normal surface impedance and the ratio of 
acoustic pressure above the ground to particle velocity within the ground to 
be predicted. 
The three propagation constants in the porous layer are derived from a 
solution to the Biot-Stoll equations for wave propagation [201 
(3.1) 
82 
\7 2(Ce - M~) = 8t2 (pje - p/~) (3.2) 
82 
9b'l2( = 8t2(P( - Pi1/;) (3.3) 
::2 (Pf( - m1/;) = ~ (~~ F(A)) (3.4 ) 
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where 
H = [(Kr - Kb)2/(D - Kb)] + Kb + 19b 
C = Kr[(Kr - Kb)/(D - Kb)] 
M = (K;/D) - Kb (3.5) 
D = Kr(l + O[(Kr/KJ) -1]) 
and 
pi = q2 pJ/O + iw~F(>'). 
K. 
(3.6) 
Where. 
w = Y'e + V' x ( = O(u - U) (3.7) 
u = 'l~ + V' x .,p (3.8) 
u is solid displacement, U is fluid displacement and w is relative fluid dis-
placement. e and ~ are longitudinal displacement potentials. ( and .,p are 
transverse displacement potentials. m = q2 pJ /O and is a modified fluid 
density to allow for the fact that fluid movement in the pores is not all in 
the direction of the potential gradient because the pores are not necessarily 
straight. Four parameters [12] are used to calculate F(>.): flow resistivity 
0', porosity 0, grain shape factor n
'
, and pore shape factor ratio sp. 
F >. _ -(>.Ji)T(>'y'i) ' 
( ) - 4[1 - 2T(>.Ji)/(>.y'i)] ' (3.9) 
where 
(3.10) 
and 
T(x) = J1(x)/JO(x). (3.11) 
If plane wave solutions are chosen to equations 3.1 to 3.4; 
e = Aei(l:r-wt} ~ = Bei(l:r-wt) ( = X ei(l:r-wt) .,p = Yei(l:r-wt) (3.12) 
and substituted into the wave equations then the following frequency equa-
tions are derived. 
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(Gl 2 - pjW2) A + (mw2 - Ml2 - i.w.F(A).(Vjlt)) B = 0 
(pw2 - 9&12) X + P/w2y = 0 
pj.w2.X + (mw2 - i.w.F(A).(V/It)) Y = 0 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
(3.16) 
As the determinant of the coefficients must be zero the dispersion rela-
tions; 
(Hl2 - pw2) (PjW2 - Gl2) 
(Gl2 - pjW2) (mw2 - Ml2 - i.w.F().).(v/It)) =0 (3.17) 
for compressional waves and 
(pw2 - 9&l2) P fw 2 
pjW2 (mw2 - i.w.F().).(v/It)) =0 (3.18) 
for transverse waves [25] can be derived, which are then solved to give prop-
agation constants Ii for the three wave types; two compressional and one 
transverse. Furthermore the ratios m, of the relative wa.ve amplitude to the 
matrix wave amplitude for each wavetype can be calculated by solution of 
the frequency equations 3.13 to 3.16, leading to 
ml = (H.l~ - p.w2)/(G.l~ - PJ.w2 ) 
m2 = (H.l~ - p.w2)/(G.l~ - P/.w2 ) 
m3 = (p.w2 - 9&.li)/(p/.w2 ) 
where the m, are the ratios of fluid to solid displacements. 
(3.19) 
(3.20) 
(3.21) 
Similarly in the elastic substrate the seismic propagation is governed by 
the two equations 
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H'''V2a = 8t2 (pga) 
82 ~'''V2~ = 8t2(P9~) 
(3.22) 
(3.23) 
leading to two wave types with propagation constants 14(longitudinal) and 
l5 (shear). If a plane wave is incident from the air at an incident angle 8, the 
amplitudes of the three wavetypes in the ground are predicted by solution 
of boundary condition equations at the air to poro-elastic interface and the 
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poro-elastic to elastic interface. There are four boundary conditions at the 
air to layer interface, and five at the layer to half-space interface. These 
boundary condition equations are in terms of up and down going matrix 
displacement amplitudes as shown in figure 3.1. 
Homogeneous Atmosphere 
Porous-elastic layer 
Slow 
d fast 
Elastic halfspace 
Figure 3.1 Up and downgoing matrix displacements in a single porous 
elastic layer overlying an elastic halfspace. 
This total of nine boundary conditions equations are as follows. 
1. Continuity of normal frame displacement at top interface. 
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+(1- m2) cos O2 [A4 - AseiCOl8212d] 
+(1 - m3) sin 03 [As - A7eicol8313d] 
(3.24) 
2. Continuity of fluid pressure at top interface. 
kolo [1 + AI] = h(G - mlM) [A2 + A3eico18111d] 
+l2(G - m2M) [A4 + AseiCol9212d] 
(3.25) 
3. Continuity of total normal stress at top interface. 
kolo [1 + AI] ;:: h(H - mIG - 2gb sin2 81 ) [A2 + A3eiCol81hd) 
+l2(H - m2G - 2gb sin2 ( 2) [A4 + AseiCol8212d] 
+h2gb sin2 03 [As + A7eiCO'8313d] 
(3.26) 
4. Continuity of tangential stress at top interface. 
D;:: 2h cos 81 sin 01 [A2 _ A3eiCOl9111d] 
+2l2 cos O2 sin O2 [A4 - AseiC019212d) 
-l3( cos2 03 - sin2 ( 3) [A6 + A7eic018313d] 
(3.27) 
5. Continuity of normal frame displacement at bottom interface. 
COSOl [A2eiC018111d - A3] + cos O2 [A4eiC018212d - As] 
+sin83 [AseiCOl83lJd - A7] ;:: cos04As + sin8sAg (3.28) 
6. tangential frame displacement at bottom interface. 
sinOl [A2eiCOS8111d + A3] + sin O2 [A4eico18212d + As] 
- cos 03 [A6eiCOS83/3d + A7] ;:: sin 84AS + cosOsAg (3.29) 
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7. Continuity of total normal stress at bottom interface. 
l1(H - m1G - 2gbsin2(1) [A2eic019111d - Aa] 
+l2(H - m2G - 2gb sin2 ( 2) [A4eicoa9l12d - As] 
-l32gb sin2 03 [AseicOl9313d + A7] 
= (H' - 2p.')14 cos 84Aa + 2p.' sin OsAg 
8. Continuity of tangential stress at bottom interface. 
211 costh sinOl [A2eiC0a9111d - Aa] 
+212 cos O2 sin O2 [A4eicOl9llld - As] 
-la(cos20a - sin2 Oa) [Asei COl 9313d + A7] 
= 2p.'14 sin 04 cos 04AS - jJ.' Agls( cos2 85 - sin2 Os) 
9. Continuity of normal fluid displacement at bottom interface. 
(3.30) 
(3.31) 
ml cos 01 [A2eic018111d - Aa] + m2 cos O2 [A4eicOl8llld - As] 
+masin93 [AseicOl9313d - A7] = 0 (3.32) 
Knowing the propagation constants Ii and the angle of incidence at the top 
surface the propagation angles in the other media are calculated using 
(3.33) 
These nine equations are then simultaneously solved to give the nine up and 
down going matrix wave amplitudes Ai . The normal surface impedance can 
then be calculated from All the reflection coefficient. 
Figure 3.2 shows the attenuation (in dB per wavelength) due to viscous 
forces at the pore walls predicted by the Biot-Stoll model for the soil pa-
rameters listed in table 7.1. It can be seen that the attenuation of the slow 
wave due to viscous forces in the fluid is much greater than that of the fast 
or shear wave. The attenuation of the pore wave is in most cases only very 
slightly dependent on the elastic parameters of the solid frame. Most of 
the attenuation of the fast and shear modes is due to influences other than 
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Figure 3.2 Predicted body wave attenuation in a soil from the Biot model, 
and from a constant ratio of real to imaginary parts of the propaga.tion 
constant. 
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the fluid viscosity, such as intergranular friction. Henceforward it will be 
assumed that the solid frame of the soil behaves as a Voigt solid, and hence 
the extra attenuation of the fast and shear waves not due to viscous forces 
at the pore walls can be accounted for by adding a constant small fraction of 
the real part of the propagation constant to the imaginary part. This is an 
assumption supported by experiment on many different materials [74]. A 
value for this fraction of 0.0125 for soil is consistent with results by Prange 
[75]. For the parameters in table 7.1, figure 3.2 shows that the attenuation 
of the fast and shear waves due to this value of the fraction is much greater 
than that pr~dicted by Biot theory alone. 
The ratios and phase relationships between the displacements in the fluid 
and in the solid are given by the 11l.i for each wavetype. 
Biot [14] derived phase relationships between the fluid displacement due 
to each wave type and the solid frame displacement. All of his calculations 
were for zero attenuation. He predicted that in the first (fast) dilatational 
wavetype the fluid and solid moved in phase. He predicted that in the second 
(slow) dilatational wavetype the fluid and solid were exactly out of phase, 
and for the rotational wavetype they were in phase. If the mi in equations 
3.19 are calculated for entirely real propagation constants, densities, and 
elastic parameters, then the phases of the mi agree with the findings of 
Biot. However the imaginary parts of the propagation constants and elas-
tic parameters have a marked affect on the predicted phases of the miS, 
and Biot's findings on these phase relationships are not applicable when 
modelling real materials. Figures 3.4 and 3.3 show the phase relationships 
between the solid and fluid displacements for the three wavetypes for prop-
agation in a dry air saturated sand and an air-saturated snow respectively. 
Their parameters are given in table 3.2. The predictions are in agreement 
with those of DAlbert [761. The small differences are probably due to 
Albert's use of an approximation for the viscosity correction. 
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Figure 3.3 Predicted phase relationships between fluid and solid displace. 
ment for propagation in a dry snow for the three Biot-Stoll wavetypes. 
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Table 3.1 Poro-elastic parameters used in prediction of phase of fluid mo-
tion. 
Material dry snow dry soil 
Flow resistivity(mks raylsm-1 ) 18100 181000 
Porosity 0.783 0.3 
Pore shape factor ratio (sp) 0.5 0.5 
Grain shape factor (n ') 0.912 0.185 
P-velocity (ms-1 ) 300.7 328.5 
S-velocity (ms-1 ) 183.3 164.2 
bulk density (kgm-3 ) 201 1855 
'iSv/SJ?v 0.01 0.01 
3.3 Multiply layered soil 
Application of the model described in section 3.2 is severely limited as real 
soils can rarely be accurately described by a single layer and subsoils rarely 
have zero air porosity. A better model would allow for any number of porous 
elastic layers overlying a porous elastic substrate. At a porous-elastic to 
porous-elastic boundary six independent boundary condition equations are 
necessary to calculate the wave amplitUdes. These boundary conditions 
are those used for the porous-elastic to elastic boundary in equations 3.28 
to 3.32 plus a sixth, the continuity of fluid pressure. As in the single layer 
model there is an incident plane wave and only quantities lIuch all the normal 
surface impedance and the ratio of particle velocity in the ground to acoustic 
pressure above it, can be calculated. 
These boundary condition equations assume the open pore conditionj 
that is that the pores at the base of a layer all connect with the pores at 
the top of the next layer and there are no 'dead end' pores. If one considers 
that real soils are made up of grains and are not solids containing air filled 
tubes the open pore condition seems reasonable. 
For any porous-elastic layer to porous-elastic layer boundary the bound-
ary condition equations are as follows: 
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1. Continuity of normal frame velocity. 
cos 0171.' [Aln!.eqln - A 1nT] + cos 0:271.' [A:2n!eQ:zn - A:2nTl \ 
+ sin 0371.' [A3n!.eQ3n - A 3nTl - COS01(n,+1)' [A1(n,+lH - A1(n,+1)T.eQ1(n+l)] . 
cos 0:2(n,+1)' [A:2(n+1H - A2(n+l)T.eq2(n+l)1 - sin93(n,+1)' [A3(n+1H - A3(n+1)T.eQ3{n+llt 
= 0 ! 
(3.34) 
2. Continuity of tangential frame velocity. 
sin 0171.' [Aln!.eQln + Alnrl + ain02n. [A2n!.eQ2n + A2nTl 
- cos 0311.' [A3n!.eQ3n + A3nrl - SinOl(n+1)' [A1(n,+1H + A 1(n+1)T·e Q1«n+l)+1)] : 
sin 02(n+l)' [A2(n+lH + A 2(n+1)T·e92(ft+l)] + cos 03(71.+1)' [A3(n+1)l + A 3(n+l)T.e 93{n+ 1)j: 
= 0 
3. Continuity of total normal stress. 
lln.(H - mln'C - 2gb. sin:2 8111.) [Abl·eQ1n - A 1nT] 
+ l:2n.(H - m2n'C - 2gb. sin2 82n,) [A2nl·eQ2ft - A:2n,T] 
- 13n,·2gb. sin2 9311.' [A3nl·eq:S ft + A3nrl 
ltn.(H - mln,·C - 2gb. sin:2 81n,) [A1nl·e91{n+1) - A1n,T] 
l:2n.(H - m:2n'C - 2gb. sin:2 8:2n) [A2nl·eQ2(n+1) - A 2n1 ] 
+ 13n.2gb. sin2 (J3n [A3n!.e93(ft+l) + A3n,T] = 0 
4. Continuity of tangential stress . 
2l1n · cos81n . sin 8111.' [A1n,1.eQ1 " - A1n,i] 
+ 2l2n' cos 9271.' sin 9:211.' [A2n!.eQ2" - A2nT] 
- 1311.'( co 52 0311. - sin2 03n) [A3n!.eQ3n + A 3nT] 
(3.35) 
(3.36) 
2l1(n+l)' cos 91(71.+1)' sin (Jl(n+1)'IA1(n+1 H - A1(n+l)T.eQ1(n+l)] 
- 2l2(n+1)' cos 92(11.+1)' sin (J2(1I.+1)' A2(n,+1H - A2(n,+1)t.eQ2(n+l) ] 
+ 13(n,+1).(cos2 83(71.+1) - sin2 83(71.+1») [A3(n+lH + A3(n+l)t.eQ3(n+l)] 0 
(3.37) 
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5. Continuity of normal fluid velocity. 
mIn' COS (Jin' [AInl.eQln - AInj] + m~n' COS (J~n.' [A2n.i.eQ2n - A 2n.j] 
+ m3n·sin(J3n' [A3nl·eQ3n. - A3nj] ml(n+1)·cos61(n+1)· [A1(n+1)l - Al(n+1)j.eQli~+l}] 
- m2(n+l)' COS 62(71.+1)' [A2(n+1)l - A2(n+1)T.eQ2(n+l)] 
m3(n+l)' sin 03(71.+1)' [A3(n+1)! - A 3(n+1)T.eQ3(n+l)] ::: 0 
(3.38) 
6. Continuity of fluid pressure. 
mIn.kfn.lIn. (Alnl·eQln + AInj] + m2n.kfn.12n. [A2ni.eQ2 .. + A 2n j] 
- ml(n+1)·kf(n+1).lI(n+1)' [A1(n+1)l.e I11 ("+1) + A1(n+I)T] 
- m2(n+l).kf(n+l).l2(n+1)' [A2(n+1)!.e Q2(n+l) + A2(n+1H] = 0 
(3.39) 
where qjk = i. cos (Jjk.ljk.dk where k is the layer number and j is the wavetype 
(1 to 3). 
For each layer there are three up going (Ajlej) and three downgoing (Ajlel) 
wave amplitudes. There are only the three downgoing waves in the absence 
of a source in the substrate, hence the Aj(n+1H terms in the above equations 
will not appear for the lowest interface. For an airborne source the boundary 
condition equations at the air-ground interface are those given in equation 
3.24 and following. 
For any number of ground layers the boundary condition equations are 
mapped onto a single array and the equations solved simultanaeously for 
all the wave amplitudes. The solution is made using a NAG library routine 
F04ADF to solve the complex global matrix [77]. This routine uses Crouts 
Factorisation to obtain solutions. The mapping of the matrices of interface 
boundary condition equation terms onto the global matrix is demonstrated 
in figure 3.5. 
This solution method is used by Schmidt [59) in his SAFARI FFP code. 
However the global matrix is never explicitly formed, the solution being 
obtained from the arrays representing the boundary condition equations at 
each interface using a pointer system. 
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x(n) 
Figure 3.5 Mapping of local boundary condition equations onto global 
matrix. 
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A(1) 
A(n) 
Using the wave amplitudes derived from the solution of the boundary 
condition equations it is possible to calculate acoustic-seismic coupling ratios 
(the ratio of particle velocity in the ground to acoustic pressure in the air) 
This quantity can be directly measured using a microphone and geophone. 
Also the normal acoustic impedance of soils with complicated acoustic and 
seismic structures can be modelled. 
The code used to implement the above calculations is MULTIPORO. It 
is listed in appendix C. 
3.4 The variable porosity model 
This section gives one example of the use of the multilayered impedance 
model described above. 
Donato [78] derived an equation for the normal surface impedance of a 
rigid-porous surface with an exponentially decreasing porosity with depth. 
Attenborough [79] showed that Donato's results were actually for a poros-
ityexponentially increasing with depth. Attenborough rederived the normal 
surface impedance using the same method as Donato, but for the porosity 
decreasing with depth. Attenborough's method is shown here. The expres-
sion for the normalised propagation constant in the soil is; 
(3.40) 
This is a low frequency-high flow resistivity approximation of the propaga-
tion constant expression derived from Equations 11 and 2.16. Postulating 
an exponential porosity-depth relation; 
O(z) == O(O)e-az (3.41) 
and using the Bruggeman relationship between the porosity 0 and the tor-
tuosity q2 (Equation 2.20), together with the relation; 
0"0 
-2 == constant 
q 
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(3.42) 
(from reference [80]), leads to 
q(z) = q(O)e(1+n/)all. (3.43) 
Putting these depth relations into equation 3.40 and substituting the prop-
agation constant into the wave equation for the soil leads to 
d,2~ + 1'( w ? [an-nl (0) + is~q(o)n(O)l en/all~ = 0 
dz2 Co 4pow (3.44) 
where a = (~ - 1~1 Npr ). Making the substitution :z: = efL/all/2 yields 
:z:-+-+ - :Z:~=O d2~ d~ ( 2/3 ) d:z: 2 d:z: n'a (3.45) 
where {3 = kb(O)(wjco). This equation has solutions of the form 
~ = AH5(2/3en/all/2 j(n'a)) + CHJ(2{3efL/all/2 /(n'a)) (3.46) 
Attenborough mistakenly set C to zero in order to satisfy the radiation 
condition 
lim. (,-8~ 1 8~) 
z --+ 00 yZ 8z + Co 8t = O. (3.47) 
U sing the relationships u = 8~ /8z and p = -iwp( z)~ the following equation 
was derived for the normal surface impedance. 
. H~(2/3/(n'a)). 
Zc(O) = zZca H¥(2/3/(n'a))' (3.48) 
By making use of the large argument approximations to the Hankel functions 
(3.49) 
it became possible to derive a simplified relationship between the character-
istic impedance of the material at the surface (Zca), and the normal surface 
impedance; 
(3.50) 
By using a high flow resistivity, low frequency approximation, which involves 
approximation of the characteristic impedance of the porous material at the 
top surface using a single parameter [79], 
(3.51 ) 
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the equation for the normal surface impedance was further simplified to; 
(3.52) 
where U e = s;u /n, and ae = n'a/n. 
Figure 3.6 compares the predicted normal surface impedance of a soil 
with an exponential porosity decrease with depth using the two parameter 
approximation (Equation 3.52) to the MULTIPORO impedance output and 
the calculated impedance using a multiply layered fluid approximation af-
ter Brekhovskikh [55] where the complex fluid effective densities and bulk 
moduli in each layer are described by a Rayleigh Attenborough model. In 
both the MULTIPORO and the layered fluid model five layers are used. The 
input parameters are listed in table 3.4. The predictions of the rigid-frame 
limit of MULTIPORO and the Brekhovskikh fluid layer model are graphi-
cally indistinguishable for these parameters and are represented by a single 
line in figure 3.6. 
Table 3.2 Layer parameters used in the prediction of normal surface 
impedance for exponential porosity decrease. 
Layer depth Flow resistivity Porosity "p n' 
metres mks raylsm-1 
0.035 106600 0.4 0.3 1.5 
0.070 212000 0.304 0.3 1.5 
0.105 421700 0.231 0.3 1.5 
0.140 838700 0.175 0.3 1.5 
0.175 1688000 0.133 0.3 1.5 
The Brekhovskikh and MULTIPORO outputs agree very well and with 
Attenborough's exponential porosity decrease two parameter approximation 
in this case. This good agreement is in spite of the fact that the wrong 
solution to Equation 3.45 was chosen. 
Berry [81J showed that to satisfy the radiation condition the Hankel 
function of the first kind should be chosen as the solution to equation 3.45 
instead of the Hankel function of the second kind. This choice then leads to 
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the corrected form of equation 3.48; 
. HJ(2f3ln'a} 
Zc(O) = -tZco Hf(2f3/n'a)' (3.53) 
This corrected equation can similarly be simplified to an equation similar to 
equation 3.51 
(3.54) 
However the results of this simplified model fail to agree with predictions 
of a multilayered model, as it gives an imaginary part of the impedance 
much smaller than the real part. It can be seen from figure 3.6 that for an 
exponential porosity decrease the imaginary part of the impedance is larger 
than the real part at low frequencies. 
The exact forms of equations 3.48 and 3.53 give predicted impedances 
which are shown in figure 3.7 for the same parameters as used in figure 3.6. 
It can be seen that the exact forms give similar impedances to the approxi-
mations, with Attenborough's original version giving a larger imaginary part 
to the impedance than the real part, and Berry's revised version giving a 
smaller imaginary part. For the example given here the approximate Atten-
borough impedance model gives results closer to those of the layered model 
impedance than the more exact Attenborough equation does, although this 
is not always the case. 
Attenborough's two parameter approximation has been widely used in 
fitting measured impedances [82,83] and impedances over grassland often 
show a larger imaginary than real part where the rate of decrease of porosity 
with depth is large. The effect on normal surface impedance of an exponen-
tial porosity decrease will be similar to that of a thin rigidly backed layer. 
For thin rigidly-backed layers the imaginary part of the impedance exceeds 
the real part. 
Appendix A shows that the two parameter approximation gives reason-
able agreement with a multilayered model for a variety of values of a. 
In conclusion; The normal surface impedance has been calculated of a 
ground made up of several layers imitating an exponential porosity decrease. 
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It has been found that the impedance of this ground surface generally agrees 
in form with a low frequency, high flow resistivity, approximate impedance 
model for a ground with exponentially decreasing porosity with depth, given 
by Attenborough. It was shown [81J that the derivation of this impedance 
model is theoretically incorrect, and a corrected model was derived. This 
corrected model fails to agree with the layered approximation. The corrected 
model also fails to agree with measurements over many ground surfaces. 
In spite of the fact that Attenborough's two parameter approximation 
can no longer be based on the variable porosity model, it does show re-
markable agreement with the representation of an exponential decrease in 
porosity by a set of layers using MULTIPORO or the Brekhovskikh fluid 
layer approximation. 
The use of a multiply layered model to derive it gives considerable valid-
ity to the two parameter approximation as a ground impedance model for 
general use in predictions of atmospheric propagation. 
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Chapter 4 
Porous Elastic Propagation Model . 
(FFLAGS) 
This propagation model uses the Fast Fourier method described in chapter 
2 section 4. The environment is assumed to be range independent and to 
consist of a fluid (air) upper half-space overlying a set of horizontal fluid 
(air) layers of differing sound speeds and densities. The lowest of these fluid 
layers is in contact with a ground made up of a set of horizontal elastic 
porous layers under which is an elastic porous half-space. The number of 
layers in either fluid or ground can be set to zero. Height in the fluid (h) 
is considered positive upward, and depth in the porous elastic solid (d) is 
considered positive downward. 
4.1 Propagation in the fluid(air) 
The inhomogeneous Helmholtz equation in the fluid in the presence of a 
source may be written, 
[V2 + k2(r, h)] '¢'(r, h,w) = f(r,h,w), 
where,¢, is given by 
'¢'(r,h) = l~=o JII (kh. r ).ij;(Ich,h,)·kh,.dkh" 
and f(r,h,w)is a source term, 
f(r,h,w)= SC(h- h,,)c(r). 
27T' 
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( 4.1) 
( 4.2) 
( 4.3) 
The source strength S will be set at unity. 1/J can be calculated from 1jJ and 
by performing the integration (Equation 4.2) in the manner described in 
section 2.4 
The solution to the inhomogeneous Helmholtz equation (Equation 4.1) 
in a fluid layer containing a source, is the sum of the solution of the inhomo-
geneous Helmholtz equation in the absence of boundaries, and the solution 
to the homogeneous Helmholtz equation, 
( 4.4) 
in the presence of the boundaries [59]. The depth dependent Greens function 
part of the solution to Equation 4.4 in the presence of boundaries at heights 
hI and h2 (hI < h2) is, 
( 4.5) 
where, 
( 4.6) 
and La is the propagation constant in the medium. Equation 4.5 is the depth 
dependent Greens function in a layer containing no source. The range de-
pendent part and the integral in Equation 4.2 are identical for the solution to 
both the homogeneous and inhomogeneous Helmholtz equations and hence 
the height dependent part of the solution (called the depth dependent Greens 
function) is the sum of the depth dependent Greens functions of each part of 
the solution. So ;p in the presence of a boundary is the sum of Equation 4.5 
and the Greens function in the absence of the boundaries, 
for a layer containing a spherical point source. 
The Rl are calculated by solution of the boundary condition equations 
at the interfaces (see section 4.3 below). 
Schmidt [59] has included in his FFP formulation the effect of a sound 
velocity gradient within each layer. In the case of a layer not containing a 
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source the depth dependent part of 'It is given by 
where Ai and Bi are Airy functions of the first and second kind respectively 
and ( = (pw2a)-2/3(kh, - pw2(az + b)). The depth dependence of the sound 
speed is given by c(z) = J'lJ(p(az+b)). This gives an approximately linear 
sound speed gradient. This formulation is not used here. 
Wilson [84] attempts to include the effects of turbulence in the atmo-
sphere by stochastic perturbations of the sound speed gradient. This is also 
not used here. 
4.2 Propagation in porous elastic media 
From the wave equations for the porous-elastic solid, 
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'\1 2(H <PI - C<p2) = 8t2 (P<l>1 - PJ<P2), 
'\12 ( C<Pl - lrI <P2) = !: (PJ<Pl - p' <P2), 
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9b '\1 2Xl = 8t2 (PXl - PJX2), 
8
2 
." (8X2 ) 8t2 (PIXI - mX2) = ~ TtF (>') , 
( 4.9) 
( 4.10) 
(4.11) 
( 4.12) 
and assuming a time dependence of e-iwt we obtain the frequency dependent 
equations, 
where, 
'\1 2(H<pl - C<p2) = -w2(P<I>1- PI<P2), 
'\12 ( C <PI - kI ¢2) = _w2 (P/<Pl - p' ¢2 ), 
9b '\1 2Xl = -W2(pXl - P/X2), 
w
2 (PIXl - PcX2) = 0, 
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( 4.13) 
(4.14) 
(4.15 ) 
( 4.16) 
(4.17) 
¢l and ¢2 are scalar displacement potentials, and Xl and X:z are vector 
displacement potentials. There are two possible solutions for both ,pI and 
¢2 in the absence of boundaries (see chapter 2) corresponding to slow and 
fast waves. The general solution for q,I and q,2 is therefore the sum of these 
solutions, denoted by subscripts slow and fast respectively. 
These may be related to the displacements by, 
(4.18) 
( 4.19) 
( 4.20) 
w is the relative fluid displacement, and'll. is the solid matrix displacement. 
From Equations 4.15 and 4.16 it can be seen that Xl and X:z are simply 
related and for this case they can be replaced by a scalar displacement 
potential q,3 [44], where, 
and 
The three scalar displacement potentials are 
q,I = 100 iflJo(kh.r).kh.dkh 
q,:z = 100 ~2Jo(kh.T).kh..dklt. 
q,3 = 100 ~3Jo(kh.r).dklt., 
(4.21) 
(4.22) 
( 4.23) 
( 4.24) 
(4.25) 
q,1 is the longitudinal displacement potential in the solid, q,:z is the longitu-
dinal displacement potential in the fluid, q,3 is the transverse displacement 
potential in the solid, to which the fluid transverse displacement potential 
is directly proportional. 
In a porous-elastic layer, bounded by interfaces at depths d1 and d2 , in 
the absence of a source, the ~iS at a depth z are given by. 
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~2 = ml (A1Lei(Z-dd.Bl + AITei(d~-Z).Bl) + m2 (A2!ei(z-dd.B~ + A 2Tei(d2 -z).B2) (;4.27) 
~3 = A 3Lei(z-dd.B3 + A3tei(d2-z).B3 (;4.28) 
The mi are given in chapter 3 by Equations 3.19 
4.3 Boundary conditions 
Boundary condition equations in cylindrical polar coordinates (r, 8, z )are 
needed. However the axisymmetric nature of the problem considered here 
means that there is no B dependence. 
The boundary condition equations are calculated using the following 
relations between the parameters used for the boundary conditions and the 
displacement potentials. 
At boundaries between two fluid layers the two boundary conditions are 
1. continuity of pressure, 
(4.29) 
2. continuity of normal particle displacement, 
81/J 
U z = -. EJz (4.30) 
At the interface between the fluid and the porous elastic medium there 
are four boundary conditions, 
1. continuity of total normal stress [5], 
k \72 H EJUr (Jzz = 0 1/J = 'V.U - 2gb EJr - C\7.w, (4.31) 
2. continuity of normal displacement [5], 
a7j; = U
z 
_ W
z 
= EJcf?l _ EJcf?2 _ (1 _ m3)~~ (r EJcf?3) , 
8z EJz EJz TaT 8T ( 4.32) 
3. continuity of fluid pressure [44], 
( 4.33) 
and 
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4. continuity of tangential stress, 
(4.34) 
Six boundary conditions are required at each interface between porous-
elastic layers. These boundary conditions are the four above and two others, 
5. continuity of normal relative fluid displacement, 
( 4.35) 
and 
6. continuity of tangential frame displacement, 
( 4.36) 
Taking the above differential equations and inserting the displacement po-
tentials q,i leads to the following boundary condition equations. 
is, 
For the fluid layer interfaces there are two boundary conditions, the first 
1. continuity of pressure. Taking the differential equation 4.29 and using 
cylindrical polar coordinates with no a.zimuthal dependence we a.rrive 
at the following differential equation for the fluid pressure, 
p = ko [82'I/J + ~i. (r 8'I/J)]. az r ar ar ( 4.37) 
U sing the recurrence relations for Bessel functions (61] this becomes, 
(4.38 ) 
For a layer not containing a source, i[J in Equation 4.2 is given by 
Equation 4.5. Substituting Equation 4.5 into Equation 4.38 gives, 
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For both sides of a fluid layer boundary the integral and the Bessel 
function are identical. Therefore it is only necessary to equate the 
depth dependent part ofthe integral(the depth dependent Greens func-
tion) at the boundary. If neither the layer above the interface, nor the 
layer below the interface, contain a source then the equation for con-
tinuity of pressure is, 
kOm.l5m. [Rm! + RmT·eg",] = kO(m+1).l~(m+l)· [R(m+1H·e9"'+1 + R(m+1)T] , 
( 4.40) 
where gm = i·13om·hm· 
If a simple spherical source is present in layer m then Equation 4.40 
is modified to include the source term, 
kOm.l5m' [Rm! + RmT·eg", + i3; ... ei1h..-h. ... lPo ... ] 
= kO(m+1).15(m+1)· [R(m+l)!.e9 ,.,+1 + R(m+1)T] • 
(4.41) 
The other boundary condition equation at the fluid layer boundaries 
is derived similarly. The other boundary condition equations are pre-
sented below in the absence of sources. The second boundary. condition 
is, 
2. continuity of normal particle displacement! 
130m. [RmL - RmT·e9",] = ,80(171.+1)' [R(171.+l)i.eg"'+l - R(171.+1)T] • (4.42) 
For the porous-elastic layer to fluid interface there are four boundary 
condition equations. The first of these is, 
1. continuity of total normal stress. Beginning with the stress-strain 
relation of Equation 4.31 and using the differential equations for the 
solid and relative fluid particle displacements from Equations 4.32, 
4.36, and 4.35, leads to the following differential equation for the total 
normal stress, 
0' = H [82'1 - 8 1 8 (rlli) +1 a (r~) + 1 a (r~2~3)] zz a z 8z r 8r ar r 8r ar r 8r r z 
-2gb [~I; (r~) + ~I; (r~)J 
-c [a;l' - m31z~fr (Tat3) +~fr (T~) + ffl3: Ir (r~~~!)] 
(4.43) 
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From the independence of the variables T and z, and using the equa-
tions for the displacement potentials (Equations 4.23 to 4.28), the total 
normal stress in the solid is equated to the pressure in the fluid, 
(l?l·(H - mn.C) - 29bl.k~) [Alll·eqU - AUT] 
+ (l~l·(H - m21'C) - 29bl.k~) [A21!.eQ21 - A 21 i] 
- 2gbl.kh.{331 [A311· eQ31 + A31tl 
= k0 1.l51· [Ru + R1r· e91 ] 
( 4.44) 
The other boundary condition equations are derived in a similar way. 
The other boundary conditions at the fluid to porous-elastic boundary 
are, 
2. continuity of normal displacement, 
(1 - mll){3l1. [A ll !.eQl1 - AUi] + (1- m2l){321. [A21leQ21 - A:nr] 
+ (1- m3t}kh. [A31l.eQ31 - A31T] = (30l. [R1l- R1T·e91 ] 
(4.45) 
3. continuity of fluid pressure, 
(C - mnlvI).lfl' [Au!.eqll + AllT] + (C - m21M).l~1' [A 21 l·eQ21 + A:l1 T] 
= k01.101 . [Rll + R1t·eil ] 
and 
4. continuity of tangential stress, 
2{31l.kh. [Alll·eqll - AUi] 
+ 2·{321·kh. [A21!.eQ21 - A21T] 
- .(f3~1- k~)[A31!.eq31 + A31 T] = 0 
( 4.46) 
( 4.47) 
For porous-elastic layer interfaces the boundary condition equations are 
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1. continuity of total normal stress, 
(lfn·(H - mIn'C) - 2gbn.k~) (AInl·ethn - AInT] 
+ (l~n·(1i - m2n'C ) - 2gbn.kD [A2nl·eQ2n - A2nt] 
- 2gbn.k~./33n [A3nl· eQ3n + A3ntJ 
(l~(n+l)·(H - ml(n+l)'C) - 2gb(n+l).k~) [AI (n+l)l.e91(n+l) - AI(n+lH] , 
- (q(n+l)·(H - m2(n+l)'C) - 2gb(n+l).kD [A2(n+l)!.e92(n+l) - A2(n+l)t] 
+ 29b{n,+l)·k~.,63{n,+I) [A3(n,+l)l.eq3(n+l) + A3(n+l)t] = 0 
( 4.48) 
2. continuity of normal displa.cement, 
(1 - mln),Bln. [Alnl·eQln - Aintl + (1 - m2n),B2n. [A2n!eQ2" - A 2nT] 
+ (1 - m3n)kh,. [A3nl· eQ3n - A3ntJ 
- (1 - ml(n,+l»),BI(n,+l)' [A1(n+l)l - A I(n+l)t.e91(n+l)] 
(1 - m2(n+l»),B2(n+l)' [A2(n+l)! - A2(n+l)T.eQ2(n+l)] 
- (1 - m3(n+l»)kh,. [A3(n+l)l - A3(n+l)T.e 93(n+l)] 
= 0 
3. continuity of fluid pressure, 
( 4.49) 
(C - mln,M).lfn' [Alnl·eQln + AlnrJ + (C - m2nM).l~n' [A2nl· eQ2n + A 2nT] 
- (C - ml(n+l)M).lt(n+l)' (A1(n+l)l.e91(n+l) + A1(n+l)t] 
(C - m2(n+l)M).l~(n+l)' [A2(n+l)l.e92(fl+1) + A2(n+lH] = 0 
( 4.50) 
4. continuity of tangential stress, 
gbn {2/31n. kh,. [Alnl·eQlfl - AInT] 
+ 2./32n.kh,. [A2nl·e92n - A2ni] 
- .(/35n - k~) [A3n!.eQ3fl + A3nt]} + 
gb(n,+l) {- 2.,Bl(n+l).kh,. [A1(n+l}l - A 1(n,+l}T.eQ1(fl+l)] 
- 2·,62(n+l).kh,. [A2(n,+l)! - A2(n,+I)T.eQ2(n+l)] 
+ .(,B~(n,+l) - kO [A3(n+l)! + A3(n+l)T.eQ3(n+l)]} = 0 
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, (4.51) 
5. continuity of normal fluid displacement, 
and 
mln .{31n. [Aln!.eqln - Alnrl + m2n.{32n' [A2n!.eQ2n - A 2ni] 
+ m3n.kh.. [A3n!.eC)3n - A 3ni] -
ml(n+1)·{3I(n+1)' [A1(n+1)i - A 1(n+1)j.e1lt("+l)] 
m2(n+1).{32(n+1)· [A2(n+1)! - A 2(n+1)T.eQ2(n.+1)] 
- m3(n+1).kh.. [A3(n+1)! - A3(n+1)T.eC)3(n+l)] = 0 
( 4.52) 
6. continuity of tangential frame displacement, 
kh.. [Aln!.eQln + A1ni] 
{33n' [A3n! .eQ3n + A 3n i ] 
kh.. [A2(n+1)i + A2(n+1)i·eQ2(n+ll J 
+ kh' [A2n!.eQ2n + A 2ni] 
kh' [A1(n+1H + A1(n+1)j.eQ1«"+1)+1)] 
+ .83(n+1)' [A3(n+1)l + A3(n+1)j.eQ3(n.+l l ] , 
= 0 
(4.53) 
where qik = i.{3ik.dk (k is the layer number and j is the wavetype (1 to 3)). 
The boundary condition equations for all of the air and ground layers are 
mapped onto a single array in the manner shown in figure 4.1. The boundary 
condition equations for all the interfaces can then be simultaneously solved 
for all the Ain! and Rm1 . This is done using Crout's Factorization method 
implemented using a NAG library routine [77]. The Ain! and Rmt are 
then used to calculate the relevant depth dependent Greens function for 
the required output parameter. This process is repeated for the set of N 
horizontal wavenumbers between (kh.(min) and kh.(ma.a:») to calculate a set 
of N depth dependent Greens functions. The Hankel transform (equation 
2.28) is performed on these Greens functions using the Fast Fourier method 
detailed in section 2.4. This provides the required output parameter as a 
function of range. 
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Figure 4.1 Mapping of boundary condition equations onto global matrix, 
for a single air layer, and a single ground layer, as in figure 4.2. 
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Poro-elastlc 
layer 
Poro-elastlc 
halfspace 
Air halfspace 
Air layer 
Figure 4.2 An example environment, showing the labelling convention. 
This is the example for which the boundary conditions are mapped onto the 
global matrix in figure 4.1. 
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4.4 Numerical Considerations 
For proper computation using this FFP the limits of the numerical integra-
tion (kh(ma:) and kh(min» should be chosen such that all important parts 
of the integrand lie within them. The number of points of the integration 
(N) must be chosen so as to represent the integrand accurately. In order 
to do this the integration range should be initially set very large in order 
to examine the integrand. The integration range should then be reduced 
in order to represent the integrand as accurately as possible in the range 
where it is not small. Figure 4.3 shows the modulus of a typical integrand 
against kh for propagation in air over a rigid-backed rigid-porous surface. A 
reasonable choice of kh(ma.:z:) is also shown. It must be noted that in using 
a simple fast Fourier method the distances at which the output occurs are 
influenced by the choice of the above integration parameters according to 
the following equations. 
rma.:z: = (N /2)or, 
27r 
or = , 
kh(ma.:z:) - kh(min.) 
rj = Tmin. + jor j = 0,1,2 ... 
(4.54) 
(4.55 ) 
( 4.56) 
As in a normal FFT calculation the problem of wrap-around in one 
domain can occur if undersampling occurs in the other. If a minimum range 
Tmin. is chosen as greater than 0 then wrap-around occurs of the signal in the 
range interval 0 to Tmininto the range N CT. Because of this effect there is no 
reason to set rmin to anything except zero. In this case the greatest cause 
of the wrap-around problem is the fact that (unlike most FFP codes) the 
inward going wave is included. This leads to wrap around from the negative 
axis. Fortunately this signal is very rapidly attenuated with range, and to 
avoid the errors due to this signal the maximum range is truncated to Nor /2 
instead of Nor. Hence the problem of wrap-around from the short range is 
not encountered. The integration offset a (described in section 2.4) must 
be carefully chosen. The choice of the value a = 1.0 usually gives accurate 
results. This choice is of the order of ten times that recommended in the 
CERL FFP [62J. This difference may be because of the interest in this study 
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in short ranges. Larger values lead to inaccuracies in the approximation to 
the extra integration path. Smaller values lead to very sharp peaks in the 
integrand which are difficult to represent accurately with a limited number 
of points. 
In modelling the particle velocity in the ground the integrand at the 
upper end of the integration range is small enough in all of the cases used 
in this thesis for a correction for the tail to be unnecessary. 
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Many of the predictions shown in this thesis are plotted as a function 
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of frequency at a single distance from the source. These predictions were 
achieved by dividing the required frequency range into a number of smaller 
ranges, usually about an octave in range (for example a frequency range of 
50Hz to 500Hz could be divided into three frequency ranges; 50-110Hz,llO-
240Hz and 240-500Hz). The FFP was performed at the upper and lower 
frequencies in each of these smaller frequency ranges. The depth dependent 
Green's function at these frequencies was examined and the integration range 
and correction parameters were altered to give correct results at these lim-
iting frequencies. The integration was then carried out for all intervening 
frequencies in each small frequency range using the integration parameters 
found for the upper and lower frequencies of that frequency range. The re-
sult at the relevant distance was picked from the output at each frequency 
and displayed as a function of frequency at a single distance. For results as 
a function of frequency a numerical integration method would be more effi-
cient, as only one distance is required. However the overall computational 
speed would be. almost unaffected as the bulk of the computational effort is 
taken up with calculation of the depth dependent Greens function. 
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Chapter 5 
Comparison of FFLAGS results to 
Analytic approximations for fields due to 
a point source above porous media. 
The Fast Fourier method described above can be implemented with very high 
seismic velocities, solid densities, and seismic attenuations for the ground. 
The model then tends towards being rigid-porous, and can be compared 
to other models of propagation over rigid-porous surfaces. FFLAGS can 
then be used to test the validity of analytical models for propagation in an 
homogeneous halfspace over a rigid porous ground surface. It can be shown 
[12] that the calculated slow wave or pore wave propagation constant using 
a Rayleigh-Attenborough rigid porous model, and the rigid frame limit of 
a modified Biot-Stoll porous-elastic model are almost identical, therefore 
differences in the predicted sound pressure level between the two models 
should be due to the propagation model if the seismic wavetypes play no 
part. To ensure that the seismic effects played no part in the FFLAGS 
model the seismic velocities, bulk density, and attenuation were all increased 
until further increase had no discernible effect on the output. It was then 
assumed that seismic effects would be negligible. The bulk density was 
set at 20000kgm-3 , and fast and shear velocities to 5000 and 3000 ms-1 
respectively. These values are not physically realisable but are set at these 
values in order to remove any possible effects due to the ground elasticity. 
The predictions of FFLAGS were compared to four different propagation 
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models. For all of these the Rayleigh-Attenborough [12] four parameter 
description of the propagation constant and characteristic impedance in the 
porous medium was used. 
5.1 Analytic sound propagation models 
5.1.1 Attenborough, Hayek and Lawther's 'approximate' 
extended reaction model 
The first model, is the more approximate of the two Attenborough, Hayek 
and Lawther [44] extended reaction models. The propa.gation calculation,with 
misprints corrected, is given by Quartararo for an extended reaction halfs-
pace [85], as an 'a.pproximate' extended reaction model. 
eiklrl eiklrl 
~tot:::::: - + - [R(61 ) + B{l - R(6d}F(w)] (5.1) 41!"Tl 41!"T2 
where R is the plane wave reflection coefficient 
and 
and 
R = cos 61 - M(n2 - sin2 61)t 
cos 91 + M(n2 - sin2 8l )! 
B = ~--:-..>...[ c-:o~s 8_+--'.-P....:..( 1~-~si~n_2 6...:,/_n_2 )~O...,...5]~(,-:-1 ___ n_-_2~)O_.5..,..--~ 
[cos 9 + .B( 1 - n-2 )0.5 I( 1 - M2)o.5)(1 - sin2 6/n2)0.5 
[(1 - M2)0.5 + P(l - n-2)0.5 cos 9 + sin 9(1 _ .B2)O.5]0.5 
x (1 _ M2)1.S(2 sin6)o.5(1 _ .B2)O.25 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
Where M = L , n is the complex refractive index and .Be is the normalised 
Pc 
characteristic admittance. 
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5.1.2 Attenborough, Hayek and Lawther's 'exact' extended 
reaction model. 
A more exact formulation for propagation over an extended reaction half-
space is also given by Attenborough, Hayek and Lawther [44]. Misprints 
are again corrected in Quartararo's thesis [85). In this the equation 5.1 is 
replaced by the following 
eiklrl eikl"~ klA ["3 (-i:Z:o) 1 2 1 2 1 'k ] 
'Ptot:::::: --+R(Od--- ( M2) e-Tef/C r;;-: Ho(klf2(1- A )2')(1- A ):ze' 1"~ +V' 47rfl 47rf2 4 1 - v 2z 
(5.6) 
_ [n2 - 1)] t 
A - M 1-M2 (5.7) 
and, 
where, 
'It { ()t V':::::: e'l T 2 COIBa + A 1 + l±AcolBa 1 
211'r l cOI90±M(nl -.in1 9o) V1'(I-M2} (I-A2)! lin So (A±coI8o) 
+ 1 [ Fco.So 
ik1". cOISo±M(n2-lin28o)! 
+ A (1 + ltAcosBQ ) t (ltAC0a90±(1-A2~! lin 80 + 1 )] } 
\I2(I-M')(A±coIBo) (I-A')! linea 2(A±co.8o) Saineo(I-A2)' 
(5.9) 
For propagation over a halfspace this model(henceforward referred to as 
'exact') was compared to FFLAGS. 
5.1.3 Nicholas, Berry and Daigle's approximate extended 
reaction model for a non-porous backed porous sur-
face layer. 
For propagation over a non-porous backed extended reaction porous surface 
layer Nicholas, Berry and Daigle [501 have modified the reflection coefficient 
Rrbl and the formulation for 'w' from the 'approximate' model of Attenbor-
ough, Hayek and Lawther (an error in the equation for 'w' in Nicholas et 
al's paper has been corrected here). 
(5.10) 
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where Z(l,8d is the normal surface impedance at an angle of incidence 81 
over a rigid backed layer of thickness 1. 
Z(l,81) = (1- ((kdk~)COS9)2)1/'JCoth(-ik2d(1- ((kdk'J) cos 8)2)1/2), 
(5.11) 
and Z is the normalised characteristic impedance. k2 is the propagation 
constant of the pore (slow) wave in the porous ground. 
R coth( -ik2l(1 - n
2 sin2 8)i) cos 8 - !3cP1c(1 - n2 sin2 8)t 
rbl = 1 l' (5.12) 
coth( -ik2l(1- n2 sin2 8)l) cos 8 + !3cP1c(1- n2 sin2 9)2' 
These reformulations are then used in equation 5.1. 
5.1.4 Attenborough, Hayek and Lawther's local reaction 
model 
For high flow resistivity rigid porous materials the large propagation con-
stant for the slow wave in the material leads to a local reaction approxima-
tion. This leads to a simplification of equation 5.1 to, 
(5.13) 
where, 
(5.14) 
and 
(5.15) 
This is identical to the solution due to Rudnick [49], except that the Pe is 
the approximate value given by Attenborough, Hayek and Lawther [44). The 
results due to this formulation are also compared to those of FFLAGS in 
those cases where the ground is locally reacting. 
5.1.5 Thomassons local reaction approximation 
Thomasson [86] developed an analytic propagation model over a rigid porous 
hard backed layer. He assumed that the surface could be approximately 
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modelled as a locally reacting layer. His expression for the Total field over 
the surface is as follows 
Where <I> f is assumed to be small. 
Where 
A 
B 
C 
where 
<I> LR = <I>1 + <I>2 
Cko1/ Ok 
<I>l := e' or2"Y° er fc(A) 
21r 1/ 2 B 
<I> 2 = .,..f9fBeikor2"YO (Im(1/) < 0, Re('Yo) > 1) 
= 
= 
= 
= 
:= 0 ( otherwise) 
(ikor2C'Yo - 1)]1/2 -~ < argA < 1! 2 - 2 
[ikor2( 1 - '"(1 W/2 -~ < argB < 1! 2 - 2 
-1 (Im(1/) < 0, Re('Yo) > 1) 
1 otherwise 
'Yo = -1/ cos 90 + (1 - 1/2)1/2 sin 80 
'"(1 = -1/ cos 80 - (1 - 1/2 )1/2 sin 80 
Where 1/ is the 'point admittance' of the surface, given by. 
1/ := n(pol Pl)tan(nkod)/i 
(5.16) 
(5.17) 
(5.18) 
(5.19) 
(5.20) 
(5.21) 
(5.22) 
(5.23) 
(5.24) 
This is the reciprocal of the normal surface impedance of a rigid backed 
layer given by equation 5.25 
Z.s := Zcoth(ik1d) (5.25) 
where Z is the normalised characteristic impedance of the material of the 
layer. Attenborough et al [44J showed that Thomasson's calculation was 
identical to equation 5.13 for a locally reacting rigid backed layer. 
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5.1.6 Habault and Fillippi's layer potential expansion for a 
rigidly backed layer 
Habault and Fillippi [87J also developed models for propagation over various 
grounds. These were made using two different methods for each ground 
type. The first was in terms of layer potentials, and the second in terms of 
a surface wave representation. Included in this was a series expansion of the 
layer potential solution, 
~ ~ _e'''l''l _ ei"l'" {Z"coIl80-f 
tot 411'7'1 4w7', Z" COli 80 + 
+ i [2Zh c018~ (21 + I' cot 8 + I") 2ICl 7'3 (ZhCOSOO 2 0 
+ (Zh c:.Zfo+JP (J sin 00 + l' cos OO)(Zh sin 00 - I")] + ... }, 
(5.26) 
where, Zh is the normal surface impedance ofa rigid backed layer of thickness 
h, 
(5.27) 
I' and Iff are the first and second derivatives of I with respect to 00 , 
(5.28) 
and k = kl!k2 • This series expansion (including only the first two terms) 
for a rigid backed layer is compared to various results here. 
5.2 Numerical comparison of FFP and analytic 
models. 
It was decided to compare FFLAGS and the analytical models for several 
different conditions. These included various flow resistivities between 300000 
mks rayls m -1 (near local reaction) and 10000 mks rayls m -1 (extended 
reaction): a thin(5cm) hard backed layer, rigid surface and an homogeneous 
halfspace: short range (1 metre) for a range of'frequencies between 100Hz 
and 2000Hz, and two longer ranges (20m and 100m) for a range of fre-
quencies between 100Hz and 5000Hz (800Hz for the longest range). The 
porosities n of the porous media were maintained at 0.3, the grain shape 
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factor n' at 0.7, and the pore shape factor ratio sp at 0.5. The flow resistivity 
was varied independently of the porosity. In section 3.2 it was shown that 
accepted relationships between flow resistivity and porosity gave flow resis-
tivities much larger than actually measured for soils with low porosity. As 
there is no porosity-flow resistivity relationship available that corresponds 
to measurements on soils the flow resistivity has been varied independently 
of the porosity. 
The source and receiver heights were set to O.3metres and 0.5metres 
for all the predictions. The first range (one metre) was chosen because 
similar ranges are used in acoustic ground characterization [88]. Hence it 
was possible to assess the accuracy of the propagation models used in ground 
characterisation experiments. The second range (twenty metres) was chosen 
to test the propagation models at near grazing incidence, as the difference 
between predicted excess attenuation using plane wave and spherical wave 
reflection coefficients is greatest at near grazing incidence [89]. 
5.2.1 Short Range Results 
It was found that above a rigid surface the predictions of FFLAGS agreed 
with the exact result to within 0.05 dB (see Figure 5.1) Most discrepancies in 
the graphs were due to non-coincidence of the frequencies of the calculation. 
The comparisons between the aforementioned models for propagation above 
porous grounds are shown in Figures 5.2 to 5.9. Above the halfspace at a 
range of one metre both of the Attenborough, Hayek and Lawther extended 
reaction model predictions agree very well with those of FFLAGS (to within 
0.05dB). The local reaction model agrees with the FFP to the same accuracy 
as the extended reaction models at the high flow resistivity and gradually 
diverges as the flow resistivity is decreased until at a flow resistivity of 
10,OOOmks rayls the disagreement is up to 0.3 dB{see Figure 5.5}. The 
Habault and Fillippi hard backed layer propagation model was used with 
a very large layer depth as a comparison. At high flow resistivities the 
agreement between models was very good, but the disagreement increased 
as the flow resistivity was decreased until at the lowest flow resistivity the 
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disagreement between Habault and Fillippi a.nd the other models was up to 
O.5dB(see Figures 5.2 to 5.5). 
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For the rigid backed Scm layer at a range of one metre predictions 
of FFLAGS were compared to the Nicholas, Berry and Daigle formula-
tion and the Habault and Fillippi formulation. It was found that for the 
high flow resistivities all three models agreed extremely well (to within 
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O.ldB)(ftgure 5.6). As the flow resistivity was decreased the agreement de-
creased( Figures 5.7 and 5.8). At a flow resistivity of lO,OOOmks rayls the 
disagreement between FFLAGS and the Nicholas, Berry and Daigle formu-
lation had risen to 1.0dB at some frequencies, but the Habault and Fillippi 
formulation was exhibiting dips at different frequencies and differences of up 
to 6dB in predicted excess attenuation ( Figure 5.9). 
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5.2.2 Long range results 
The second range chosen was twenty metres. This range was chosen to 
examine the performance of the different propagation models at near grazing 
incidence. Once again source and receiver heights were set at 0.5 and 0.3 
metres respectively, and four different ground How resistivities were used 
(see Figures 5.10 to 5.13). 
For propagation over the halfspace only one dip in the excess attenua-
tion is present in the audible frequency range. The greatest disagreement 
between the propagation models occurs in this dip. For all of the four flow 
resistivities chosen the Attenborough, Hayek and Lawther 'exact' propaga-
tion model agreed with FFLAGS to within O.OldB (Better than 0.1 percent). 
The approximate Attenborough ,Hayek and Lawther result was consistently 
larger in magnitude then either FFLAGS or the 'exact' result. This differ-
ence became greater over the lower How resistivity materials, being up to 
0.3dB over the high How resistivity material, and up to 0.6dB over the low-
est How resistivity material. The local reaction approximation gave results 
consistently smaller than FFLAGS or the 'exact' calculation. The maximum 
discrepancy increased from O.4dB in the high flow resistivity case, to 1.6dB 
for the lowest 'flow resistivity. 
The third range chosen was 100 metres. The source and receiver heights 
were 2.0 metres. The agreement between the results for different models 
was similar to that for a range of twenty metres (figures 5.14 to 5.17). 
The Habault and Fillippi model fails to give physically reasonable pre-
dictions with this geometry. The predicted excess attenuations were above 
20dB at many frequencies, and the results are not presented here. 
For propagation over the rigid-backed layer FFLAGS was compared 
to the Nicholas, Berry and Daigle predictions and to the local reaction 
prediction with a normal surface impedance for a rigid backed layer( see 
Figures 5.18 to 5.21). It was found that for the highest How resistivity 
the Nicholas, Berry and Daigle prediction gave results within O.ldB of the 
FFLAGS prediction. The local reaction model agreed equally well except at 
the ground effect dip, where the discrepancy was up to 0.3dB. As the flow 
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resistivity was decreased the discrepancy between the local reaction predic-
tion and FFLAGS increased to over lOdB at some frequencies, although the 
Nicholas, Berry and Daigle prediction did not deviate by more than 1.0 dB 
at any frequency. 
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5.2.3 Predictions as a function of range 
Predicted excess attenuation has been plotted against range for two fre-
quencies. For the halfspace ground these are shown in Figures 5.22 to 5.25. 
FFLAGS is compared to Attenborough, Hayek and Lawther's exact and 
approximate extended reaction models. Agreement is generally reasonable 
(better than 0.5dB) except at short ranges over an extended reaction sur-
face at 2000Hz; here the disagreement with the 'approximate' model is up 
to 1.5dB ( see Figure 5.25). The Attenborough, Hayek and Lawther exact 
model, is closer to FFLAGS at long ranges (greater than ten metres). 
For the thin rigid-backed layer FFLAGS was compared to the Nicholas, 
Berry and Daigle model only. It was found that the two agreed well (bet-
ter than 0.3dB) but diverged at long ranges, although the difference would 
not be possible to deduce from measurements at 100 metres ( see Fig-
ures 5.26 to 5.29). To further examine the divergence of the two models 
at long ranges the flow resistivity was further reduced to 1000mks rayls for 
a porosity of 0.3, and the layer depth increased to 0.5 metres. The diver-
gence of the two results further increased at the low frequency (100Hz) (see 
Figure 5.30) to 2dB at 100 metres. This flow resistivity was lower than that 
which might be measured for outdoor ground materials. As a further test of 
the limits of the Nicholas, Berry and Daigle model snow like parameters were 
used for the non-porous backed layer. A typical snow would have a porosity 
of 0.8, a grain shape factor of 0.6, a pore shape factor of 0.5 and a flow resis-
tivity of 5000mks rayls [48J Elastic parameters may be important in snow 
but for this comparison were ignored. Using a O.2m thick snow like layer on a 
rigid backing a comparison was made for three different frequencies; 100Hz, 
500Hz, and 2kHz: and ranges from 1.0m to 100.0m ( figures 5.31,5.32 and 
5.33). For all three frequencies the agreement between the models is better 
than 1dB, the worst agreement being at the lowest frequency (100Hz). 
These comparisons between FFLAGS and various asymptotic approxi-
mations demonstrate the very precise agreement of FFLAGS with Atten-
borough, Hayek and Lawther's 'exact' propagation model. The results also 
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demonstrate the surprising accuracy of the hard backed layer Nicholas I Berry 
and Daigle approximation. This asymptotic approximation seems to main-
tain it's validity over a very wide range of parameters and ranges. 
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Chapter 6 
Solid Particle motion and surface waves. 
In vehicle and aircraft detection systems geophones are often used [35]. 
Therefore it is important to understand the mechanisms by which acoustic 
signals transfer their energy into ground vibration (acoustic-seismic cou-
pling), and the dependence of this transfer on the porous and elastic prop-
erties of the ground. In this chapter FFLAGS is used to examine various 
aspects of this energy transfer. 
6.1 Comparison of FFP predictions of the verti-
cal particle motion at the surface of porous 
elastic halfspace to the predictions of an asymp-
totic approximation, and the SAFARI pro-
gram. 
6.1.1 The asymptotic approximation. 
Attenborough and Richards [17} have developed an asymptotic approxima-
tion for predicting the vertical particle velocity of the surface of an elastic 
porous material due to a point source in the air. Their solution is the 
sum of contributions from branch cuts corresponding to each of the three 
wavetypesin the porous elastic medium and the acoustic wave in the air, and 
the residue of a surface wave pole. Several approximations are made in the 
111 
derivation. These include; The light fluid approxima.tion which is that the 
pore fluid has no influence on propagation within the rigid frame; and local 
reaction. For each branch cut the contribution is represented by a Hankel 
transform. Part of the integrand in the Hankel transform is represented by 
the first three terms of a Taylor series. This series will only be convergent 
for the first three terms when the corresponding pole is far from the saddle 
point. This is so when the range is large. For each branch cut there is a 
numerical distance which must be large for the predicted vertical particle 
velocity contribution for that branch cut to be accurate. 
6.1.2 Comparison with SAFARI 
In order to validate the use of FFLAGS for predicting the motion of a porous 
elastic halfspace it is first compared to the predictions of an established FFP 
propagation program for propagation in visco-elastic and fluid media. This 
program is SAFARI. The elastic analogue of the porous elastic example will 
be used initially to compare the two programs. Figures 6.1 and 6.2 show the 
predicted vertical particle velocity as a function of range. The agreement 
between SAFARI and FFLAGS is extremely good. 
6.1.3 Comparison to the asymptotic approximation 
The input parameters used for the prediction of vertical particle velocity at 
the surface of a porous elastic halfspace are in table 6.1. The predicted sur-
face vertical particle velocity as a function offrequency is shown in figure 6.3 
for a source height of 1.0 metres at a range of 100 metres. The predictions 
are for the porous halfspace described in table 6.1, and its non-porous ana-
logue (zero porosity, infinite flow resistivity, but the same bulk density as in 
the porous case). The difference between the predictions for the porous and 
non-porous models is similar for both FFLAGS and the asymptotic approx-
imation. However the predicted amplitudes of the vibration do not agree 
between the two methods, and the frequency dependences also do not agree 
at the range of 100 metres. This relationship between the predicted vertical 
particle velocity using porous and non-porous ground models should not be 
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Table 6.1 Material parameters used in the prediction of vertical particle 
velocity 
Parameter Unit Value 
Flow resistivity (j mks raylsm-1 250000 
Porosity n 
-
0.4 
Pore shape factor ratio 0511 - 0.375 
Grain shape factor n' 
-
1.0 
Bulk density kgm-3 1300.0 
P-wave velocity vll mo5-1 500.0 
S-wave velocity v. ms-1 320.0 
~(v)/~(v) - 0.0125 
Grain bulk modulus KT' Nm- 2 1.2.1011 
Sound velocity c ms-1 340.0 
Air density kgm-3 1.20 
regarded as general. Figure 6.11 shows that the ratio of the predicted par-
ticle velocities using porous and non-porous models is extremely dependent 
on parameters other than porosity. 
Figures 6.4 and 6.S show the predicted surface vertical particle velocity 
as a function of range for the porous material for a source height of 1.0 
metre at frequencies of so Hz and 500Hz respec..tively. Figure 6.6 shows the 
vertical particle ~elocity for the same environment as in figure 6.4 but the 
ratio of imaginary to real parts of the propagation constants is zero. The 
numerical distances in these examples are large enough for the important 
contributions to be accurate in theory. 
6.1.4 Discussion 
FFLAGS has been shown to give good agreement with visco-elastic the-
oretical results in the non-porous limit. However, when compared to the 
asymptotic approximation it is shown that the predictions of FFLAGS and 
the a.symptotic limit a.re widely differing. These differences occur both for 
realistic porous soil parameters and the non-porous limit. The asymptotic 
approximation is a long range approximation, and it has hitherto been as-
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sumed that the minimum valid range is less than the maximum range pre-
dicted by the FFP here. It is possible that the minimum valid range is much 
greater than was assumed. 
6.1.5 Examination of the different contributions to the ver-
tical particle velocity. 
The contributions from each of the branch cuts and the surface wave pole 
in the asymptotic result can be calculated separately. Similarly in the FFP 
method the integrand can be examined to see whether peaks occur in the 
integrand at the horizontal wavenumber corresponding to the relevant prop-
agation constant. For the vertical particle velocity predictions shown in 
figure 6.4 the integrand of the FFP is shown in figure 6.7. It can be seen 
that the predicted vertical particle velocity is mainly the sum of a direct 
contribution from the air (horizontal wavenumber equal to the air propaga-
tion constant 0.935m-1 ), and a contribution from a pseudo-Rayleigh wave 
(propagation constant 1.095m-1). The interference between these causes 
the maxima and minima in the predicted particle velocity (figure 6.6). A 
similar effect can be seen in the asymptotic approximation prediction, but 
the predicted phase relationship between the direct contribution and the 
Rayleigh wave contribution is approximately 1800 from that predicted by 
FFLAGS, leading to maxima and minima in the particle velocity at differ-
ent ranges to those predicted by FFLAGS. This means that the Rayleigh 
wave contribution for the asymptotic approximation is added to the other 
contributions with the wrong phase. 
6.2 The influence of porosity on acoustic-seismic 
coupling coefficient 
It has recently been proposed [4] that the influence of ground porosity on 
the coupling of acoustic energy into ground vibration is negligible, and hence 
that acoustic-seismic coupling coefficients can be accurately modelled by 
using a visco-elastic model. By using a low seismic velocity visco-elastic layer 
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at the surface Sabatier [4] found that the predicted vertical particle velocities 
using a porous-elastic model were nearly identical to those predicted using 
a visco-elastic model. In this section this supposition will be theoretically 
investigated by examining the predicted ratios of acoustic pressure at 5cm 
above the ground surface to particle displacement amplitude at lcm below 
the ground surface. Three model ground surfaces will be examined. The 
first is the thin snow layer examined in section 5.4. The backing is this time 
modelled as an elastic halfspace, with seismic velocities 500 and 300mS-l 
for P (longitudinal) and S (shear) waves respectively. Figure 6.8 shows 
the predicted acoustic-seismic coupling coefficient for the snow layer with 
parameters given in table 7.2 on page 177, and with the same elastic moduli 
and bulk density, but zero porosity. It is obvious that there is a large 
theoretical difference. 
The second example is for the acoustic-seismic coupling coefficient for a 
layered porous elastic ground consisting of a two metre thick porous layer 
overlying an elastic substrate. The parameters are tabulated in table 6.2 
Figure 6.9 shows the predicted acoustic-seismic coupling coefficient (ra.tio of 
vertical particle velocity to acoustic pressure), for the porous ela.stic ground 
with parameters shown in table 6.2, and for the non-porous analogue of it. 
These demonstrate that the predicted acoustic-seismic coupling coefficient is 
very dependent on porosity. The third ground is identical to that above but 
the upper 0.2 metres of the ground are altered so that the seismic velocities 
are reduced to 160 and 102ms-1 and the porosity increased to 0.5. The 
porous and non-porous predictions of vertical particle velocity become very 
similar (see figure 6.10). 
Figure 6.10 shows that it is possible to obtain very similar predicted 
particle velocities for porous and non-porous ground models by choosing 
very low seismic velocities for the ground near the surface. This is in general 
agreement with Sabatier's findings. It is undoubtedly true that near surface 
seismic veloci ties are very small. This is because the elastic moduli of the soil 
near the surface are at least partly due to selfloading [20]. Selfloading is the 
phenomenon whereby the restoring force for mechanical wave propagation in 
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Table 6.2 Ground parameters used in prediction of acoustic-seismic cou-
pling. 
Parameter Unit Value 
Flow resistivity (0') MKS ray13m -I 366000 
Porosity (0) 
-
0.27 
pore shape factor ratio (31') 
-
0.5 
grain shape factor (n') - 0.5 
upper p velocity m3-1 270.0 
upper s velocity ms-1 190.0 
~(1J )j!R( 1J) = - 0.0 
lower p velocity ms-1 500.0 
lower s velocity m3-1 330.0 
solid bulk modulus Nm- 2 4.6.1011 
upper layer thickness m 2.0 
bulk density Pb kg m-3 1700. 
a dry granular material is dependent on the forces between different grains 
at the grain contacts. These forces are caused by the gravitational forces 
on the grains above the grain contact. At the grain contacts close to the 
surface the restoring force will be small because there will be very few grains 
above the contact. At grain contacts buried deeply the restoring force will 
be large and hence the elastic modulus of the material will be large 
However no evidence has been presented to suggest that the seismic ve-
locities used by Sabatier to show the similarity of porous and non-porous 
results actually correspond to real near surface seismic velocities. Further-
more the difference between the predictions of porous and non-porous models 
is very sensitive to the near surface seismic velocities used. This is shown 
in figure 6.11. This figure shows the ratio of the predicted vertical particle 
displacements as a function of the near surface layer P wave seismic velocity 
at 100Hz. The ratio of the p to s wave velocities is kept constant at 0.636. 
Because the influence of porosity on acoustic-seismic coupling is generally 
theoretically large (as shown by figures 6.9 and 6.8), a visco-elastic model 
of the ground could only be used to predict vertical particle velocity if the 
near surface seismic velocities lay in the narrow band (around 1Jp =160m3-1 
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in figure 6.11) where the influence of porosity was negligible. For character-
ising grounds for acoustic-seismic coupling it may be possible to calculate 
notional near surface seismic velocities using a visco-elastic model. However 
these velocities will not necessarily be related to real seismic velocities which 
would be measured in the ground. 
6.3 Surface waves at the surface of a poro-elastic 
ground 
By examining the depth dependent part of the FFP integrand it is possible 
to discover which of the postulated surface waves on the surface of a poro-
elastic ground will be excited by a point source. Several workers in this field 
have postulated several different possible sets of surface waves [90], [91] Feng 
and Johnson [90] used a numerical search for solutions to the Biot dispersion 
relations. They examined the high frequency behaviour and assumed the 
lossless case for the porous medium. Attenborough and Chen [1] also used 
a numerical search to find solutions to the Biot dispersion relations with 
amplitudes decaying exponentially away from the surface. However their 
work was more relevant to atmospheric acoustic propagation from the point 
of view of the material para.meters and the frequency range. 
For propaga.tion over a porous-elastic halfspace with porous and elastic 
parameters shown in table 6.3, Attenborough and Chen found the possi-
bility of three surface waves. These were only slightly dispersive and were 
called the slow surface wave, the pseudo-Rayleigh wave, and the fast sur-
face wave. The slow surface wave was described as a pseudo-Stoneley wave. 
The phase velocities were approximately 350ms-1, 800ms-1 , and 1350ms-1 
respectively. 
The FFLAGS program was used to calculate the depth dependent Greens 
function in the solid material as a function of frequency and phase velocity, 
shown in figure 6.12. The phase velocity was defined as 21r/r/klt. where kit. is 
the horizontal wavenumber and Ir is the frequency. The source height was 
1.0 metres, and the receiver was at the surface of the material. It can be seen 
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Table 6.3 Material parameters used in the surface wave predictions. 
Parameter Unit Halfspace layer substrate 
Flow resistivity q mks raylsm-1 300000 36000 30000 
Porosity n - 0.4 0.3 0.02 
Pore shape factor ratio sp - 0.5 0.36 0.36 
Tortuosity - 2.5 2.5 2.5 
Bulk density kgm-3 1000.0 1700.0 2600.0 
frame bulk modulus Kb Pa 8.108 1.108 5.108 
frame shear modulus J.I. Pa 8.108 1.108 5.108 
Grain bulk modulus Kr Pa 3.1010 3.108 3.108 
that the point source in the air can excite the pseudo-Rayleigh mode in the 
porous material. This is shown in figure 6.12 as the peak at around BOOm,,-l. 
A peak at around 341m,,-1 can also be seen in the integrand. In figure 6.13 
it can be seen that this peak is only slightly dispersive. This dispersion 
(a phase velocity shift of 0.5ms-1 between 100Hz and 500Hz) is less than 
that predicted by Attenborough and Chen for the slow surface wave. If 
the porosity is increased to 0.7 then the predicted dispersion of the surface 
wave is larger. Figure 6.14 shows the depth dependent Green's function 
for frequencies of 100 and 500Hz. This shows that the Greens function 
peak is still only slightly dispersive. This indicates that the contribution 
at approximately 340ms-1 is not the slow surface wave, but is a direct 
contribution from the airborne wave. This conclusion is consistent with the 
predictions of analytical approximations for the field due to a point source 
above a locally reacting boundary, which suggests that the (slow) surface 
wave will only be excited near grazing incidence if the imaginary part of the 
impedance exceeds the real part. According to the modified Biot model this 
is not possible for a homogeneous halfspace. No peak is seen in figure 6.12 
due to the fast surface wave predicted by Attenborough and Chen. 
The second surface which Attenborough and Chen examined consisted of 
a high porosity surface layer of thickness 1 metre overlying a less porous sub-
strate. The parameters are shown in table 6.3. They predicted the existence 
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Figure 6.12 Depth dependent Greens function as a. function of frequency 
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elastic halfspace with parameters given in table 6.3. 
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of three dispersive surface waves. The predicted phase velocities can be seen 
in figure 6.15. Figure 6.16 shows the depth dependent Green's function for 
vertical particle velocity at the surface of this system. The Greens function 
as a function of frequency and phase velocity is much more complex for this 
system than for the previous one. There appear to be three highly disper-
sive wavetypes, marked A, B and C in figure 6.16. A is a pseudo-Rayleigh 
wave. It can be seen that the maximum of the integrand for A is at the 
phase velocity corresponding to the speed of sound in air. This agrees gen-
erally with experimental findings of geophysicists that sources in air excite 
the Rayleigh wave mode at the frequency where the Rayleigh wave phase 
velocity equals the speed of sound in air. Band C are other waveguide-like 
modes in the surface layer [92]. The peak in the Greens function at D is not 
dispersive. The surface waves predicted by Attenborough and Chen are also 
dispersive. However they predict phase velocities increasing with increasing 
frequency(see figure 6.15). Attenborough and Chen claim that one of the 
surface wave modes predicted can be described as a pseudo-Rayleigh wave. 
However the dispersive behaviour is dissimilar to a Rayleigh wave [92]. The 
parameters given by Attenborough and Chen for the layered ground are not 
physically realisable for real soils. In particular the substrate porosity and 
bulk density are not consistent with the substrate flow resistivity. If the 
flow resistivity is increased to be consistent with the porosity, then it should 
take on a value of 1.106mks rayls m-1 . Similarly the layer flow resistivity is 
unusually low and should be increased to 3.105mks rayls m-l. With these 
modified values the depth dependent Green's function will be modified to 
that given in figure 6.11. 
Increasing the flow resistivities in this manner changes the Green's func-
tion. A low phase velocity dispersive contribution is seen (A), with phase 
velocities between 80m,,-1 at 100Hz and 160ms-1 at 500Hz. There are two 
relatively non-dispersive contributions at 340 and 400ms-1(B and C). The 
region D consists of a dispersive contribution with phase velocities between 
400 and 600ms-1 and ringing which leads to a large set of peaks at many 
different phase velocities. 
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Figure 6.16 l0910 of the depth dependent Green's function for vertical par-
ticle velocity a.t the surfa.ce of a layered porous elastic soil with parameters 
as in table 6.3. 
,135 
A 
Figure 6.17 LoglO Depth dependent Greens function as a function of fre-
quency and phase velocity, for vertical pa.rticle velocity at the surface of a 
layered porous elastic ground with parameters given in table 6.3 modified 
by increasing the flow resistivities as given in the text. 
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Attenborough and Chen also predict possible surface waves on the sur-
face of a poro-elastic snow-like layer 0.08 metres deep, overlying a porous-
elastic substrate. Five of these predicted surface waves are only slightly 
dispersive with phase velocities of 300,373,570,670,and 800 metres per sec-
ond. There is also one highly dispersive and attenuated surface wave. Figure 
6.18 shows the depth dependent Green's function for vertical particleveloc-
ity at the surface of the snow for an acoustic source on the surface of the 
snow. There are several contributions to the vertical particle velocity in this 
case. Among these are two contributions (B and C) with phase velocities 
of 300 and 370 ms-l. These correspond to two of the surface wave modes 
predicted by Attenborough and Chen. In figure 6.18 there are also two 
dispersive contributions, one corresponding to phase velocities between 100 
and 150 ms-1 (A), and the other with phase velocities between 370 and 600 
ms-1 (D). 
6.3.1 Discussion 
In the case of the porous halfspace the two lower velocity surface waves 
predicted by Attenborough and Chen appear to correspond to peaks in the 
depth dependent Green's function for vertical particle velocity at the surface. 
The higher velocity surface wave predicted by Attenborough and Chen does 
not appear to contribute to the predicted particle velocity for a point source 
in the air. However this does not mean that the higher phase velocity surface 
wave will not exist, but merely that it is not excited by a point source in 
the air. 
In the case of the layered soil there is little agreement between the peaks 
in the depth dependent Green's function and the predicted phase velocities 
of the surface waves. The phase velocities predicted by Attenborough and 
Chen are dispersive with phase velocities increasing with frequency. If a 
dispersive air coupled pseudo-Rayleigh wave is to exist (as it has been ex-
perimentally been shown to exist [32]) then it's pha.se velocity will decrea.se 
with increasing frequency. This is the beha.viour predicted by the Green's 
function (figure 6.16).For the modified parameters of the layer (figure 6.16) 
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Figure 6.18 Depth dependent Greens function as a function of phase ve-
locity and frequency, for an 8cm snow layer over a porous-elastic substrate. 
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the Green's function contribution at 340 ms-1 is the direct contribution from 
the airwave. The contribution at 400ms-1 is at a phase velocity similar to 
that of the P-wave in the layer. 
In the case of the snow layer there is partial agreement between Atten-
borough and Chen's predicted surface wa.ve phase velocities, and the phase 
velocities of the contributions to the depth dependent Green's function (fig-
ure 6.18). An extra dispersive wave is predicted by the Green's function 
method, and the two fast surface wa.ves predicted by Attenborough a.nd 
Chen do not contribute to the Green's function of the vertical particle ve-
locity. 
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Chapter 7 
Modelling the interaction between 
atmospheric and ground effects on sound 
propagation 
7.1 Comparison with another FFP atmospheric 
sound propagation model. 
In this section predictions of FFLAGS will be compared to those of another 
FFP atmospheric sound propagation model [62,65,641 known as the CERL 
FFP. This second FFP models the atmosphere as a set of of horizontal 
homogeneous fluid layers overlying an impedance surface, or a rigid porous 
halfspace. The boundary condition equations are solved to obtain the depth 
dependent Greens functions using a transmission line method. The ground 
impedance can be chosen from a variety of ground impedance models. 
To compare the predictions of the CERL FFP and of FFLAGS, three 
systems, consisting of a specific ground surface under an atmosphere, have 
been considered. The ground surface has been modelled as a rigid-porous 
halfspace using the Rayleigh-Attenborough four parameter model for the 
CERL FFP and the equivalent rigid frame limit of the modified Biot-Stoll 
model for FFLAGS. The ground parameters were; flow resistivity 300000 
mks rayls m-1 , porosity 0.3, grain shape factor 0.7, and pore shape factor 
ratio 0.5. 
The first atmosphere is a homogeneous halfspace. The second atmo-
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Figure 7.1 Velocity profiles used to compare CERL FFP and FFLAGS. 
sphere is a linear upward refracting sound velocity gradient in the lower 25 
metres, consisting of fifty homogeneous 0.5 metre layers, capped by a ho-
mogeneous halfspace. The third atmosphere is a twelve layer test which is 
an approximation to a linear gradient. The velocity profiles a.re shown in 
Figure 7.1 Both models produce predictions as a function ohange at a given 
frequency. Two frequencies were chosen :100Hz and 1000Hz, The upper fre-
quency has been determined by the desire to include the first interference 
dip for the chosen geometry. 
Frequencies higher than 1kHz were not included because in reality tem-
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perature gradients lead to turbulence which effects propagation at higher 
frequencies. The differences between the two models were expected to be 
largest when the effect of the ground is largest. This is because the CERL-
FFP uses a ground modelled as an impedance surface, but the impedance is 
allowed to alter with horizontal wavenumber to allow for extended reaction. 
FFLAGS treats the ground by solving four boundary condition equations 
which include the the ground elasticity. This comparison therefore also 
checks whether the rigid frame limit of the FFLAGS ground model is in 
fact rigid. For this reason the source and receiver were sited close to the 
ground, at heights of 0.5 and 0.3 metres. These heights are also the source 
and receiver heights typically used for ground characterisation. 
For the system of a halfspace under an homogeneous atmosphere the 
results are shown in Figures 7.2 to 7.5. The two FFP models produce nearly 
identical results. For the upward refracting atmosphere the two FFP models 
again agreed exactly until numerical problems appeared in the CERL FFP 
(see Figure 7.6). 
The third atmosphere consisted of twelve fluid layers with sound velocity 
decreasing with height in steps of 0.6mrl every ten metres, and two one 
metre thick layers near to the ground surface. The comparison is shown in 
figure 7.7. 
7.2 The effect of atmospheric sound velocity gra-
dients on the influence of the ground in acous-
tic propagation 
7.2.1 Comparison between predicted excess attenuation us-
ing non-porous and porous ground models at low fre-
quency. 
A Gudesen [3] used the SAFARI program to model sound propagation in 
the atmosphere for source and receiver heights of 2.0 metres. He compared 
the predictions of the CERL-FFP to those of SAFARI for measured atmo-
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spheric and ground data. He found good agreement between them. The 
ground data which is used by Gudesen for input to the CERL-FFP is un-
usual in that the measured flow resistivity of the soil is unusually high. With 
this flow resistivity the ground surface would appear acoustically as a hard 
boundary at most frequencies. Also the frequency which is chosen for the 
comparisons is 20Hz. At this frequency most ground surfaces would act as a 
hard boundary. Gudesen states that the ground will act as a hard boundary 
at frequencies up to 200Hz, and hence that SAFARI will be a useful tool up 
to this frequency. Figure 7.8 shows the predicted excess attenuation using 
FFLAGS at 100Hz for (i) no pore structure but an elastic frame, (ii) for 
a rigid pore'structure, and (iii) for an elastic frame with a pore structure. 
In each case the ground parameters used correspond to a measured ground 
structure [5](the parameters are shown in table 7.1). The atmosphere is an 
homogeneous halfspace. This shows that if the pore structure is not included 
then the ground will behave as an acoustically hard surface. The difference 
between predictions with and without porosity is 4dB at lkm. Figure 7.9 
shows that for a frequency of 50Hz the effect of the pore structure is indeed 
small (Le. 1dB at lkm). At higher frequencies (e.g. 1kHz) Figure 7.10 shows 
that the porous ground structure must be included in order to predict sound 
pressure levels. 
Gudesen made the comparison betw:een SAFARI and the CERL FFP 
in a model atmosphere based on measured meteorological data. That at-
mosphere included a downwardly refracting sound velocity gradient near to 
the ground. Using the same ground structure as that assumed in Figure 7.8 
and a linear downwardly refracting sound velocity gradient of 0.165,,-1, at 
100Hz the effect of the pore structure of the ground is enhanced. The differ-
ence between the porous and non-porous ground models then becomes larger 
(Le. ~14dB at 1km) (see Figure 7.11). At 50Hz the difference between the 
predicted excess attenuation using porous and non-porous ground models 
is also increased by the influence of the same sound velocity gradient (see 
Figure 7.12). Figures 7.14 and 7.15 show the predicted excess attenuation at 
100Hz and 50Hz respectively in an atmosphere consisting of a logarithmic 
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Table 7.1 Ground parameters measured at Wezep, Netherlands 
Parameter Unit Value 
Flow resistivity (0') MKS raylsm' 1 366000 
Porosity (0) - 0.27 
pore shape factor ratio (s1l) - 0.5 
grain shape factor (n') - 0.5 
upper p velocity ms-1 270.0 
upper s velocity m,,-l 190.0 
~(v)/)R(v) = - 0.05 
lower p velocity m,,-l 500.0 
lower s velocity m,,-l 330.0 
solid bulk modulus Nm-2 4.6.1011 
upper layer thickness m 2.0 
bulk density Pb kg m-3 1700. 
sound velocity gradient near the ground, for a ground surface that corre-
sponds to the parameters in table 7.1, and for a non-porous ground surface. 
The atmosphere is calculated using Monin-Obhulkov similarity theory and 
its velocity profile is given in Figure 7.13. The profile is intended to rep-
resent conditions on a cloudy night with some wind over a grassland. The 
profile is modelled using 50 0.8 metre thick atmospheric layers. This gives 
a maximum profile height of 40.0 metres capped by a halfspace. The prop-
agation is downwind. The layer thickness and maximum profile height were 
repeatedly altered to check the convergence on a stable solution equivalent 
to that in an infinitely high profile. 
In conclusion, this section has shown that the accuracy of predictions 
of propagation close to the ground made using non-porous ground models 
at low frequency is dependent on both the ground surface, the frequency 
and the atmospheric conditions. In downward refracting sound velocity 
gradients the frequency at which accurate results can be obtained using a 
non-porous ground model is reduced compared to results in an homogeneous 
atmosphere. It cannot be assumed that rigid-non-porous ground models will 
give accurate results at frequencies up to 200Hz. 
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7.2.2 The sensitivity of excess attenuation to the flow re-
sistivity of the ground in a linear sound velocity gra-
dient. 
It has been shown in the previous section that for propagation in various 
atmospheric sound velocity gradients the difference between the predictions 
of excess attenuation from models with and without a porous ground sur-
face was measurable even at low frequencies. In this section the sensitivity 
of the predicted excess attenuation to different ground flow resistivities will 
be examined. The ground model chosen was a rigid porous halfspace with 
porosity 0.3, grain shape factor 0.5, and pore shape factor ratio 0.5. The 
flow resistivity has been varied between 30000 mks raylsm-1 and 1000000 
mks raylsm-1. The predictions have been made as a function of range at 
200Hz and as a function of frequency (between 100 and 500Hz) at 165 me-
tres range. Five atmospheric conditions have been considered. These are; 
an upward refracting linear sound velocity gradient of 0.165 ,,-1, an upward 
refracting linear sound velocity gradient of 1.65 .,-1, a homogeneous atmo-
sphere, a downward refracting linear sound velocity gradient of 0.165.,-1, 
and a downward refracting linear sound velocity gradient of 1.65,,-1, The 
source and receiver heights have been set to o~e metre. Three of the four 
sound velocity gradients have been represented by 50 layers of thickness 0.2 
metres, giving a cap height to the gradient of 10.0 metres. This layering sys-
tem has been found to give stable results by varying the cap height and layer 
thickness in the way described in section 7.2.3. The downward refracting 
sound velocity gradient of 1.65 .,-1 did not produce stable results using the 
above layering system. Stable results have been obtained for a cap height 
of twenty metres, and layer thickness of 0.4 metres. The layer thicknesses 
and cap heights are consistent with the suggestions of Franke, Raspet, and 
Liu (93) that the cap height should be much greater than the creeping wave 
height, and the layer thickness should be less than the wavelength in an 
upward refracting gradient. In the downward refracting gra.dient it ha.s been 
found that the cap height required is much grea.ter tha.n the highest eigenray 
height. 
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Figures 7.16, 7.17, 7.19,7.18 and 7.20 show the predicted excess attenua-
tion as a function of range at 200Hz for homogeneous, two upward refracting, 
and two downward refracting linear sound velocity gradients respectively. In 
the two smaller sound velocity gradients the sensitivity of the predicted ex-
cess attenuation to the ground flow resistivity is only slightly dependent on 
the sound velocity gradient. Taking a range of 150 metres, the difference be-
tween the predicted excess attenuation at the lowest flow resistivity (30000 
mks raylsm-1) and the highest flow resistivity (106 mks rayls m-1 ) is 18.5 
dB in the homogeneous atmosphere, 18.0dB in the upward refracting gra-
dient, and 17.8dB in the downward refracting gradient. For the two larger 
gradients (figures 7.19 and 7.20) the sensitivity of the excess attenuation to 
the ground flow resistivity is much more dependent on the gradient. Because 
excess attenuation in the downward refracting atmosphere (figure 7.20) does 
not change monotonically with range it is difficult to draw general conclu-
sions. However the predicted excess attenuation in the downward refracting 
case appears to be more sensitive to the ground flow resistivity than in the 
upward refracting case( Figure 7.19), but giving measurable differences in 
all cases between the predictions over a ground of flow resistivity 105 mks 
rayls m-1 and over a ground flow resistivity of 106 mks rayls m-1 , This is in 
agreement with the findings of the previous section. However at a frequency 
of 50Hz West et al predicted that the sensitivity to the ground flow would be 
negligible in a strongly upward refracting sound velocity gradient of 1.65,,-1 
[94]. 
Figures 7.21, 7.22,7.24, 7.23 and 7.25 show the predicted excess atten-
uation as a function of frequency at a range of 165 metres in an homoge-
neous, two upward refracting upward refracting, and two downward refract-
ing sound velocity gradients. These five figures show that the influence 
of the ground flow resistivity on the excess attenuation increases as the 
frequency is increased. They also show that in this frequency range the sen-
sitivity of the excess attenuation to the flow resistivity is not very dependent 
on the sound velocity gradient for the smaller velocity gradients. 
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7.2.3 The effects of a downward refracting sound velocity 
gradient; comparison of predictions using a ray trac-
ing model and FFLAGS. 
Using the downward refracting sound velocity gradient illustrated in Figure 
7.13 the excess attenuation at a range of 165 metres has been predicted using 
a ray tracing model and the FFLAGS FFP. The ray tracing model used 
(RAYFLUX) was developed by W Huisman [95] and used a spherical wave 
reflection coefficient for reflections at the lSurface, with the ground modelled 
using Attenborough's variable porosity two parameter approximation [79]. 
The atmosphere is two dimensional. The atmospheric sound velocity profile 
is divided into horizontal layers containing a linear sound velocity profile. 
Each ray follows the arc of a circle through each linear gradient layer. By 
simple geometry the path length through the layer, and the entry and exit 
points can be calculated for a given ray at a given launch angle from the 
source. For each ray the energy loss due to attenuation, and the phase can be 
calculated for the whole path to the receiver. A large set of rays is launched 
at the source at different angles. The receiver area is one wavelength high. 
The excess attenuation is calculated by calculation of the number of rays 
passing through the receiver and their energ~es and phases in comparison 
to that in free field. Although a particular ray trace model has been used, 
some of the conclusions drawn from the particular comparison given here 
should be relevant to ray tracing models in general. 
The source and receiver were at a height of 1.5 metres. Figure 7.26 
shows the predicted excess attenuation using the two different methods at 
frequencies between 100Hz and 1000Hz. The FFP results are for three at· 
mospheres made up of 25 layers capped by a constant velocity halfspace, 
and for three atmospheres made up of 50 layers capped by a halfspace. The 
capping height is the height of the top of the highest layer, above which the 
atmosphere is represented by a constant sound speed halfspace. 
The maximum height of the highest Eigenray from the ray tracing is 
four metres. Hence a capping height above this should represent the sound 
velocity gradient adequately if the ray approximation can be used in this 
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case. It can be seen in Figure 7.26 that even for a small layer thickness the 
predicted excess attenuation will not converge to the solution with a capping 
height of five metres in spite of the fact that this exceeds the maximum 
Eigenray height predicted by Ray theory, which is four metres. When the 
capping height reaches ten metres the solution converges to a stable result, 
which is shown by repeatedly increasing the capping height until the result 
of doing this is unchanged. The predicted excess attenuations at frequencies 
near to the interference dip are the most sensitive to the capping height. 
Figure 7.26 also indicates the insensitivity of the result to the layer thick-
ness in the range chosen, demonstrating that an adequately small layer thick-
ness has been chosen (Each line in the figure corresponds to results using at 
least two different layer thicknesses). 
The most obvious conclusion from this figure is that the ray tracing 
prediction of excess attenuation is extremely different to that of the FFP. 
It can be seen that the FFP output converges on a result as the capping 
height and layer thickness become large and and small enough respectively. 
This suggests that the FFP provides the correct result in this environment. 
The obvious question, therefore, is why is the ray tracing result wrong? The 
main reason for the error is probably that the reflections at the ground have 
been incorrectly treated, giving an incorrect phase relationship between the 
different reflections, and between the refiections and the unrefiected arrival. 
The low frequencies involved may invalidate the use of the ray approximation 
in an environment where the major changes in the sound velocity are within a 
few wavelengths of the refiecting surface, and source and receiver heights are 
of the order of a few wavelengths. The need for a sound velocity profile which 
continues up to heights well beyond the highest Eigenray height supports 
the argument that the ray approximation is invalid in this frequency range 
for this sound velocity gradient. 
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7.3 Effects of ground surface elasticity on sound 
propagation 
The theoretical influence of ground ela.sticity has been examined for two 
ground surfaces. These are a soil with mea.sured pore and elastic parame-
ters at Wezep in the Netherlands, and a hypothetical thin snow layer with 
parameters based on a variety of mea.surements. 
Soil 
The soil parameters used here give predicted peaks in the normal surface 
impedance, due to the ground elasticity, at frequencies between 20 and 
100Hz. Therefore this frequency range will be examined here. Figure 7.27 
shows the predicted excess attenuation for source and receiver heights of 0.5 
metres at a range of 20 metres. The difference between the predicted excess 
attenuation at this range using rigid and elastic models is negligible. 
The effect of ground elasticity on near grazing sound propagation has also 
been investigated for other realistic model soils. The effect of the ground 
elasticity on sound propagation over it is predicted to be less than O.ldB in 
excess attenuation in all the cases examined. 
Thin snow layer 
The largest effects of ground elasticity on near grazing sound propagation are 
likely to be where the bulk density of the ground surface is small. The most 
common ground cover where this is so is a snow layer. Figure 7.28 shows 
the predicted excess attenuation over an 8cm thick snow layer overlying 
a rigid nonporous halfspace, at a range of twenty metres, using a rigid-
porous model and an elastic model. Figure 7.28 also shows that the effects 
due to the elasticity of the snow layer for this geometry are sensitive to 
the seismic attenuation within the snow. The pore structure and elastic 
parameters are calculated from Sommerfeld [96], Johnson [97] Ishida [98] and 
Attenborough and Buser [48] assuming a new snow. These parameters are 
shown in table 7.2. Two effects of the surface elasticity can be seen. The 
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Table 7.2 Parameters used to characterise acoustic and elastic parameters 
of new snow 
Parameter Unit Value 
Flow resistivity (0') MKS raylsm-T 15900 
Porosity (0) - 0.804 
pore shape factor ratio ("p) - 0.5 
grain shape factor (n') - 0.5 
Bulk density kgm-3 183.4 
p velocity( vp) ms6-1 130.0 
s velocity( v,) ms6-1 90.0 
solid bulk modulus Nm- 2 5.109 
~(v)/~(v) - 0.05 
first is an increased excess attenuation at 300Hz. This corresponds to an 
increased surface or ground wave. The second effect is a resonant effect 
at a frequency of about 810Hz. Figure 7.29 shows the predicted excess 
attenuation over the same snow layer at 300Hz as a function of range. This 
figure demonstrates that at this frequency the sound pressure level is slightly 
increased at a.ll ranges. Figure 7.30 shows the predicted excess attenuation 
over the same thin snow layer at 810Hz. This is near to the maximum of 
the resonance shown in Figure 7.28. 
At longer ranges (figures 7.29 and 7.30) the main effect of elasticity is 
an increase in signal amplitude due to the reduced attenuation near to the 
source. 
Figure 7.31 shows that the seismic effects on propagation are reduced 
substantia.ily when the snow thickness is increased to 0.30 metres. However 
a small peak in the excess attenution is seen at around 216Hz in figure 
7.31 and this peak may be due to the same effect as in the thinner snow 
layer at 810Hz, as 216 = 810 X 0.08/0.30. These predicted effects of snow 
elasticity on sound propagation are very dependent on the additional seismic 
attenuation, over and above the attenuation predicted by the Biot model. 
Data on the elastic wave attenuation in snow is very sparse due to the 
practical difficulties of measurement. For the examples above, the ratio of 
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imaginary to real parts of the elastic moduli of the pore frame ha s been 
chosen as 0.1. If this were increased to 0.4 then the predicted effects offrame 
elasticity on acoustic propagation would disappear. 
It has been pointed out [99] that if these elastic effects on propaga.tion 
really occur then they should be seen in normal surface impedance measure-
ments as quarter wave peaks. The normal sample depth for impedance tube 
measurements of snow is a few centimetres. The elastic wave phase velocities 
measured by Yamada et al [96] are too high to give quarter wave resonances 
at the frequencies normally used in impedance tube measurements of normal 
surface impedance(100Hz to 5kHz). 
Combined effects of elasticity and atmospheric sound veloc-
ity gradients 
Continuous sound velocity gradients can be modelled by thin homogeneous 
layers as long as the layer thickness is much less than the wavelength of the 
sound [93]. In Figure 7.32 the combined effect of the a loga.rithmic down-
wa.rd refracting sound velocity gradient( roughness length 6.10-3 metres, 
temperature difference between the ground surface and a height of 4.0 me-
tres 7° Centigrade) and an elastic surface are sh<?wn. The difference between 
elastic and rigid models remains approximately the same as for no gradient. 
This is because the seismic effect on the excess attenuation is mainly a short 
range phenomenon, whereas the temperature gradient's effects are felt at 
long range. 
7.4 Comparison between creeping wave theory 
and FFLAGS 
7.4.1 Creeping wave theory 
Ray-based propagation models fail to predict the sound pressure level in 
the shadow zone formed during acoustic propaga.tion in an upward refract-
ing sound velocity gradient, where there are no ray landing points. In the 
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absence of turbulence and the absence of a surface wave the sound pres-
sure in the shadow zone will be due to a creeping wave. The creeping wave 
travels with a phase velocity less than the speed of sound. The amplitude 
decreases as the square root of the range, and exponentially with an attenu-
ation constant proportional to the cube root of the frequency and the (2/3) 
root of the rate of change of sound speed with height [100]. The creeping 
wave travels close to the ground in a region of height 1 given below. The 
creeping wave sheds energy upwards into the shadow zone as it propagates. 
It will exist whatever the surface impedance, although it's phase velocity 
and attenuation depend upon it. Thus the creeping wave is dissimilar to a 
surface wave, which only exists over certain ground impedances. 
In order to be able to predict sound pressure levels in the shadow zone 
Embleton and Pierce [56) developed a residue solution for predicting sound 
pressure levels in the shadow region formed by a linear sound velocity gra-
dient. 
Berry and Daigle [57] improved this treatment, giving solutions which 
were valid anywhere by avoiding the approximations made in the develop-
ment of Pierce's solution. 
Berry and Daigle'S solution, from which the residue series is derived, can 
be written 
p(r, z) = -5 1:-00 HJ(kr)Z(z, k)kdk. (7.1) 
where Z is the depth dependent part of the Green's function, and 5 is the 
source strength. This equation can be represented by a residue series. 
7rei 'K/6 h. Ai(b _ ~ei2'K/3) ( ) - --5 ~ Hl(k )A '(b _ 2 .2'K/3) '" p r, z - 1 ~ 0 "' r ~" l e . '[ A-i-=' (-:-'b,,'-:-)~] 2~-~b",-:'[ A~i(-:-'b,,-:")-:-=-]2 . 
(7.2) 
h. and h.,. are the source and receiver height respectively. Ai and Ai' are 
the Airy function and its first derivative with respect to its argument. The 
b" are the solutions of the Transcendental equation 
(7.3) 
where, 
q = ikoPocol/Z" (7.4) 
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(7.5) 
Co, ko and Po are the acoustic velocity, propagation constant, and fluid den-
sityat the ground surface and g is the sound velocity gradient Idc/dzl. West 
et al [94] solves Equation 7.3 using Newton-Raphson iteration with the zeros 
(a~) of Ai' as starting points for the search for all values of q, for the first 
frequency in a set. Pierce uses the value 
bn = a~ + e-i1r/6koll(Zca~) 
bn = an + e-;:If /6 Zcl kol 
OT (7.6) 
as a first estimate in the search for bn for low and high values of q respectively. 
Raspet et al (101] show that Pierce's first estimates can only be used when 
the argument of the surface impedance is less than 7r 13. Attenborough (79] 
showed that for many layered materials the argument can be greater than 
7r 13. Raspet et al use a method of solution of equation 7.3 which starts 
from a zero of Ai' and then finds a solution to equation 7.3 with a small q 
using Newton-Raphson iteration. The value of q is then incremented and 
the solution found using the previous solution as the starting point for the 
iteration. This process is repeated up to the desired value of q. This is the 
method used here. 
Raspet et al [101] have examined the relationship between the limit of 
the residue solution as the velocity gradient goes to zero and the spherical 
wave solution over an impedance surface. They have found that in this limit 
the exact solution given by Pierce is identical to the Sommerfeld integral for 
sound propagation in an homogeneous atmosphere above an impedance sur-
face. In Berry and Daigle's evaluation of Pierce's exact solution for normal 
surface impedance arguments greater than 1!' /3, Raspet et a.l found that there 
is a residue series term which becomes Donato's surface wave term [43] in 
the limit as q( = ikopcol Z s) becomes large. This residue series term is the 
term in Equation 7.2 for which a value of bn cannot be found using Pierce's 
method. The behaviour of ei'll'2/3bn as the modulus of q is increased from 
o to infinity for four arguments of the surface impedance is shown in Fig-
ure 7.33 taken from Raspet et al's paper. These demonstrate why Pierce's 
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Figure 7.33 Plots of e2i.'Ir/3b~ for n=l to 6, as q is increased from 
zero to infinity, for four arguments of the normal surface impedancej 
a : 450 , b : 550 , c : 650 , d : 750 • (With thanks to R Raspet). 6. are the 
zeros of Ai, 0 are the zeros of Ai'. 
method for finding the solutions to equation 7.3 will fail for large values of 
q. It waa found that West et al's method for finding the bn corresponding to 
the surface wave also failed for large q when the argument of the impedance 
waa much greater than 1r /3. The algorithm failed to converge to the correct 
root because the starting point was poorly chosen and convergence occured 
to another root bn +1 or bn - 1 . For large q the sum of terms in Equation 7.2 
becomes poorly convergent. Hence it is not possible to calcula.te the ex-
cess attenuation in an homogeneous atmosphere directly using Berry and 
Daigle's formulation. Also for small q and large 1 the sum does not converge 
quickly (for example a small velocity gradient over a very high impedance 
surface). It has also been found that the residue series is poorly con ver-
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gent at short ranges. This leads to smaller predicted sound pressure levels 
at short ranges than would otherwise be the case. This poor convergence 
explains the discrepancy between the FFP results and the residue series at 
ranges less than 50 metres (see Figure 7.35). 
West et al [94] devised a scheme to accurately approximate real sound 
speed gradients by linear sound speed gradients, allowing them to use the 
residue series method in modelling pulse propagation data. 
Both Pierce, and Berry and Daigle admitted to over prediction of excess 
attenuation when compared to real data. Raspet [102] suggested that this 
was due to the assumption of a linear sound velocity gradient, and hence er-
rors in estimating a representative gradient from meteorological da.ta.. There 
is a further reason for this. Scattering by turbulence into the shadow zone 
will cause larger sound pressure levels in the shadow zone than predicted 
from the sound velocity gradient alone [71]. 
7.4.2 Fast Fourier Model 
Franke, Raspet, and Liu [93] showed that predictions of sound pressure lev-
els in shadow zones using an FFP method only agreed with creeping wave 
theory when the thickness of the constant velocity layers was smaller than 
the wavelength. They also showed that if a linear upwardly refracting sound 
velocity gradient is capped by a halfspace, then the difference between the 
predicted sound pressure levels in the shadow zone for the capped situation, 
and that where the sound velocity gradient continues upward indefinitely, is 
small provided that the height of the cap is much greater than the creeping 
wave height l in Equation 7.5. If the number of fluid layers (n/) is limited 
then these two conditions place upper and lower limits on the frequency 
range in which predictions of an FFP method are valid for a given environ-
ment. 
7.4.3 Surface wave Comparison 
It is interesting to examine the effects of the surface wave discussed by 
Raspet in the presence of a sound velocity gradient, and to discover whether 
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the predicted effects are the same using the residue series method as modified 
by Raspet et al [101], and an FFP method. 
The first necessity therefore has been to find parameters for the FFP and 
the environment in which the errors in the FFP due to the approximations 
made in the environment were minimised. 
Figures 7.34 and 7.35 show the predicted excess attenuation at 50Hz 
in two different linear sound velocity gradients (~ = -1.65,,-1 and ~ = 
-0.165,,-1) modelled by 25 homogeneous layers capped at a height of 25 
metres by an homogeneous halfspace. The results are compared to the 
predictions of the Residue series method for a continuous sound velocity 
gradient. The source and receiver heights are 0.5 metres and the ground is 
characterised by the four Rayleigh-Attenborough parameters. 
Franke,Raspet, and Liu [93] suggested that 1 should be much smaller 
than the capping height for accurate results, hence it would be expected that 
the FFP would agree with the residue series result most closely in the large 
sound velocity gradient because at 50Hz the creeping wave layer thickness ,I, 
is 4.7m in the large gradient, but 10.3m in the small gradient. The greater 
disagreement for the large velocity gradient suggests that even when the 
thickness of the homogeneous layers is much smaller than the wavelength 
the discontinuities at the layer interfaces lead' to errors in the predicted 
sound pressure level if the discontinuities are large enough. At a frequency 
of 100Hz a similar effect can be seen. Figure 7.36 shows the predicted excess 
attenuation as a function of range for the steeper sound velocity gradient 
(1.65m3-1 per metre). The FFP again fails to agree with the residue series 
solution. For the smaller gradient (figure 7.37) the agreement between the 
two is closer. In Figure 7.34 there is a disturbance in the predicted excess 
attenuation at range of 600metres. At this point the range exceeds half 
of the maximum range (Rm¢:c) and as the signal is so small wrap-around 
from the negative range (due to the second exponential term in the Hankel 
function approximation) is interfering with the direct signal at a shorter 
range than that at which it would normally occur. 
The smaller sound velocity gradient has been chosen for further com-
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parisons. Raspet et al [101) have shown that the surface wave results from 
the ground impedance having an argument greater than 7r /3 for the residue 
series solution. This situation can be found for a thin non-porous backed 
porous layer. In Donato's solution for propagation over an impedance sur-
face (43], he finds that the surface wave appears when the argument of the 
normal surface impedance is greater than 7r/4. Figures 7.38 to 7.41 show 
the predicted Excess attenuation over a non-porous backed thin porous layer 
at 100Hz. Table 7.3 shows the Rayleigh-Attenborough parameters for the 
ground surface and the normal surface impedance for each of the four sur-
faces. The local reaction approximation gives very different predicted excess 
attenuation to the extended reaction model. Because the residue series so-
lution is a solution over an impedance surface it would be expected that 
it would agree with a local reaction approximation. The argument of the 
impedance goes from 0.47r in Figure 7.38, to 0.2l1r in Figure 7.41. Hence 
the environments are modelled where surface waves exist from both Do-
nato's, and Berry and Daigle's description(figure 7.38), for only Berry and 
Daigle's(figures 7.39,7.40), and for neither(figure 7.41). 
Table 7.3 Rigid-porous parameters and surface impedance for non-porous 
backed surface used for comparison between FFPs and residue series. 
Surface 1 2 3 4 5 
Flow res 104 104 104 104 104 
porosity 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 
"p 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
n' 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
layer depth 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.1 
Impedance 2.63+i8.37 2.79+i5.71 3.1l+i4.02 3.57+i2.85 2.18+i6.37 
These results show that the surface wave predicted by the FFP and by 
the residue series solution agree closely in amplitude (see Figure 7.38). For 
propagation over the two surfaces where Donato predicts a. surfa.ce wave, 
but the residue series solution does not, the differences between the FFP 
and residue series predictions is small, and if the surface wave exists in this 
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region its amplitude is too small to make a measurable difference to the pre-
dicted results. Other gradients, grounds and frequencies were used to try 
to find differences in this range, but no significant ones were found. Raspet 
[103] suggested that no surface wave will be found in this region. Figure 7.42 
shows the predicted excess attenuation in the same sound velocity gradient 
as the above figures, at 200Hz over a. ground characterised by flow resistiv-
ity (J = 1.104 mks rayls m-1 , air porosity n = 0.3, pore shape factor ratio 
sp=0.5, grain shape factor n'=0.7, layer depth d = 0.1. Both the residue 
series solution and the locally reacting FFP solution show an excess atten-
uation dip at a range of 250 metres. This dip is probably an interference 
between the creeping wave and the surface wave. This shows that the pre-
dicted surface wave velocity is similar for the FFP and the residue series for 
this surface. The FFP solution for extended reaction also exhibits a dip, but 
at 450 metres. This indicates the importance of using an extended reaction 
model of the ground rather than a locally reacting approximation when the 
ground has sufficiently low flow resistivity to warrant it. 
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Chapter 8 
Experimental Comparisons with 
FFLAGS 
8.1 Polyester foam 
In order to compare and validate the mathematical model used in the 
FFLAGS program a physical model of a porous and elastic soil was pro-
duced. A material for the model was chosen with well defined and mea-
surable physical parameters. The material chosen was "CAF16" polyester 
foam. This foam was chosen because of it's very even pore structure, low 
density, and the fact that the bulk modulus was the same order as that of 
air. This fact, and the low density of the material made it likely that the 
elastic properties of the foam would have a measurable effect on acoustic 
propagation over it. In order to model sound propagation over and into the 
foam surface it was necessary to deduce (non-acoustically) as many of the 
required Biot-Stoll parameters as possible. 
8.1.1 Elastic parameters 
The elastic moduli needed to predict propagation using the Biot-Stoll method 
are [20}: the dynamic bulk modulus of the solid material were it to have zero 
porosity(Kr ), the dynamic bulk modulus ofthe solid frame in the absence of 
pore fluid(Kb), the dynamic shear modulus ofthe solid fra.me in the a.bsence 
of pore fluid(gb), and the dynamic bulk modulus of the pore fluid (K f). In 
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most materials it would be extremely difficult to measure the bulk modulus 
of the solid material. In foams it can be estimated from the bulk modulus of 
the original material before foaming. However this would be inaccurate as 
extra stresses are induced in the material by the foaming process. Allard et 
al [27] point out that in most sound absorbing materials Kb is much smaller 
than K r , as the porosity is very close to unity, and that in the equations 
for the elastic parameters in the Biot theory the elastic constants simplify 
when the ratio of the bulk modulus of the solid material Kr to any of the 
other elastic moduli is much greater than unity. The Biot elastic constants 
simplified by Allard et al differ from those used here (Equations 3.5), as 
Allard et al use the results of Biot's first paper on the subject [104], but the 
equations used here can be similarly simplified to, 
H '.::::. !if + Kb + ~g& 
K C'.::::.M'.::::.~, 
(8.1) 
when Kr is much greater than the other elastic moduli. When the ra.tio of 
Kr to Kb is twenty, the porosity is 0.97, and the fluid bulk modulus a.nd 
frame shear modulus are half of Kb, the error in H, C, andM caused by the 
use of the above estimate (that Kr is very large) rather than equations 3.5, 
is less than 1%. This implies that large errors in the material bulk modulus 
Kr, will lead to negligible errors in the Biot elastic constants as long as Kr is 
large. The dynamic moduli of the porous frame can be measured directly. A 
resonance method due to T. Pritz was used [105,106] to measure the elastic 
moduli of the foam. 
T.Pritz's method models a sample of material as a rod. Therefore the 
width of the sample must be much smaller than a wavelength of any prop-
agation mode in the sample. 
The long thin sample (dimensions 15mm x 15mm X 150mm)was sus-
pended from the arm of the shaker table, as in figure 8.1. An accelerometer 
was attached to the shaker table. A second, low mass, accelerometer (Bruel 
& Kjaer 4375) was attached to a small aluminium mounting plate glued to 
the lower end of the sample. The top end of the sample was excited by the 
shaker using a frequency sweep from a frequency well below the estimated 
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polyester foam. 
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lowest resonant frequency of the sample, to the highest frequency at which 
resonant frequencies were measurable. For the CAF16 foam samples the 
lowest frequency was 20Hz, and the highest 1kHz. The frequencies of peaks 
in the transfer function between the accelerometer on the bottom of the 
sample and the accelerometer on the table, were noted. Using the equation, 
BU,) = p,4,,'1' [(~)J ' (8.2) 
the Young's modulus E(!p) was calculated for each resonant frequency Jp. 
(3ol is the solution to the equation, 
M 
cot({301) = -({301). 
m 
(8.3) 
M is the loading mass (the mass of the second accelerometer and the moun t-
ing plate at the free end of the sample), and m is the mass of the foam. 
Where possible the frequencies above and below the resonant frequency, 
where the transfer function was 3dB down on the peak were measured. This 
gave the resonance bandwidth (6f) and hence the loss factor, 
(8.4) 
Using this method the Young's modulus and loss factor were measured at 
frequencies up to 1kHz. 
In some treatments of the elastic properties of foam [27] the Poisson's 
ratio v is assumed to be zero. It was decided to make an estimate of Poisson's 
ratio by using four different foam samples with two different loading masses. 
It was found that the calculated Young's modulus from all four sample 
shapes were consistent(see Figure 8.2) which implies that the Poisson's ratio 
was near to zero. 
In order to measure the elastic moduli of the foam in the absence of 
the fluid it would be necessary to perform them in a vacuum. The effect of 
the air on the measured Young's modulus was estimated by calculating the 
predicted fast and shear propagation constants using the Biot-Stoll model, 
with the Biot elastic constants calculated using the measured Young's Mod-
ulus. These were compared to the predicted propagation constants using 
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visco-elastic theory and the measured Young's modulus. The Biot-Stoll 
propagation constants include the effects of the viscous fluid in the pores 
in a continuous porous medium. The visco-elastic propagation constants do 
not include the effects of the pore fluid. The results are shown in Table 8.1. 
Table 8.1 Visco-elastic and Biot Propaga.tion constants for CAF16 
polyester foam. 
Frequency Visco-elastic Visco-elastic Biot 
(Hz) longitudinal shea.r fast 
real imaginary real imaginary real imaginary real 
500.00 39.48 3.35 56.71 4.82 37.77 7.28 56.61 
1000.0 78.96 6.71 113.4 9.64 78.07 10.6 112.9 
1500.0 118.4 10.0 170.1 14.4 117.7 14.0 169.1 
2000.0 157.9 13.4 226.8 19.2 157.2 17.5 225.2 
2500.0 197.4 16.7 283.5 24.1 196.7 21.0 281.4 
3000.0 236.8 20.1 340.2 28.9 236.1 24.4 337.5 
4000.0 315.8 26.8 453.6 38.5 314.8 31.4 449.7 
5000.0 394.8 33.5 567.1 48.2 393.5 38.4 561.9 
The table shows that the effect of the air on the real parts of the prop-
agation constants is small.The effect of the air on the imaginary part of the 
longitudinal propagation constant is to add between 0.1 and 0.01 of the real 
propagation constant to the value of the imaginary part, depending on the 
frequency. At most frequencies considered the effect would be negligible. 
Because the measured sample was small the effect of the air in the pores 
will be reduced. It was not possible to calculate the effect and it was assumed 
that the effect of the air was negligible in the measurement of the elastic 
constants. 
8.1.2 Bulk density and porosity 
The bulk density of the material was measured by cutting cuboid specimens, 
measuring their dimensions, and finding their mass by weighing. The sam-
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Figure 8.2 Measured Young's modulus of "CAF16" polyester foam. The 
loss factor is between 0.1 and 0.4, and the Young's modulus is near to 
2.105Pa. 
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pIes were those used to measure the elastic moduli. The mean bulk density 
of the material was (34.0 ± 1.5).1O-3kgm-3 • It would be possible to cal-
culate the porosity by finding the mass of fluid of known density needed 
to saturate a known volume of the foam. However errors in the calculated 
porosity would be proportional to errors in the measured volume. By using 
a measured bulk density, and an estimated solid density the large error in 
(1 - 0) translates into a small error in the porosity (0). The porosity was 
estimated from the bulk density and the known density of solid polyesters. 
Solid polyesters have a density of between 1.1 and 1.45 kgm- 3 [107J. This 
gives a porosity of 0.972±0.005 . 
8.1.3 Measurement of tortuosity 
The tortuosity of the foam sample was measured using an electrical resis-
tance method [108J. The electrical conductivity (p,,) of the foam sample 
soaked in a conductive fluid was measured. The electrical conductivity (p f) 
of the conductive fluid was also measured. The ratio of these is the forma-
tion factor F = ;;, used in studies of geophysics. The tortuosity (q2) is 
simply calculated from, 
(8.5 ) 
The conductive fluid used was a brine solution. A circular sample of the 
polyester foam (diameter 97mm) was cut from a sheet of thickness 50mm. 
The sample was wrapped in insulating waterproof tape around the curved 
surface leaving only the top and bottom surfaces unsealed. The sample 
was placed in a snugly fitting cylindrical container containing a porous grid 
electrode at its base . A second grid electrode was placed on top of the 
sample. The cylindrical container was placed in a bath of the brine solution 
and the top of the container attached to a suction pump. The solution was 
allowed to rise through the foam sample until it came into contact with 
the top electrode. The electrical conductivity of the saturated foam was 
measured using an alternating current source and many different currents 
in order to ascertain that the electrical conductivity was independent of the 
current in the range used. The measurements were repeated on the sample 
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Figure 8.3 Apparatus for measurement of foam tortuosity. 
allowing the fluid to fall and then rise again through the foam so as to avoid 
trapped air pockets affecting the result. The apparatus is shown in figure 8.3 
The conductivity of the fluid was measured in a similar fashion. The 
top electrode in the cylinder was supported and the fluid allowed to rise 
through the cylinder until it reached the top electrode. The conductivity 
was measured using the same method. The resulting calculated tortuosity 
from three samples was 8.0 ± 0.3. This value is reasonable for a highly 
reticulated foam (a foam where there many membrane walls between the 
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cells in the foam.) 
mleromonometer 
0-1000mm f\ 0 
mleromonometer 
0-lmm H2 0 
-olr flow 
Figure 8.4 Diagram of flow rig. 
8.1.4 Measurement of air flow resistivity 
exhaust 
compressed olr In 
The flow resistivity or the foam was measured using a flow rig, following 
ASTM standard C522-69 . The flow rig is shown diagrammatically in Figure 
8.4. 
A circular sample of the foam, of diameter 97mm , and thickness 50mm, 
was wrapped in plastic tape on it's curved surface, and inserted into the 
sample holder. A pressure differential was created on one side of the sam-
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pIe by the venturi effect, using a compressed air source. Hence air moved 
through the foam sample to equalise the pressure differential. The flow rate 
was regulated and measured by a set of three flow meters. The pressure 
drop across the foam sample was measured by two micromanometers. 
Starting with a flow rate of 8.5 lit res per minute, the pressure drop was 
measured. Then the flow rate was reduced in steps to O.llitres per minute. 
At each step the flow rate and pressure drop were noted. At each step the 
flow resistivity of the sample was calculated using the equation 
where 
R = C1AoP 
QL ' 
A is the cross sectional area of the sample in cm2 
L is the sample thickness in em 
Q is the flow rate in cm3 ,s-1 
o P is the pressure drop in mm of H 20 
and C1 is a conversion factor = 2490. 
(8.6) 
In measurements of soil flow resistivity it has been found that the mea-
sured flow resistivity was dependent on the flow rate [89]. In the case of 
the foam measurement it was found that the flow resistivity was virtually 
independent of the flow rate. The flow resistivity of the foam, using three 
different samples, was found to be 18400±200 mks rayls m-1 . 
8.1.5 Measurement of acoustic level difference over thin 
rigid backed foam 
Measurements of level difference between two microphones were made over 
sheets of the polyester foam. The parameters used in the modelling are 
shown in Table 8.2. 
Level Difference 
The field due to a point source above a ground surface can be measured 
using a single microphone. However when comparing experimental results 
to theoretical results it is necessary to know the source strength. If two 
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Table 8.2 Parameters used to model the acoustic properties of the polyester 
foam. 
Parameter unit Value 
Flow resistivity (0') mks raylsm- 1 18400 
porosity (0) 
-
0.97 
Tortuosity (T) 
-
B.O 
Grain shape factor( n') 
-
68.3 
Shape factor ratio( sp) 
-
0.5 
thickness (d) metres 0.040 
Poisson's ratio (II) 
-
0.0 
!R Young's modulus(Y) Nm- 2 2.05.105 
£f(Y)j!R(Y) - 0.17 
Bulk density p Kgm-3 34.0 
vertically separated microphones are used instead of one then the transfer 
function (level difference) between the signals from each of them can be 
predicted without knowledge of the source strength [89]. It is necessary for 
the source to act as a spherical source. 
Method 
The experiments were carried out in an anechoic chamber. A concrete paving 
slab of dimensions 1.2 X 0.9 x 0.05 metres was placed on a large block of 
foam on the floor of the chamber. A sheet of the polyester foam CAF16 
was mounted on the concrete slab using double sided tape. The dimensions 
of the foam sheet were 1.5 x 1.0 x 0.04 metres, so the sheet overlapped the 
concrete slab on all edges. 
A Tannoy 25 Watt P.D.25 Loudspeaker was used as the source. A brass 
tube of length 0.3 metres was attached to the loudspeaker. Previous exper-
iments have shown that this can be considered as a point source at ranges 
greater than 0.4 metres for the frequency range used. The loudspeaker 
was suspended from the ceiling. Low pass filtered pseudo random noise was 
used as the signal. The signal was generated by an Ono Sokki FFT Analyser 
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which incorporates a signal source. 
The microphones used were Bruel and Kjaer 1/4 inch type 4135 car-
tridges on Bruel and Kjaer type 2639 preamplifiers powered by a micro-
phone power supply type 2805. The microphones were supported on retort 
stands and were vertically separated. The signal from the microphones was 
fed to the Ono Sokki FFT Analyser where it was displayed and the transfer 
function between the two microphones (the magnitude of which, in dB, is 
equal to the level difference) displayed and rei:orded. 
Before any experiments were carried out the level difference over the 
foam for both rigid porous para.meters and porous elastic parameters was 
predicted using FFLAGS for a fixed lower microphone height of 0.01 metres, 
various upper microphone and source heights between 0.1 and 0.4 metres, 
and for various ranges between 0.4 and 0.8 metres ( see figures 8.5 to 8.9). 
The input physical parameters were those measured and deduced in the 
above experiments. It was found that for certain geometries the predicted 
level differences using the two models were significantly different. Measure-
ments of level difference between two microphones were then made over the 
foam using some of those geometries which generated large differences in 
predicted level difference between the rigid and elastic models. 
The size of the rigid-backed surface and the limitations of the anechoic 
chamber put restrictions on the geometries and frequencies which were used. 
The maximum possible range was 0.8 metres. The anechoic range of the 
chamber is from 500Hz to 6kHz. The maximum microphone height was 
limited by the lateral size of the surface but geometries with a top micro-
phone height of 0.4 metres and above gave level difference predictions which 
were very similar for both rigid and elastic models (see figure 8.7) at most 
frequencies, so this limitation had no effect on the experiment. The predic-
tions using FFLAGS are valid only when kr(the product of the horizontal 
wavenumber and the range) is much greater than unity for all horizontal 
wavenumber where the depth dependent Greens function is important, and 
hence the approximation of the Bessel function in equation 2.25 by two ex-
ponential functions is valid. At 500Hz and a range of 0.4 metres kr = 3.7 
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at the peak of depth dependent Greens function. The error in the value' of 
the Bessel function Jo(3.7) due to the use of the exponential approximation 
made in the FFP is 1.22%. This error will be largest at the lowest frequency 
used (500Hz). 
Results 
The data exhibits resonances within the anechoic chamber which are multi-
ples of 80Hz. By applying a three point rolling average it was found possible 
to remove these. The measured and smoothed data are shown in figures 8.10, 
8.11, and 8.12. 
Comparisons of the smoothed measured data to that predicted using the 
two models are shown in figures 8.13, 8.14, and 8.15. The RMS difference 
between the data (and the smoothed data) and the predicted excess atten-
uation using the two models was calculated over two different frequency 
ranges. These differences are tabulated in Table 8.3. 
These results show that the porous-elastic model predicts the excess 
attenuation over the foam surface more accurately (in most cases) than 
does the rigid-porous model for the same pore parameters. The agreement 
between the elastic model and the data is better at low frequencies than 
at high ones, as shown by the smaller rms difference between elastic model 
prediction and data for the smaller frequency range. 
The difference between the data and porous-elastic predictions at high 
frequency is possibly due to experimental errors in the geometry. The possi-
ble errors in any of the distances in the geometry was less than ±10.0mm. In 
the lower microphone height it was ±2mm. The change in the predicted ex-
cess attenuation caused by changing any of the distances by their maximum 
possible error was negligible. The error in the measured foam thickness was 
±1.0mm. This also produces a negligible effect. The chamber may not have 
been entirely anechoic at the higher frequencies, and this may have lead to 
errors in the measurements. 
Another possible source of the difference between data and model at high 
frequencies is the increased elastic wave attenuation at high frequencies. 
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Figure B.10 Measured and smoothed level difference between microphones 
at heights 0.2 and 0.01 metres at a range of 0.8 metres, over a 0.04 metre 
rigidly backed foam layer. 
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Table 8.3 RMS difference between measured and predicted excess atten-
uation over 0.04 metre rigid-backed foam surface, using rigid-porous and 
elastic-porous models for three geometries and two frequency ranges. Lower 
microphone height was O.Olm. 
Range Source and upper model Frequency rms difference rms difference 
(m) receiver height(m) (Hz) (dB) smoothed (dB) 
0.8 0.2 elastic 500-2000 1.76 1.34 
0.8 0.2 rigid 500-2000 4.21 4.14 
0.4 0.2 elastic 500-2000 1.95 1.04 
0.4 0.2 rigid 500-2000 2.32 2.29 
0.8 0.1 elastic 500-2000 0.98 0.87 
0.8 0.1 rigid 500-2000 2.79 2.73 
0.8 0.2 elastic 500-6000 2.18 2.35 
0.8 0.2 rigid 500-6000 3.18 3.11 
0.4 0.2 elastic 500-6000 2.58 2.54 
0.4 0.2 rigid 500-6000 2.22 2.19 
0.8 0.1 elastic 500-6000 2.35 2.30 
0.8 0.1 rigid 500-6000 2.41 2.33 
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Figure 8.2 shows that the imaginary part of the Young's modulus of the 
material increases with frequency within the measured frequency range. The 
measurement technique did not a.llow the Young's modulus to be measured 
at the higher frequencies used in the level difference experiment. 
Because the effects on acoustic propagation of the elasticity of the foam 
are caused by interference between different propagation paths in the foam, 
small changes in the propagation constants in the foam may cause large 
effects in the excess attenuation by moving the frequency of interference 
maxima and minima. It may be possible to alter the input parameters 
to improve the fit of the predictions to the data. However this will not 
be done here for two reasons. Firstly the large number of material input 
parameters (eleven in all) introduce computational problems, but secondly, 
and most importantly, the intention here was to compare the two models. 
If the input parameters were to be altered in order to improve the fit to the 
data then it might be equally possible (and computationally much easier) 
to alter the input parameters to the rigid-porous model in order to improve 
the fit. Therefore altering the parameters to fit the data would invalidate 
the experiment. 
In order to gain some physical understanding of the causes of the differ-
ences in excess attenuation brought about by the foam elasticity the possible 
propagation paths between the point source and a receiver were examined 
. The possible paths are illustrated in figure 8.16 and are as follows. First 
there is direct propagation through the air from source to receiver. This 
path will always form an important part of the received signal. Secondly 
there is a reflection from the top surface of the porous elastic medium. For 
the foam material the impedance will be small, and the reflection coefficient 
from the foam surface will also be small. Thirdly there will be reflections 
from the rigid non-porous backing. These reflections will be via propagation 
through the porous-elastic layer. There are three possible body wavetypes in 
the porous elastic material via which the reflection could take place. These 
three body waves travel at different velocities, and hence reflections via each 
of these wavetypes will in general have different phases at the receiver. An-
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other propagation path is via an interface wave travelling along the air to 
porous elastic boundary. This possibility includes an acoustic surface wave 
travelling above the boundary, and an elastic surface wave travelling within 
the porous elastic material, and reradiating into the air. 
Minima in the excess attenuation spectrum at the receiver should cor-
respond to destructive interference between signals from the source arriving 
via two different propagation paths. Here we will ignore the possibility of 
a surface wave, and instead we will examine the reflection paths from the 
rigid-non-porous backing. In the case of the foam the elastic 'fast' wave and 
shear wave actually have lower velocities than the mainly pore born 'slow' 
wave. The largest path length differences (in wavelengths) will therefore be 
between the direct path and the reflection from the rigid backing via elastic 
propagation in the foam. If propagation via these paths is important then 
excess attenuation dips should be seen at frequencies corresponding to phase 
differences between the paths of ?r. Figure 8.17 shows the predicted excess 
attenuation for the two microphones which are used to make the predicted 
level difference used in figure 8.5. It can be seen that there are dips for 
the upper microphone at 850 and 1400Hz, and for the lower microphone 
at 790 and 1400Hz. Table 8.4 shows the path lengths (in wavelengths) for 
the direct path, and the refiections from the rigid backing, via 'slow', 'fast', 
and shear propagation in the foam. The phase change on reflection at the 
rigid-non-porous backing is included. 
The table shows that for the lower frequency excess attenuation dip ( 
790Hz and 850Hz for lower and upper microphones respectively) the path 
length difference between the direct path and the reflection via 'fast' or 
shear propagation is an odd number of half wavelengths, and hence would 
lead to destructive interference. On the other hand the higher frequency 
dips in both cases correspond to a path length difference between the direct 
path and the backing refiection via the 'slow' wave of an odd number of half 
wavelengths. 
Therefore the differences between the rigid and elastic predictions of 
the level difference over the foam at low frequencies (less than 1000Hz) 
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Figure 8.16 Propagation paths between a point source and a receiver over 
a rigidly backed porous elastic surface. 
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Table 8.4 Path length differences (in wavelengths) between direct path 
and backing reflected path via slow, fast and shear propagation in the foam 
layer. Range 0.8 metres. Frequencies are for predicted excess attenuation 
dips in fi 8 17 19ure 
Frequency Receiver slow fast shear 
(Hz) height(m) reflection reflection reflection 
790.0 0.01 1.03 1.49 1.64 
1400.0 0.01 1.43 2.28 2.56 
850.0 0.1 1.05 1.48 1.61 
1400.0 0.1 1.50 2.32 2.59 
can be explained as the effect of interference between the direct signal and 
reflections at the backing via the elastic wave propasation in the foam. 
Because the foam is of such low bulk density and high porosity the 
predicted 'slow' wave propagation constant is actually influenced by the 
elastic parameters. This means that the predicted excess attenuation dip 
caused by interference between the direct path and the 'slow' wave backing 
reflection is shifted in frequency when the elasticity of the ground is taken 
into account. This can be seen in figure 8.13 where the dip at 1500Hz is 
shifted in frequency relative to the rigid-porous model. Figure 8.18 shows the 
amplitude ofthe predicted slow -wave propagation constant for the measured 
foam parameters and the rigid limit. 
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8.2 Soil bins 
8.2.1 Introduction 
U sing the pulse impedance technique [109] described below Cramond and 
Don measured the normal surface impedance of a dry soil. The soil was then 
wetted and the measurement repeated [2]. It was found that the measured 
impedance exhibited peaks at certain frequencies(see figure 8.19 ). It was 
found that the position and amplitude of these changed radically with posi-
tion of source and receiver; so much so that it proved impossible to obtain 
similar results by moving equipment back to a position once it had been 
moved [43]. Various attempts were made to explain this data, but all seem 
unsatisfactory. It was found that the water had soaked between one and 
two centimetres into the ground. 
One possible explanation for these peaks in impedance is that the wetting 
of the soil changes the seismic velocity of the soil, reduces the air porosi ty and 
increases the bulk density, and hence leads to a discontinuity in both pore 
wave and seismic velocity at an interface between one and two centimetres 
deep. Sound incident on the ground will be partially converted into seismic 
waves, which will travel down to the discontinuity, be reflected at the inter-
face, and travel back to the surface. At the surface at certain frequencies the 
seismic waves will destructively interfere with vibrations from the air at the 
same frequency making the surface nearly stationary at these frequencies, 
hence the reflection coefficient will near unity and the impedance will be 
very high. 
An attempt has been made to reproduce the results of the impedance 
measurement by modelling the ground as a low seismic velocity, low porosity 
surface layer overlying a high porosity, high seismic velocity substrate. The 
program that has been used to do this is MULTIPORO,the development of 
which has been explained in chapter 3. The original data and the attempt 
to reproduce it are shown in figure 8.19. 
The pore structure parameters of the dry substrate ( porosity, grain 
shape factor, pore shape factor ratio, flow resistivity) were derived from 
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Figure 8.19 (a)Mea.sured normal surface impedance using Crammond 
and Don's method over a wetted soil, and (b) an attempt to model the 
impedance. 
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the measured dry soil impedance by fitting the impedance to the Rayleigh-
Attenborough four parameter rigid porous model [79]. 
No seismic velocities were measured in the Cramond and Don experi-
ments and hence there was no evidence for the change in seismic velocity on 
wetting. It was decided to create an experiment where as many as possible 
of the soil parameters, as used in the modified Biot-Stoll model [17J, were 
measured on both the wetted and dry soil, and the effect on the impedance 
predicted and compared to the measured impedance. In order to achieve 
this aim a soil bin was prepared at the AFRC Engineering Institute at Silsoe 
. The soil bin was of dimensions 2 metres by 2 metres by 50 centimetres 
deep. Dry soil was sieved through a mesh with holes of 6mm diameter to 
fill the bin to the top. The soil could be described as a clay. 
8.2.2 Soil impedance measurement 
To measure the normal surface impedance of a soil so that seismic resonant 
effects could be detected a method which could detect narrow peaks in 
impedance at high frequency (around 5kHz) was needed. The pulse method 
due to Cramond and Don [109J was used. The basis of the measurement 
method is to produce a pulse from a cylindrically symmetric source which is 
received at a certain range R and a certain angle 4,) to the axis of the source, 
directly, and by a second receiver after travelling the same distance and at 
the same angle to the source as the direct pulse but via a reflection. If the 
source is assumed to radiate cylindrically symmetrically then the difference 
in the received pulses will then be due entirely to the reflection, and a 
reflection coefficient and hence a normal surface impedance can be directly 
calculated as a function of frequency by performing a Fourier transform on 
the pulses and dividing the reflected by the direct at each frequency. In 
order for these methods to be valid the ground wave must be negligible, and 
hence a non-grazing geometry is necessary. Another consideration is the 
size of the effective area of the reflection. This is discussed by Berry and 
Attenborough [110], who suggest that an area. with width approximately 
half of the source-receiver separation is involved with the reflection. 
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Technique 
The pulse source was a 'gun' firing blank cartridges. A plastic tube sixty 
centimetres long and three centimetres in diameter was attached to the end 
of the barrel. The gun was mounted on a tripod with the tube protruding 
horizontally. The open end of the tube was regarded as the source. This 
source was assumed to be acoustically cylindrically symmetric. The geom-
etry chosen is illustrated in figure 8.20. The source, direct receiver and 
reflection receiver were at the corners of a horizontal right-angled triangle 
of sides 2.60m, 1. 77m, 1.90m, and O.95m above the ground surface. 
The accurate setting up of the geometry is vital to this method. The 
microphones were quarter inch Band K type 4135. The microphones were 
connected to measuring amplifiers and the output from these recorded as a 
function of time on an Ono Sokki FFT analyser. A microphone calibrator 
was used in turn on each microphone and the gain on each measuring am-
plifier adjusted until the signals were within half a. dBV of ea.ch other. The 
two microphones were then placed- very close to each other but not touching 
approximately 2.6 metres from the source along the line of the source tube. 
The gun was fired about eight times, and each time the pulses received at 
each microphone recorded using the FFT Analyser in a 4ms time window. 
These recordings were later used for calibration. 
The microphones and source were then moved into the geometry illus-
trated in figure 8.20. The gun was fired between eight and twenty times and 
each time the pulses received at the microphones recorded using the FFT 
Analyser. 
Analysis of the pulses was carried out using the programs in appendix 
C. The programs rename the data files, align the pulses(though not entirely 
automatically), average the sets of aligned pulses, perform a Fourier trans-
form on the pulses, perform a calibration using the calibration pulses, and 
produce a normal surface impedance as a function of frequency including a 
calibration correction calculated from the calibration pulses. 
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Figure 8.20 The experimental geometry used in the acoustic impedance 
measurements. 
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Errors in the method 
During the collection of data the avoidance of extra reflections is of great 
importance. If even a small signal from a reflection is recorded which begins 
whilst the main pulse is continuing this can lead to spurious peaks in the 
final impedance calculated. 
The geometry must be set up accurately so that the path lengths for 
direct and reflected paths are identical. As the direct and reflected pulses 
are recorded simultaneously the error in the geometry can be calculated from 
the time difference in the arrivals of the direct pulse at one microphone and 
the reflected pulse at the other. 
The other important possible source of error is in the time alignment of 
the pulses when they are being averaged. An error in the alignment can also 
lead to spurious peaks in the impedance. 
8.2.3 Acoustic-seismic coupling measurements 
If the seismic velocities near to the soil surface are known and the pore 
parameters near to the soil surface are known then the acoustic-seismic 
coupling can be predicted. 
An experiment was performed to measure the acoustic-seismic coupling 
ratio (the ratio of the sound pressure level in the air to the particle accel-
eration in the ground). In this experiment an acoustic point source was 
placed on one side of the soil bin at a height of 7cm. Near to the centre 
of the soil bin, at a range of one metre from the source, a Bruel and Kjaer 
accelerometer type 4367 was buried to a depth of one centimetre with its 
sensitive axis vertical. Above this a Bruel and Kjaer 1/4 inch microphone 
was placed at a height of 7cm. The experimental geometry is shown in figure 
8.21. The microphone was calibrated using a Briie! and Kjaer microphone 
calibrator type 4230. Low pass filtered white noise was played through the 
point source and the spectra of the received signals from the microphone 
and accelerometer were recorded at frequencies up to 10kHz on an Ono 
Sokki FFT analyser. Measurements of the signals at the microphone and 
geophone were also made without the noise source turned on. The signal 
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without noise was subtracted from the signal with noise for microphone and 
geophone. 
8.2.4 Seismic velocity measurements 
In order to gather data pertinent to the prediction ofimpedance and acoustic-
seismic coupling over a wetted surface the wet and dry seismic velocities of 
the material very close( upper 1 or 2 centimetres) to the surface were mea-
sured. To achieve this a small scale seismic measurement technique was 
developed to measure near surface seismic velocities of a soil in situ. 
Technique 
This technique involved the use of a pulse source and two receivers. Veloc-
ities were calculated by measuring the difference in arrival times of a pulse 
between the two horizontally separated receivers. This is a scaled down 
version of a standard seismic refraction survey technique [111]. The ma-
jor differences are in the design of the source to give a reproducable high 
frequency signal, the use of accelerometers rather than velocimeters, giving 
greater high frequency sensitivity and hence faster rise times at first breaks, 
and the horizontal orientation of the accelerometers rather than vertical, 
giving greater sensitivity to horizontally travelling longitudinal vibration. 
The source consisted of a 15cm steel rod mounted vertically on the cen-
tre of a circular brass weight of mass 1.0kg. From the top of this rod a 
horizontal rod was attached from which was suspended a small rubber ball 
on a cord. To cause a seismic pulse the ball was swung out so that the 
cord was horizontal, and then released and allowed to strike the side of the 
weight. 
The seismic receivers were Bruel and Kjaer accelerometers type 4367 
which have a mass of 13 grams and a minimum measurable signal am-
plitude of approximately 5mms-2 in the frequency range 0.1 to 5000Hz. 
The maximum transverse sensitivity was approximately 1% at 30Hz. Each 
accelerometer was connected to a charge amplifier, and the output signal 
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Figure 8.21 The experimental geometry used in the acoustic-seismic cou-
pling experiment. 
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recorded as a function of time on floppy disc using an Ono Sokki FFT anal-
yser. 
Two types of experiment were made, the first to measure longitudi-
nal(fast) velocity, the second to measure transverse velocity. 
In the first experiment the first accelerometer was placed next to the 
source with its sensitive axis pointing horizontally away from the source 
on the opposite side of the source from the rubber ball. The second ac-
celerometer was placed a distance of 0.7 or 1.0 metres from the first one 
on a line through the rubber ball, the centre of the brass weight, and the 
first accelerometer, again with its sensitive axis pointing horizontally away 
from the source. The rubber ball was lifted and allowed to hit the brass 
weight, and the signal at each accelerometer was recorded as a function of 
time. This was done three or four times. The second accelerometer was 
then moved closer to the source by 5 or 10 centimetres and the experiment 
repeated. This was done repeatedly until the two accelerometers lay next 
to each other. The experiment is illustrated in figure 8.22 
The second experiment was identical to the first except that the ac-
celerometers were placed with their sensitive axes at right angles to a line 
through their centres and the centre of the brass weight, and the source was 
oriented so that the line through the centres of the weight and the rubber 
ball were at right angles to a line through the centres of the accelerometers. 
To calculate the velocity of the seismic waves the time delay between 
the first arrival of the signal at the first and second accelerometers was 
plotted against the distance between them. For the first experiment the 
first arrival should be the longitudinal wave, for the second experiment the 
first arrival should be a horizontally polarized transverse wave, given that 
the longitudinal signal should be undetected by the accelerometers in this 
orientation, and visco-elastic surface waves being slower than the transverse 
arrival. 
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Figure 8.22 The geometry of the seismic velocity measurement method 
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Sources of error and assumptions 
There are several possible sources of error; in the longitudinal velocity ex-
periment errors in distance measurement between the two receivers will lead 
to a proportional error in the calculated velocity. In the transverse velocity 
experiment the above source of error is combined with problems of align-
ment of source and receivers so that they do not detect a longitudinal arrival 
before the transverse one. 
The assumption made in the interpretation of the experimental results 
as measurements of the near surface seismic velocities is that the soil seismic 
structure is such that the first arrival at the receivers is via a direct straight 
line path along (or near to) the surface in the mode of interest. This as-
sumption is supported by the experimental results, as the straight lines in 
figure 8.23 pass close to the origin. 
Because the received pulses consist of arrivals from surface wave modes 
and deeply reflected and refracted signals it is very difficult to use the signals 
to examine attenuation or dispersion of the wavetype of interest. It is as-
sumed that as in most geological material the body waves are non dispersive. 
In measuring the seismic velocities in the dry soil this assumption means that 
either vibration in deeper, high velocity parts of the soil is not produced, 
or that the soil near to the surface is seismically homogeneous. The homo-
geneity was tested by burying the second accelerometer a measured distance 
vertically beneath the source at various depths and examining the change 
in apparent seismic velocities with depth. 
8.2.5 l'vIeasurement of soil porosity, bulk density and flow 
resistivity 
The porosity and bulk density of the soil were calculated by finding the mass 
of a known volume of the soil. The soil was then dried in an oven to remove 
the water and reweighed. Knowing the soil mass, and assuming values for 
the density of the lost water of 1000kgm-3 and density of the dry solid 
material of 2650kgm-3 the air porosity n of the soil could be calculated. 
The air porosity and bulk density are shown in table 8.5. Flow resistivity 
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Table 8.5 The measured material parameters of the dry and wetted clay 
Parameter Units Value 
Dry flow resistivity mks ray!s m-1 10100 
Dry porosity (measured) - 0.53 
Dry porosity (deduced) 
-
0.56 
Dry grain shape factor 
-
0.5 
Dry p-velocity ms-1 64.± 2. 
Dry s-velocity ms-1 46.±2. 
Wet p-velocity ms-1 65. ± 2. 
Wet s-velocity ms-1 45. ± 2. 
layer thickness m 0.04 ± 0.01 
was measured using the flow meter described in section 8. 
8.2.6 Dry soil experiments 
Several experiments were then carried out on this soil. The first of these 
was the measurement of seismic velocities on the surface of the soil using 
the technique described in section 8.2.4. The maximum line length used was 
70cm. The line was located along a diagonal of the box. This was so that 
the reflected and refracted seismic paths via. the box walls would have the 
longest possible path length, a.nd hence would be unlikely to cause the first 
arrivals. The first arrival times are shown graphically against distance from 
the source in figure 8.23 and the seismic velocities calculated from these 
are tabulated in table 8.5. The normal surface impedance of the soil was 
measured using Cramond and Don's method described in subsection 8.2.2. 
The acoustic and seismic signals due to a point source were measured as 
described in section 8.2.3. 
8.2.7 Wet soil measurements 
After the dry soil measurements had been completed the soils were wetted 
by distributing water evenly over the surface using a watering can. The same 
experiments were then repeated. The aim of the seismic measurements was 
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to measure the seismic velocities in the wetted surface layer. It was found 
that when the wetted layer was thin the measured seismic velocities were 
identical to the dry velocities. Therefore the soil was wetted to a greater 
depth by the addition of more water and alllowing it to soak in. It was found 
that when the wetted layer thickness reached 0.2m the measured seismic 
velocities were still within the error bounds of the dry soil velocities. 
8.2.8 Analysis of results 
Impedance 
The impedance measurements over the dry soil gave results which were 
consistent with the directly measured pore parameters of the soil. The 
measured impedance is shown in figure 8.24. Pore parameters were deduced 
from the measured dry impedance by finding a best fit to the measured 
impedance using a three parameter model [89] and assuming a value for the 
pore shape factor ratio (sp) of 0.375. These deduced parameters are shown 
in table 8.5. 
The impedance measurements over the wetted soil gave the large peaks 
in the impedance which were expected. However for a given set of pulses 
the impedance derived from any subset were-different to each other, having 
large peaks in the impedance at different frequencies for different subsets. 
This occurred for several sets of pulses measured in different atmospheric 
conditions on different days. It was concluded that for the wetted soil the 
reflection coefficient was very close to unity for a wide frequency range. If 
a very small amount of noise was introduced to the received reflected pulse 
then the apparent reflection coefficient was increased to above unity. This 
would explain the failure to produce consistent results using this method. 
The method was badly conditioned for calculating impedance for materials 
with a reflection coefficient very close to unity. Examples of the calculated 
normal surface impedance over the wet soil are shown in figure 8.25 
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Acoustic-seismic coupling 
The ratio of the vertical particle acceleration at 1cm depth in the soil to 
the sound pressure level at a height of 7cm above the soil was calculated 
from the results for both the dry and wetted soil. The soil bin had a depth 
of 50cm, and other dimensions of 2 metres by 2 metres. Therefore at low 
frequencies the box would exhibit box resonances. If the imaginary part 
of the elastic wave propagation constant is 0.05 of the real part and the 
maximum elastic wave velocity is 70ms-1 in the dry soil then the maximum 
amplitude of a signal travelling down from the top surface reflecting from 
the bottom of the box and returning to the top surface (assuming a perfectly 
reflecting base) is 7.10-3 of the incident amplitude at 1kHz. This indicates 
that at 1kHz the box resonances will be sufficiently damped so as to be 
insignificant. Therefore the analysis of the acoustic-seismic coupling was 
confined to a frequency range above 1kHz. 
At frequencies above 1kHz the load imposed by the dense accelerometer 
on the less dense soil may lead to errors in the measurement of the seismic 
signal. To overcome this the predictions made were predictions of the ratio 
of the acoustic-seismic coupling ratio in the dry soil to the acoustic-seismic 
coupling ratio in the wetted soil. It was this ratio that was compared to 
the data. The use of this ratio is valid provided that the sensitivity of the 
accelerometer to the acceleration of the soil is the same in both the wet and 
the dry case. 
The measured ratio of the acoustic-seismic coupling ratios for the wet 
and dry soil is shown in figure 8.26. Also shown is the best fit ratio using the 
parameters in table 8.5 and 8.6 It can be seen that the wetting of the soil 
has the effect of increasing the acoustic-seismic coupling in the frequency 
range from 1200Hz to 3200Hz and from 3600Hz upwards. 
The ratio of the acoustic-seismic coupling coefficients in the wet and dry 
soil was modelled using FFLAGS. The measured and deduced parameters 
shown in table 8.5 were varied only within their error bounds, and the 
unknown parameters were varied to obtain the best fit with the data. 
The parameters found by fitting the predicted ratio to the measurements 
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Table 8.6 The material parameters of the dry and wetted clay found by 
fitting the ratio of acoustic-seismic coupling ratios. 
Parameter Units Value 
wet flow resistivity mks raylsm-1 1.105 
grain shape factor 
-
0.5 
wet porosity . 0.2 
bulk density kgm-3 1625 
wet layer thickness m 0.05 
are shown in table 8.6. 
8.2.9 Discussion 
The failure of the impedance measurement technique to give consistent re-
sults is due to the existence of other reflecting surfaces. For measurements 
of normal surface impedance where the reflection coefficient is near to unity 
the technique is extremely sensitive to reflections from surfaces other than 
the ground. In this case the soil bin adds reflecting surfaces such as the hard 
edges of the box. Other impedance techniques also suffer from sensitivity 
to reflections [108]. The original experiments carried out by Cramond and 
Don [109] had the advantage of using a very large flat surface. This reduced 
the errors due to reflections. 
The measured seismic velocities of the dry and wettted soil yielded the 
surprising result that the near surface seismic velocities were changed by 
less than the uncertainty in the velocity measurements upon wetting. How-
ever the change in bulk density will still provide a seismic discontinuity at 
the base of the wetted layer. The measurement of the ratios of acoustic-
seismic coupling coefficients shows that the wetting does have a significant 
effect upon the acoustic to seismic coupling. The prediction of the ratio 
of coupling coefficients was made using FFLAGS and fitting to the data by 
adjusting the grain shape factor, the wetted flow resistivity, the wetted layer 
thickness (within its error bounds) and the wetted porosity. The predicted 
flow resistivity is increased and the porosity decreased by the wetting, as 
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expected. 
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Chapter 9 
Two applications of FFLAGS. 
9.1 The influence of acoustic-seismic coupling on 
vehicle induced vibration of the ground. 
The ground particle motion induced by a heavy vehicle can be modelled as 
the sum of two contributions. These are the direct excitation of the soil 
from the contact of the vehicle with the ground, and the vibration due to 
coupling of airborne engine and exhaust noise into the seismic motion of the 
ground. 
9.1.1 Predictions of the vertical particle velocity due to 
direct coupling through vehicle ground contact. 
The vibration produced by vehicle ground contact can be modelled as that 
due to a vertical point source (or the sum of a set of such sources). 
To predict vertical particle velocity as a function of range a visco-elastic 
FFP program (SAFARI) was used. This predicts particle velocity in fluid 
and visco-elastic media. The elastic attenuation in the visco-elastic ground 
is input in decibels per wavelength on the assumption that the ground can 
be modelled as a Voigt solid. The elastic wave attenuation due to the air in 
the pores in the ground has been shown to be a very small contribution to 
the total attenuation of elastic waves in the ground (section 1.2), and it will 
be ignored here. This visco-elastic FFP program uses only one exponential 
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function instead of two in equation 2.31. This will reduce the accuracy of 
the program at very short ranges. 
In order to check that the visco-elastic program predicts vertical particle 
velocity at the ground surface at the ranges ofinterest correctly, the program 
was run for two simple cases. The first of these was horizontal particle 
motion at short range from a point source in an infinite visco-elastic space 
(figure 9.1). The attenuation even at very short range (a few wavelengths) 
was the 6dB per doubling of distance expected. 
The second example, more relevant to this study, is the prediction of 
vertical particle velocity as a function of range along the surface of an elastic 
halfspace as a result of excitation from a vertical point source also on the 
surface. The soil seismic velocities are shown in table 9.1(a). These velocities 
are those measured at a site in Fort Hood in the USA [112]. At more than a 
few wavelengths from the source the signal is dominated by the Rayleigh 
wave, which can be seen in figure 9.2 to decay at 3dB per doubling of 
distance, the expected rate for a lossless medium. At short ranges there 
is interference between Rayleigh and body-wave signals, which soon die out, 
as the body wave signals decay at a faster rate (6dB per doubling of distance) 
due to spherical rather than cylindrical spreading. 
9.1.2 Predicted effects of layering. 
If we consider excitation at 50Hz and use the elastic parameters for a compe-
tent soil layer over a substrate from table 9.1(b) and vary the layer thickness 
between 1.0 and 8.0 metres, it is seen (figure 9.3) that the attenuation is 
greatest in the thin layers, because the higher attenuation of the substrate 
dominates, whereas when the layer thickness is 8.0 metres the predicted ver-
tical particle velocity is identical to that for a halfspace. For the thin surface 
layers, moreover, there are dips in the predicted transmission loss where de-
structive interference occurs between the Rayleigh wave contribution and 
the other transmission modes within the layer. 
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Table 9.1 Ground elastic parameters used in the prediction of vertical 
particle velocity due to a heavy vehicle. 
Description P-wave S-wave P-wave S-wave bulk 
of ground velocity velocity attenuation attenuation density 
ms-1 ms-1 dB/).. dB/)" kgm-3 
( a) lossless 537.6 268.8 0 0 1700 
elastic 
h alfsp ace 
(b) high 537.6 268.8 1.092 2.729 1700 
attenuation 
layer 
high 1075.3 537.6 2.184 5.46 1700 
attenuation 
substrate 
9.1.3 Effects of acoustic-seismic coupling 
FFLAGS may be used to examine the effect of acoustic-seismic coupling. 
The ground is modelled as a porous elastic layer overlying an elastic half-
space, with elastic parameters as in table 9.1(b) and porous parameters of 
flow resistivity (0') = 50000 mks rayls m-1 , porosity (n) = 0.4, shape factor 
ratio (sp) = 0.36, and grain shape factor (n') = 0.5. The layer depth is 
2.0 metres. Figure 9.4 shows the predicted' vertical particle velocity at the 
surface due to a vertical point source at the surface and an acoustic point 
source at a height of 1.0 metres. The acoustic source is supposed to have 
a sound pressure level of 90dB at 1.0 metre from the source. The acoustic 
source is intended to represent a typical acoustic output of a heavy vehicle 
at 50Hz. The vertical particle displacement due to the ground contact is 
again modelled using SAFARI. The phase relationship between the acoustic 
output and the seismic output at the ground contact will not be constant, 
as they are from different sources. The acoustic signal is mostly from engine 
and exhaust noise, whereas the seismic signal is mostly from track plate 
impacts with the ground. Hence the vertical particle velocity at the ground 
surface is modelled as the incoherent addition of the ground contact signal 
and the seismically coupled acoustic signal. 
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At short range this simulation predicts that the signal induced by direct 
ground contact dominates, but as the range is increased the seismic signal 
is attenuated and the acoustic source dominates. This effect is very depen-
dent on the seismic attenuation, because if the attenuation is decreased the 
seismic signal will dominate out to much larger ranges. Figure 9.5 shows a 
similar effect at 100Hz. 
9.2 The importance of near surface sound veloc-
ity gradients at short range. 
Vehicle acoustic output is limited by European regulations and is tested 
using the EEe 81/334 test method. The geometry used in vehicle tests is a 
microphone at a height of 1.2 metres and at a range of 7.5 metres from the 
vehicle over a highly reflective surface. 
Some vehicle manufacturers send their vehicles to be tested in Southern 
Italy in preference to testing in Northern Europe. It has been suggested 
that this preference is due to the beneficial effects of an air temperature 
gradient near to the hot ground surface, leading to upward refraction in the 
atmosphere and reduction of the received signal at 7.5metres. Quite small 
intersite differences of the order of 0.5dB can be significant in determining 
whether vehicles pass the test. The wind speed might also have a marked 
effect on the received signal. However it is possible to change the orientation 
of tests to minimise the effect of the wind. 
In order to model the effects of meteorology on sound propagation, 
FFLAGS was used with the atmosphere modelled as a set of fluid layers 
(with range independent properties) over an asphalt surface. 
Geometry 
In the case of a car the engine height is approximately 0.5 metres. This 
was considered as a point source at the range of interest. For a moving 
vehicle the tyres should be considered as a noise source. The tyres of a 
car have a thickness of approximately 0.09metres. The noise from the tyre 
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consists of two sources. The first is the sound from the ground contact of 
the tyre and is centred at the rear of the ground contact patch. The second 
is the vibration of the tyre wall. The combination of these tyre noise sources 
has been modelled as a point source at a height of 0.045metres [113]. The 
geometry of the simulation is shown in figure 9.6 
9.2.1 Considerations in modelling the sound propagation. 
Wind speed 
The effect of the wind on sound propagation can not be modelled accu-
rately using this FFP model. If propagation is modelled in a moving fluid 
from a stationary source then the medium becomes effectively anisotropic. 
Sound speeds in the vertical and horizontal directions become different. At 
long ranges where propagation is nearly horizontal this will be insignificant, 
but at the short ranges considered here, with different source and receiver 
heights, the effect may be significant. This question is exa.mined by Pierce 
[100]. Sound speeds in the outward and backward directions will also be 
different. At very short ranges and low frequencies the second exponen-
tial term in the Bessel Function approximation (Equation 2.30) will make 
a non-negligible contribution (see figure 2.1'. The second exponential term 
corresponds to propagation towards the source. Because the outward and 
backward sound speeds are different in all but cross wind conditions, a dif-
ferent depth dependent Green's function for each of the two exponential 
functions would be required. Finally the wind introduces an azimuthal de-
pendence to the environment. The FFP approach is not easily adjustable to 
include an azimuthal dependence. Ingard and Singhal [114) showed exper-
imentally that for flow in a duct the ratio of the downstream to upstream 
received sound pressures from a sta.tionary source placed halfway between 
them, lay between (1 - M)/(1 + M) and [(1 - M)/(l + M)]2, where M is 
the Mach number of the flow. For a Mach number ofO.OS this gives a ratio of 
between 0.82 and 0.90. When the effects of meteorology on sound pressure 
levels at short range are of the order of one dB, this effect is large enough to 
invalidate predictions of the effect of the wind on the received sound pressure 
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microphone 
I- Range 7.5 metres I~--------------------~ 
1.2m 
Engine source _ 
Tyre source 
Asphalt 
Figure 9.6 The geometry assumed in predicting the excess attenuation for 
propagation from a car 
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levels based on an azimuthally invariant environmental model. 
Temperature 
The temperature gradient near to the ground can be modelled using the 
Monin-Obhukhov Similarity theory described in appendix B. The wind 
speed gradient and temperature gradient are related by the similarity theory. 
As described above the use of the FFLAGS model is ina.ppropriate for wind 
velocity gradients at short range. However it is possible to orient short range 
tests so that propagation is crosswind. 
For propagation over asphalt the roughness length Zh. is very small, hav-
ing a value of between 10-3 and 1O-4m . These values are supported by the 
temperature measurements made above asphalt surfaces reported by Daigle 
et al [115]. 
In this study the effects oflarge positive and negative differences between 
ground and air temperature (at 1.2 metres) were studied. In order for the 
large temperature differences between the ground surface and a height of 
1.2 metres to exist the Obhukhov length must be large positive or negative. 
In these conditions the correction factors ~ become small, and hence the 
temperature gradient is reduced to a logar~thmic one. 
The speed of sound c can be calculated from the air temperature T (in 
Kelvin) using 
c oc ../T. (9.1) 
Differences between ground temperature on road surfaces and air tempera-
ture at a height of 1.2 metres, (Tgro - T mic) have been found to vary between 
+13 degrees Celsius and -7 degrees Celsius over an asphalt surface [113]. 
These variations were in the presence of a wind speed of 5ms-1 at a height 
of 1.2 metres 
Calculations of excess attenuation were done, using an air temperature 
at the microphone{Tmic) of twenty degrees Celsius and a temperature at the 
ground(Tgro ) of Tmic + 14,Tmic + 7, Tmic + 1,Tmic - 1 and Tmic - 7 degrees 
Celsius. 
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Fluid Layering 
There are two obvious ways that a non-linear sound velocity gradient could 
be represented using discrete homogeneous layers; either the layers have 
a constant difference in sound velocity to their neighbours and the layer 
thicknesses vary, or the layer thickness is kept constant and the differences 
in sound velocity between neighbouring layers is varied. 
There are several considerations in choosing between these two methods. 
The first is the accurate representation of the sound velocity gradient. Near 
to the ground the velocity gradient will be highest and hence to represent 
it accurately the layer thickness should be smaller near the ground than at 
greater heights where the velocity gradient is small. 
The second consideration is the related problem of avoidance of trapped 
modes within layers which are only approximations to a continuous velocity 
gradient. These modes can be avoided by making the layer thicknesses small 
and by making the velocity changes across interfaces small. The layer thick-
nesses can be most easily controlled if they are all identical but velocity 
changes across interfaces are most easily controlled by the use of identi-
cal velocity changes at each interface. In using variable layer thicknesses 
with constant velocity variations across interfaces it has been found that for 
large temperature gradients where the ground was warmer than the air at 
1.2metres, and the source height was 4.5 centimetres, large oscillations with 
frequency in the predicted excess attenuation occurred at frequencies above 
1kHz. Use of constant layer thicknesses did not give rise to these oscilla-
tions. At frequencies outside these oscillatory regions and for temperature 
gradients where these did not occur, the agreement between the two layering 
methods was good. It is suggested that the oscillations are due to spurious 
trapped modes in the layers near ground surface. 
The number of constant velocity layers required to obtain a result that 
is close to the result from a hypothetical continuous velocity gradient model 
can be deduced from the convergence of predicted excess attenuation to a 
stable result as the number of layers is increased. Figures 9.7 and 9.8 show 
the predicted excess attenuation for different numbers of fluid layers for the 
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largest temperature gradient. This shows that when the number of layers 
is twelve and source height is 0.5 metres the rate of change of the predicted 
excess attenuation with number of layers becomes very small for frequen-
cies below 2kHz. The high frequency result is very layer depth dependent 
above 2kHz. As mentioned in section 7.4.2 Franke, Ra.spet, and Liu [93] 
suggest that their FFP predictions of sound levels in shadow zones agree 
with residue series results only when the thickness of the constant velocity 
layers is smaller than the wavelength. This leads to an upper frequency 
limit to the validity of the predictions. If Franke, Raspet, and Lui's [93] 
suggested maximum layer thickness of one wavelength is used, and it is as-
sumed that when the layer thickness is one quarter of a wavelength then the 
result is exact, then the errors due to using twelve one wavelength thick (0.1 
metre) layers are approximately 0.2dB at 3kHz for the source height of 0.5 
metres, and approximately 0.15dB at 3kHz for the source height of 0.045 
metres. At a frequency of 5kHz the difference in predicted excess attenua-
tion between the use of twelve 0.1 metre thick layers and fifty 0.024 metre 
thick layers is approximately 0.2dB for the 0.5 metre source height, and 
O.4dB for the lower source height. These results suggest that Franke et al's 
suggested layer thickness limit is inadequate for this study. For frequencies 
above 2kHz a layer thickness of 0.024 metres was used. However even for 
such small layer thicknesses the result had not converged to a. sta.ble result 
at a frequency of 5kHz. Limited computa.tion facilities did not allow further 
investigations of the sensitivity to layer thickness. However the error due to 
the non-convergence of the result could be estimated as less than O.ldB at 
5kHz. The layer thickness at 5kHz was less than half a wavelength. 
Above a frequency of a few kHz errors are introduced into the prediction 
due to turbulence. These errors are not accounted for in this model. 
If the layer thickness was allowed to vary with height then the maximum 
layer thickness would be greater than for constant layer thickness and the 
frequency at which the maximum layer thickness was one wavelength would 
be decreased for a given number of layers. 
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Road surface description. 
Most road surfaces are non-porous and of high bulk density. However a flat, 
rigid, non-porous surface will not have an infinite normal surface impedance. 
This is because the surface cannot follow the rapid temperature fluctuations 
involved in the acoustic wave, and the existence of the viscous boundary 
layer at the surface. This effect will give values of effective flow resistivity of 
approximately 109 mks rayls/m. Measurements of the acoustic impedance 
of non-porous road surfaces have derived values for the effective flow resistiv-
ity, from fitting to the Delaney-Bazley one parameter model [116], of 3.107 
mks rayls/m [115]. Equivalent values of the Rayleigh Attenborough pore 
parameters are flow resistivity (j = 3.106 , porosity n = 0.03, pore shape 
factor ratio sp = 0.5, grain shape factor n'=0.7. These values do not give 
identical normal surface impedance to the Delaney-Bazley model, but the 
impedances are of the same order throughout the frequency range studied 
here. 
Temperature Gradient Results 
The first geometry considered here models a car engine as a point source at 
a height of O.5metres, with a receiver at a height of 1.2metres, and a range 
of 7.5metres. The two temperature gradients both produce similar effects 
on the excess attenuation spectrum. These effects are a frequency shifted 
first dip and an alteration in the depth of the dip (see Figures 9.9 and 9.10). 
As the roughness length (Zh) is decreased the effect of the temperature 
gradient is decreased. When the ground temperature is higher than the air 
temperature the interference dips are shifted down in frequency and become 
deeper. When the ground temperature is less than the air temperature the 
reverse occurs, and the interference dips are shifted up in temperature and 
become less deep. 
The effect on the predicted 1/3 octave excess attenuation (Figures 9.11 
and 9.12) is similar except that the averaging effect of the wide (1/3 octave) 
frequency bands hides the alteration in the interference dips' depths. The 
actual effect of the modelled temperature gradient on the received sound 
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pressure level (and hence the 'A' weighted sound pressure level) will be de~ 
pendent on the source spectrum. If the source spectrum contained peaks 
near to the interference dips of the excess attenuation spectra then the tem~ 
perature gradients modelled here might have a large effect. 
For the tyre source model the effects of both of the model gradients 
were similar ( see figures 9.13 and 9.14). With the ground warmer than 
the air) at low frequencies the sound pressure level was lowered, but at 
higher frequencies (above 700Hz) the sound pressure was increased. The 
reverse occurred where the ground was colder than the air. These effects 
gave differences between the predictions for temperature gradients and no 
temperature gradient of less than 1.0dB at frequencies up to 3kHz. 
The one third octave sound pressure level spectrum was measured us~ 
ing the geometry shown figure 9.6. The vehicle was a Vauxhall Astra 1.6. 
Two sets of measurements were made. In the first measurement the car 
was stationary with the engine running at a speed of 1500 revolutions per 
minute. In the second measurement the car was coasting at a speed of 70 
kilometres per hour with the engine turned off. It was assumed that in the 
first measurement the noise was entirely due to the engine noise, and in the 
second measurement that the noise was entirely due to tyre noise. It was 
further assumed that weather conditions were neutral and hence there was 
no sound velocity gradient near to the ground. 
Figures 9.17 and 9.18 show the predicted effect of a temperature gradient 
on the one third octave sound pressure level spectra for roughness lengths 
of 10-3 and 10-4 metres respectively, for the stationary car with the engine 
running. The source height is assumed to be 0.5 metres Figures 9.19 and 
9.20 show the predicted effect of the gradients for the coasting car with the 
engine turned off. The source height is assumed to be 0.045 metres. 
The differences between the predicted sound pressure levels for the en~ 
gine source are due to the shifting of the predicted interference dips for the 
interference between the direct and reflected paths. In reality a car is a 
distributed source and hence the interference dips will not be as deep as 
those predicted from a point source. Therefore the effect of the tempera~ 
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modelled using equation B.3 with roughness length 10-4 . 
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modelled using equation B.3 with roughness length 10-3 . 
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Figure 9.15 Predicted 1/3 octave excess attenuation over an asphalt sur-
face at range 7.5metres, receiver height 1.2 metres, source height 0.045 me-
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Figure 9.17 The predicted effect of temperature differences between the 
ground and the air (Tgro-Ta.ir) of -7, +7 and +14 Celsius, on the 1/3 octave 
sound pressure level spectrum of a stationary car with the engine running, 
for a roughness length of 10-3 metres, 
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Figure 9.18 The predicted effect oftempera.ture differences between the 
ground and the air (Tgro - Ta,ir) of -7, + 7 and +14 Celsius, on the 1/3 octave 
sound pressure level spectrum of a stationary car with the engine running, 
for a roughness length of 10-4 metres, 
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Figure 9.19 The predicted effect of temperature differences between the 
ground and the alr (Tgro-Tair) of -7, +7 and +14 Celsius, on the 1/3 octave 
sound pressure level spectrum of a coasting car with the engine off, for a 
roughness length of 10-3 metres. 
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Figure 9.20 The predicted effect of temperature differences between the 
ground and the air (Tgro-Tair) of -7, +7 and +14 Celsius, on the 1/3 octave 
sound pressure level spectrum of a coasting car with the engine off, for a 
roughness length of 10-4 metres. 
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Table 9.2 Predicted db(A) levels for various temperature gradients at a 
range 0 f 7 5 t f £ t d . oise sources. me res rom a car or ~yre an engme n 
Source Temperature roughness A-weighted 
height difference length averaged spl 
m Tgro - Ta.ir m dB 
0.5 0 - 42.391 
0.5 -7 10-3 42.254 
0.5 +7 10-3 42.623 
0.5 +14 10-3 42.714 
0.5 -7 10-4 42.251 
0.5 +7 10-4 42.581 
0.5 +14 10-4 42.685 
0.045 0 - 53.541 
0.045 -7 10-3 53.319 
0.045 +7 10-3 53.702 
0.045 +14 10-3 53.780 
0.045 -7 10-4 53.378 
0.045 +7 10-4 53.639 
0.045 +14 10-4 53.754 
ture gradient on the one third octave spectra is unlikely to be as large as is 
predicted here. 
The differences between predicted sound pressure levels for the tyre 
source for different temperatures are mainly due to refraction at frequen-
cies above 1kHz. It was shown in figure 9.8 that the number of layers used 
at frequencies above 2kHz had not caused convergence of the result. This 
lack of convergence means that the effect of the temperature gradient on the 
result is underpredicted at frequencies above approximately 3.5kHz. This 
error is estimated to be of the order of 0.1dB at 5kHz for a temperature 
difference (Tgro - Ta.ir) of +140 Celsius. This error wi11lead to negligible 
errors in the predicted dB(A) level for the car spectrum. 
Table 9.2 shows the predicted dB (A) level derived from figures 9.17 to 
9.20 above. This table shows that the predicted effects of the temperature 
gradients on the dB(A) level are generally less than O.4dB in the frequency 
range examined. 
The conclusion from this study is that at frequencies where near surface 
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temperature gradients can be modelled acoustically as homogeneous hori-
zontallayers the effect of temperature gradients on received sound pressure 
levels at short range (7.5 metres) from a source at a height of 0.5 metres is 
to shift the frequencies of interference dips, and cause small other changes 
in excess attenuation. But the overall effect on 'A' weighted sound pressure 
levels will be negligible unless the source spectrum contains peaks which are 
near to the interference dips. 
For a source at a height of 0.045 metres at a range of 7.5 metres the effect 
of the temperature gradients is negligible at frequencies below 1kHz. Above 
this frequency diffraction effects change the predicted excess attenuation. 
However the effect of these gradients on the dB (A) level will be negligible 
in the frequency range considered here because of the low source level at 
frequencies above 2kHz. 
In order to continue this study it would be necessary to obtain detailed 
acoustic and meteorological data, including wind speeds and temperatures 
at several different heights, over the different test sites which are suspected of 
giving different results. Differences of a similar order to those predicted here 
could result from differences in the ground surface, and from temperature 
effects on engine efficiency and tyrefroad noise generation. 
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Chapter 10 
Conclusions 
10.1 Rigid porous ground models 
10.1.1 The variable porosity model 
It has been shown, by comparison to multiply layered impedance models, 
that the two parameter approximate impedance model is in good agreement 
with the impedance predicted using a multiply layered ground model where 
the porosity decreases exponentially with depth, for a wide range of rates of 
porosity decrease, surface flow resistivity and porosity at frequencies up to 
1kHz. 
10.1.2 Analytic sound propagation models 
The FFLAGS propagation model has been compared to several different 
non-numerical propagation models. This has allowed the range of validity 
of approximate analytic ground models (such as that of Nicholas, Berry 
and Daigle [50]) to be examined. It has been found that Nicholas, Berry 
and Daigle's analytic approximation for propagation over a thin, rigidly 
backed, externally reacting layer maintains good agreement with FFLAGS 
over a much larger range of ground parameters than those for which it was 
originally intended. Also the 'exact' and 'approximate' models for prop-
agation over an externally reacting surface, by Attenborough, Hayek, and 
Lawther [44J have been shown to give good agreement with FFLAGS at 
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ranges of 1 and 20 metres. Another analytic model, by Habault and Fillippi 
[87], has been shown to give very poor predictions at a range of 20 metres. 
10.1.3 Low frequency sound propagation over porous grounds. 
Predictions of sound pressure levels as a function of range assuming non-
porous, and porous ground surfaces within realistic atmospheres, have been 
compared. It has been possible to show that the porous nature ofthe ground 
can have substantial effects on received sound pressure levels even at frequen-
cies of 50Hz and 100Hz. The magnitude of the effect of the ground on sound 
propagation has been predicted to be affected by the atmospheric conditions 
at these low frequencies, with the largest effects occurring in conditions of 
downward refraction. 
For higher frequencies (100Hz to 500Hz) the sensitivity of the predicted 
excess attenuation to the flow resistivity of the ground has been examined for 
an homogeneous atmosphere and for upward and downward refracting linear 
sound velocity gradients. It has been shown that for source and receiver one 
metre from the ground the sensitivity of the predicted excess attenuation 
to the ground flow resistivity is dependent on the sound velocity gradient. 
However in all cases examined the sensitivi~y to ground flow resistivity was 
large enough to give measurable differences for different ground parameters. 
For condi tions of propagation in a linear upwardly refracting sound veloc-
ity gradient it has been confirmed that results from a residue series solution, 
and an FFP using homogeneous air layers, generally agree as long as the 
layer thicknesses and the capping height of the profile are optimised. It has 
been shown that the simple rules suggested by Franke et al for calculating 
the necessary layer thicknesses and capping height [93J are not universally 
applicable. 
Comparison of a residue series solution (including a surface wave term) 
to FFP predictions has shown that the surface wave contribution predicted 
by the residue series is consistent with FFP predictions. It has also been 
demonstrated that for long range prediction over an externally reacting layer 
the local reaction approximation is inadequate, giving predicted sound pres-
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sure levels that are less than those predicted using an externally reacting 
ground model. 
It has been shown that a ray tracing model prediction for propagation 
in a downward refracting logarithmic sound velocity gradient is in poor 
agreement with an FFP prediction in a frequency range between 100Hz 
and 1kHz. This poor agreement could be said to be due to a. mista.ke in 
the ray tracing model program used. However, in the process of finding 
the minimum profile height for the convergence of the FFP prediction to a 
stable solution it was found that this minimum height exceeded the height 
of the highest Eigenray by at least one metre. In such a profile it has been 
shown that sound propagation above the highest Eigenray height influences 
predicted sound pressure level. This shows that Ray tracing in general, and 
not only this ray tracing model, is an ina.dequate method for predicting 
propagation in such an environment. 
10.2 Effects of ground elasticity on sound prop-
agation 
By using elastic moduli and pore parameters measured in soils as inputs to 
the FFLAGS model the effects of the ground elasticity on sound propagation 
were examined. While previous predictions of seismic resonances in the 
normal surface impedance are substantiated, the predicted effects of the 
ground elasticity on long range sound propagation were negligible. 
However, by using realistic elastic moduli and pore parameters for snow 
it has been predicted that the elasticity of a thin (8 cm) rigidly backed snow 
layer will have a measurable effect provided that the elastic wave attenuation 
in snow is small. Data on elastic wave attenuation in snow is very sparse 
and these predictions must be regarded as tentative until data on elastic 
wave attenuation is available. For thicker snow layers the predicted effects 
of elasticity were diminished. It was found that for propagation over the 
thin snow layer in the presence of a downward refracting sound velocity 
gradient the difference between the rigid and elastic model predictions was 
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unaffected by the sound velocity gradient. 
Propagation from a point source over a thin rigidly backed polyester 
foam layer has been measured. It was found that by using the FFLAGS 
propagation model including independently measured elastic parameters of 
the foam, better agreement was found with the measurements than if only 
the measured pore parameters were used (without including elasticity). It 
was shown that the predicted excess attenuation, including the foam elastic-
ity, included an interference dip corresponding to a reflection from the rigid 
backing via an elastic wave in the foam. This interference dip explained the 
difference in the predictions for the rigid and elastic models. This experi-
ment was intended as a physical model for propagation over a snow layer. 
However the results should be of some relevance to the acoustics of foam 
lined ducts and enclosures, and other situations in building acoustics where 
propagation takes place close to flexible porous materials. 
10.3 Coupling of airborne sound into the ground 
motion. 
Predictions were made of the vertical particle velocity at the surface of an 
elastic halfspace (with elastic parameters similar to those of a soil), due 
to a point source in the air. Three models were used to make the pre-
dictions. These models were; FFLAGS, SAFARI( a visco-elastic FFP), and 
an asymptotic approximation. It was found that all three predict that a 
pseudo-Rayleigh wave makes a large contribution at low frequency. The 
predictions of amplitude decay with distance were in precise agreement for 
FFLAGS and SAFARI. This shows that the Biot-Stoll model reduces to a 
visco-elastic model, numerically as well as theoretically, for zero porosity. 
The asymptotic approximation was in poor agreement with either of the 
numerical models. Both FFLAGS and the asymptotic approximation pre-
dict that ,if realistic ground pore parameters were assumed, the predicted 
vertical particle velocity was reduced by approximately two orders of mag-
nitude relative to the prediction for a visco-elastic, non-porous halfspace. 
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It should be emphasised that this result is not generally applicable; Figure 
6.11 shows that predicted vertical particle displacement at the surface of a 
layered porous-elastic soil can be greater than, or less than, its non-porous 
equivalent. 
It has been shown by Sabatier et al [4] that if certain small seismic 
velocities are assumed for the near surface ground then predictions of vertical 
particle velocity using porous and non-porous ground models will give nearly 
identical results. It is shown here that this agreement occurs over a very 
limited velocity range, and hence that the near surface seismic velocities 
calculated from acoustic-seismic coupling measurements, ignoring porosity, 
will not necessarily correspond to the actual near surface seismic velocities. 
10.3.1 Experimental examination of the effect of wetting 
on the transfer of acoustic energy into ground vi-
bration. 
Experiments were performed in a soil bin whereby as many as possible of 
the elastic and pore parameters of a soil were measured. The acoustic-
seismic coupling coefficient of the dry soil, and of the soil after wetting, 
was measured. It proved possible to fit the ratio of the measured coupling 
coefficients by using the measured parameters and fitting others. 
10.3.2 Surface waves on porous elastic media. 
Predictions of the surface waves on the surface of porous elastic soil by 
Attenborough and Chen [1] have been assessed by calculating the depth 
dependent Greens function in FFLAGS. There is partial agreement with 
these predictions in some cases. However the fast surface waves predicted 
by Attenborough and Chen are not predicted to be excited by an acoustic 
point source. Expected pseudo-Rayleigh waves and waveguide like modes in 
layered media are predicted to be excited. An additional low phase velocity 
mode which is not predicted by Attenborough and Chen is predicted to exist 
in some conditions. 
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10.4 The effects of near surfac~ temperature gra-
dients at short range 
At short range, for a highly reflective ground surface, the effect of near 
surface temperature gradients on predicted excess attenuation has been ex-
amined. It has been found that for a point source at a height 0.5 metres 
and a receiver at a range of 7.5 metres and a height of 1.2 metresthe result 
of temperature gradients, is to shift the frequencies of the interference dips 
in the received excess attenuation spectrum, and alter the depth of the in-
terference dips. For an upward refracting gradient the dips were moved up 
in frequency and the depth of the dips lessened. For a downward refracting 
sound velocity gradient the interference dips were moved down in frequency 
and their depths increased. The magnitude of these effects was very de-
pendent on the roughness length of the gradient for a given temperature 
difference between the ground surface and a height of 1.2 metres. 
For a receiver at the ground surface the effects of the near surface temper-
ature gradients at the frequency range studied were very small at frequencies 
below 2kHz. Above this frequency refraction effects lead to differences of 
up to 2dB in the predicted excess attenuation. However the sound pres-
sure level spectrum of a car in this test exhibits a reduced level above 2kHz 
and hence the influence of near surface temperature gradients on predicted 
dB{A) level is predicted to be less than 0.4 dB. 
10.5 Possible directions for future work 
It has been shown both here and elsewhere that the coupling of acoustic 
energy into the ground is very sensitive to both the near surface seismic 
structure and the near surface porous structure [4]. The pore structure has 
been examined using both acoustical and non-acoustical methods and the 
models used to describe the porous structure appear to be quite successful. 
On the other hand the seismic structure has up to now been measured almost 
exclusively by using traditional seismic survey techniques which allow only 
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large scale features to be modelled. It has been shown here that it is possible 
to use very small scale seismic survey techniques to measure the seismic 
velocities in the upper few centimetres of the soil. These techniques should 
be employed in order to test the ground models being used for acoustic-
seismic coupling prediction. 
The FFP program developed here could be usefully developed to give 
predictions of pulse response in both particle velocity in the ground and 
acoustic pressure in the atmosphere. Wilson's method [84] for the inclusion 
of the effects of turbulence could be included. A more sophisticated model 
of the acoustic behaviour of porous solids has recently been developed [117] 
which allows two different pore fluids to be present. It is possible that the 
inclusion of this theory will allow propagation in porous elastic partially 
water filled solids to be described accurately. 
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Appendix A 
The two parameter approximation 
In this appendix the predicted impedance using Attenborough's two param-
eter model will be compared to impedance predicted using Brekhovskikh's 
multiple fluid layer model [51] where the propagation constants in the lay-
ers are derived using Attenborough's four parameter rigid-porous ground 
model. It has been shown that Brekhovskikh's fluid layer model agrees pre-
cisely with the rigid frame limit of a multilayered poro-elastic impedance 
model (MULTIPORO). In the following graphs the 'layer thicknesses for the 
multilayered case have been decreased and the number of layers increased 
until further changes produced negligible changes in the output. 
It was shown in chapter 2 that the two parameter approximation is alow 
frequency, high flow resistivity approximation. Therefore the comparisons 
between the two parameter approximation and the multilayered model are in 
a frequency range from 10Hz to 1000Hz. In the first section comparisons are 
presented for a single surface flow resistivity and porosity, for four different 
exponential porosity decreases. In the second section the effect of changing 
the grain shape factor (n') has been examined by comparing the results of 
using four different grain shape factors for two different gradients. In the 
third section the effect of changing the surface flow resisitivity has been 
examined. 
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A.1 The effect of changing the exponential poros-
ity decrease Q. 
The surface pore parameters in this section are set as follows; flow resisitivity 
(J 100000 mks rayls m-1 ; porosity n 0.4 ; grain shape factor n' 1.0 i pore 
shape factor ratio sp 0.5 . It can he seen from figures A.l,A.2, A.3 
and A.4 that for this set of parameter values the two parameter and layer 
model impedance predictions gradually diverge as the value of 0: increases. 
The upper limit to 0: that one could use ground characterisation obviously 
depends on the accuracy required. 
A.2 The influence of grain shape factor. 
Figures A.S, A.3, A.6 and A.7 show the influence of the grain shape factor 
on the agreement between the two parameter model and the layer model 
for a value of a: of 10.0. It can be seen from this that as the grain shape 
factor is increased from 0.5 to 2.0 the agreement between the two impedance 
models is dramatically improved. Figures A.8, A.2, A.9 and A.10 (0: = 3.33) 
also show poor agreement between the two model outputs for a grain shape 
factor of 0.5, but for values above that the predicted impedances using the 
two models agree very well. 
A.3 The influence of flow resistivity. 
Figures A.l1, A.3 and A.12 show the predicted influence of surface flow 
resistivity on the agreement between the predictions of impedance using the 
layer and two parameter methods. 
It can be seen from these figures that the two parameter model is indeed a 
high flow resistivity model. The difference between the resistances predicted 
by the two impedance models is much increased by reducing the assumed 
flow resistance. 
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porosity decrease; Q = 10.0 using Brekhovskikh and two parameter models. 
Surface pore parameters (1 =100000mks rayls m-1 , n = 0.4, sp=0.5. 
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Appendix B 
Representation of Meteorology in the 
FFP propagation model. 
B.I . Meteorological influences on sound propaga-
tion. 
The influence of meteorological conditions on sound propagation can be bro-
ken down into four major factors. These factors are humidity, temperature 
gradient, wind speed, and turbulence. 
Humidity influences attenuation and its influence can be accounted for 
addition of an imaginary part to the air p'ropagation constant. 
Temperature gradients can be represented by horizontal layers of differ-
ent sound velocities as long as the ground is flat. The layer thickness of these 
homogeneous layers must be small enough to act as a continuous gradient. 
The sound speed c is related to the absolute temperature T by 
can. (B.1) 
Wind speed gradients can similarly be represented by homogeneous lay-
ers. However this is a greater approximation for wind speed than it is for 
temperature. This is because wind speed is a vector quantity and so sound 
speeds in the horizontal and vertical directions will be different, and there 
will also be azimuthal variation. Therefore any number of homogeneous 
layers cannot represent the gradient accurately. The difference between ver-
tical and horizontal propagation constants is unlikely to have much affect at 
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long horizontal ranges where the direction of propagation is predominantly 
horizontal, but at short ranges the effects may be much more pronounced. 
Some ray tracing models do include the effect of the wind as a vector quan-
tity, however there is no satisfactory way of estimating the errors due to the 
homogeneous layer approximation at short range and at low frequencies. 
Turbulence will have a great affect on propagation, and especially at long 
ranges and high frequencies. The effects of turbulence can be estimated in 
measurements from the amplitude of the fluctuations in the acoustic signal 
(although obviously this can be due to rapidly changing wind speeds and 
temperature gradients). De Jong has estimated that turbulence can cause 
fluctuations in measured sound pressure levels of up to 5dB in stable weather 
conditions and 15dB in unstable conditions for point to point propagation 
near to the ground surface [118]. Wilson [84] has attempted to include 
the effects of turbulence by stochastic perturbation of the sound velocity 
gradient. In the usual FFP model the effects of turbulence are not included. 
In examinations of the influence of the ground on sound propagation 
in chapter 7 several atmospheric sound velocity profiles are used. Many of 
these sound velocity gradients are linear. Linear gradients are widely used 
to approximate real sound velocity gradients because residue series solutions 
exist [94]. A second type of profile that was used was a Monin-Obhukhov 
profile. This was derived using the Monin-Obhukhov similarity theory which 
is described below. This theory is only valid in the constant flux layer, which 
has a thickness of between 30 metres (on a clear night) and a few hundred 
metres (on a bright day). Monin-Obhukhov similarity theory was also used 
in the derivation of the temperature profiles used in chapter 9. 
In the FFLAGS propagation model the atmosphere is represented by a 
set of horizontally stratified homogeneous fluid layers. The fluid layers are 
an approximation which is only valid where the effect on propa.gation of 
turbulence is very slight and the layer thicknesses are small enough for the 
discontinuities in the sound velocity not to affect propagation. 
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B.2 Monin-Obhukov Similarity theory 
Monin-Obhukov Similarity theory is used to model temperature and wind-
speed profiles. The atmosphere is defined by a stability parameter; the 
Monin-Obhukhov length L. 
L ::::: Tr'U~ 
kgT .. 
(B.2) 
where Tr is a representative temperature close to the ground, 'U .. is a friction 
velocity, k is the von Karman constant, 9 is the acceleration due to gravity, 
and T. is a scaling temperature. 
The Temperature T and horizontal wind speed 'U can be calculated as a 
function of height Z within the constant £lux layer from the equations 
T. [(Z+Zh) (Z)] T(z) = To + T In -;;:- + 'l'h L + r{z) (B.3) 
and 
(BA) 
The form of the profile correction functions depends on the Monin-Obukhov 
length L. Zh and Zm are heat and momentum roughness lengths. 
In unstable conditions (L < 0) ; 
Z (1 + :Z:) (1 + :z:~) Wm (L)=-21n -2- -In -2- +2arctan{:Z:)-1I'/2 (B.5) 
where :z: = (1 - 16z/ LJI/4, 
'Ii.( 1) = -In (1 + (1- !6Z/L)1/2)) . (B.G) 
This corresponds to conditions where the temperature gradient is negative 
(i.e the temperature decreases with height) and usually corresponds to sunny 
conditions with some wind. 
In stable conditions (L > 0); 
and 
5z 
wm = -L 
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(B.7) 
(B.B) 
This corresponds to the temperature increasing with height and usually 
corresponds to cloudy conditions with little wind. 
In neutral conditions (L = (0); 
(B.9) 
This corresponds to a very small temperature gradient where there is very 
little heat transport vertically through the atmosphere. 
There is some disagreement in the form of these equations between dif-
ferent authors. The equations given here are taken from Huisman et al 
[95). 
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Appendix C 
Programs 
The following programs are a.1l written in VAX Fortran. This conforms to 
FORTRAN 77 except for some extra implicit functions [119] and extra data 
types that can be used as arguments to some implicit functions. In most 
cases the following programs avoid the use of these extra features. The 
inputs and outputs to some of these programs are controlled by command 
programs written in DCL [120]. Hence open and close statements are not 
always included in the Fortran code. 
C.l Poroelay 
Calculates normal surface impedance and acoustic-seismic coupling coeffi-
cient for a single porous elastic layer overlying an elastic halfspace. This in-
cludes a subroutine (SOAIRJ) which is also used in Multiporo and FFLAGS. 
Subroutines which calculate Bessel functions (CBJ and CMPBJ) are not in-
cluded here. 
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c Poroelay- A program for calculating seismic transfer fn and 
c normal surface impedance. 
c Link with soair,vtrnf,bessel,ays'naglib/library. 
c Version copied April 87 includes corrections and modifications 
c to allow use at high frequencies. 
c 
c 
c 
implicit real * 8 (a-h,o-z) 
dimension wk(S) ,pmag1(2000) ,Ymagl(2000),fr1(2000) ,zreall(2000) 
dimension zimagg(2000) 
complex *16 hh1,ccl,mm1,znot,vp1,.s1,kbbar,gb 
complex *16 pres,vel,vs2,vmag,vp2 
complex vmg,vmag1 
complex *16 temp3,temp4,temp5 
complex .16 q3,q4,q5,c4,c5 
complex *16 j,11,12,13,11s,12a,13a.cl.c2.c3,s1,a2,a3,q1.q2 
complex .16 erp1,exp2,exp3,exp4,erp5.erpl1.exp12 
complex .16 exp13,erp14,exp15 
complex *16 v1,v2,v3,z1,z2,ml,m2,m3 
real *8 omega,kr 
complex *16 kf 
real *8 gb2,lam2 
complex *16 a(9.9),b(9) 
real *8 10,14,15,lOs,14s,15s,lOaO 
common /blk3/ shfr,rhof,gb,kbbar.kr,rhos.omega,rho 
common /blk5/ vO,cO,sO,cl,lO,ll,c2,12.s3.13,c3 
common /blk4/ phi 
common /blk7/ hhl,ccl,mml,kf 
common /blk8/ vmagl 
j-(O.dO,l.dO) 
open(8,file-'datafile2',status.'new') 
open(9,tile.'vmagl',statua·'ne.') 
open(10,file·'phas',status-'new') 
twopi-4.dO.dasin(1.dO) 
c dep ia layer thickness 
c 
c d is propagation depth 
c 
write(6,17) 
17 tormat(lx,'input layer depth,propagation depth') 
read *,dep,d 
write(6,lS) 
18 format(lx,'input flow res') 
read*,phi 
phi-phi/1000.dO 
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c phi· 366.dO 
c 
c •• •••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c fr is frequency 
c thetO is incident angle 
vrite(6,9919) 
9919 format(lx,'input frequency interval') 
read.,fO 
c 
vrite(6,9920) 
9920 format(lx,'input max frequency') 
read.,frequmax 
npts -2.frequmax/fO 
c fO· 1.0 
fr • fO 
c npts • 1024 
str - npU.fO/2 
13 write(e,14) 
14 format Clx,' input thetO') 
15 read •• thetO 
c 
thetO-tvopi.thetO/360.dO 
c fr - 10.dO 
c 
c d is propagation depth belov surface. 
c dl is propagation depth above surface/ 
c 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c wave numbers: 0 incident vave in air at thetO. 
c 1 fast vave in porous medium 
c 2 slov vave in porous medium 
c 3 shear wave in porous medium 
c 4 shear wave in 3rd medium 
c 5 fast vave in 3rd medium 
c 
c 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c vO to v5 are the vave velocities in mks units 
c 
c vO- sound .peed in air 
c v1- biot fast aave velocity 
c v2- biot .low wave velocity 
c v3- shear vave velocity in layer 
c v4- shear wave velocity in lover midium 
c v5- compressional vave velocity in lover medium 
c 
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vrite(6,19) 
19 tormat(1x,'input the ratio Vi/Vr I) 
read .,ratio 
c 
vrite(S,221) 
221 format(1x,'input vel number') 
read ., inUlllber 
vrite(S,9923) 
9923 format(1x,'input velocities vpl vSl vp2 vs2') 
read.,vpl,vs1,vp2,vs2 
c 
c 
c 
vp1 • (vp1 + (j.vpl.ratio» 
val· (vsl + (j.v81.ratio» 
rhos • 2.6SdO 
c densities of materials for the system: 
c 
c density of air, rhof (cgs units) 
c 
rhof-l.204d-03 
c 
c density ot clay, rhos and meas val .• 2.SS gcm •• -3 
c 
c 
c density ot porous layer, rho 
c 
c 
vrite(6,9921) 
9921 format(lx,'input porosity') 
read.,omega 
c omega .. O. 269dO 
c 
vrite(6,9922) 
9922 format(lx,'input shape factor ratio O.S to 1.0') 
read. ,shfr . 
c shtr • O.72SdO 
c 
c rho-rho8+omega.(rhof-rhoa) 
c rho • (l.dO - omega) • rhos + omega. rhof 
rho- 1.7dO 
c 
c 
c.· ... · ......................................•.............. 
c 
c gb and gb2 are the shear moduli for the layer and clay 
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c 
gb - vsl*vsl*rho 
c 
c 
gb2-vs2*vs2*rhos 
kbbar - vpl*vpl*rho - 2.dO/3.dO*gb 
c 
c 
kr - vp2*vp2*rhos - 2.dO/3.dO*gb2 
kr - 3.Sell 
c 
c 
c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c equations to calculate h,c,m tor the porous medium 
c are taken trom steve addisons seminar. 
chis hhl,c is ccl, m is mml 
c 
c 
c tor the layer: bulk mod for the grains is same as clay, kr 
c bulk mod for the frame is input, kbbar 
c bulk mod of tluid -atm. pres. 1.01e6 kf 
c 
c 
c temp-kr*(l.dO+omega*(kr/kf-l.dO» 
c 
c hhl-(kr-kbbar)**2.dO/(temp-kbbar)+kbbar+gb*4.dO/3.dO 
c hhl-hhl+j*hhl/2.dO 
c ccl-kr*(kr-kbbar)/(temp-kbbar) 
c ccl-ccl+j*ccl/2.dO 
c mml-kr**2.dO/(temp-kbbar) 
c mml-mml+j*mml/2.dO 
c 
c write(S,30)hhl,ccl,mml 
30 format(lx,'h-',2e13.6,2x,'c.',2e13.6,2x,'m-',2e13.6) 
c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c 
i - 1 
n1ag1(l) • (O.dO,O.dO) 
16 continue 
i • i + 1 
c do 1111 i-l,ifr,inc 
c write(6,*)ll,12,13 
11 call soair(fr,12,ll,13) 
c 
c 
c write(6,*)11,12,13 
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c 
c 
write(6,30)hhl,ccl,mml 
vl=twopi.fr/ll 
v2=twopi.fr!12 
v3-twopi.fr!13 
td • 2.dO.dep/vl 
c50 format(Sx.'biot wave constants',! 
c 2 ,lOx, 'slow wave con. • ',e13.6,',',e13.6, 
c 2 !,10x,'fast wave con· ',e13.6,',',e13.6 
c 2 ,I,10x,'shear wave con .• ',e13.6,'.',e13.6) 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c write(6,SO)vl,v2,v3,fr 
50 format(Sx,'biot wave speeds',1 
2 ,10x,'slow wave • '.e13.6.'.' ,e13.6, 
2 !,10x.'fast wave· '.e13.6.'.'.e13.6 
2 .!,10x,'shear wave· ',e13.6,',',.13.6, 
2 1,10x.'time delay( .. ) • '.e13.6) 
vO=3.43d4 
c 
c 
c 
c write(6.30)hhl,ccl.mml 
c 
c write(6.65)kbbar,kr.gb,kf 
65 format(lx,'kbbar=',2e13.2,2x,'kr.',e13.2,2x,'gb.',2e13.2,2x,!!! 
2 ,2x,'kf-',2e13.2,!II) 
c 
c 
c.·.·.·.· ............ · .........................................• 
c 
c ml and m2 are the ratios of the relative wave to the 
c matrix wav.(fast, slov) 
c 
c equations for ml and m2 taken from geertsma and emit 
c geophysics v.26 apr 1961 
c a.pects og elastic wave prog. in fld. sat. porou. solids. 
c c.···.· ............. · ... ·.···.·.··.· ... · ............. · ......... . 
c 
c 
c 
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c 
c 
m3 - (rho.tvopi.fr.tvopi*fr - gb*l3.13}/rhof.tvopi.fr.tvopi.tr 
m3 - 1.dO/m3 
c tfrite(6,40)ml,m2,m3 
c vrite(6,.)kr,kbbar,gb 
c40 tormat(lx,'ml=',e13.6,e13.6,/,'m2-',eI3.6,e13.6,/ 
c 2 ,lx,'m3 - ',eI3.6,el3.6) 
c 
c·········· ... ·.· ... · .. ·.········ ....... · .................. . 
c 
c lame'. con.tanta tor the lower medium are lam2,gb2 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c········.·.·.·················.·.·.·.···.······.··.·· ....... . 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
10 15 are the wave number. 
10-twopi.tr/vO 
14-twopi.tr/vs2 
15-ttfopi.tr/vp2 
10.-10.10 
118-11.11 
12.-12.12 
13.-13.13 
14.-14·14 
15.-15.15 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c 
c .0,.1,cO,c1, etc ate the .ine. and eo.ine. of the 
e incident, reflected and refracted angle •. 
c 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• 0-ddn(thetO) 
cO-dco.(thetO) 
•• q-.O •• O 
c1.cd.qrt(1.dO-10.· •• q/ll.) 
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c 
c2.cd.qrt(1.dO-l0 •••• q/12.) 
temp3-1.dO-lO •••• q/13. 
temp4=1.dO-lO ••• sq/14. 
tempS=1.dO-lO •••• q/lSs 
c3a cd.qrt(temp3) 
c4-cd.qrt(temp4) 
cS=cd.qrt(tempS) 
10.0=10 •• 0 
.1=10.0/11 
.2.10.0/12 
.3 .. 10.0/13 
.4=10.0/14 
.S"10.0/lS 
e •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c 
c q1 - qS i. the vave number. co. (angle) • layer thickne •• 
c 
c dep i. the depth of layer 
c 
q1=U*c1*dep 
q2-12.c2*dep 
q3-13*c3*dep 
q4=14*c4*dep 
qSalS*cS*dep 
c vrite(6,*)q1,q2,q3,q4,qS 
c 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c 
c expi or expii are the exponentials in the b. c. equation. 
c 
c 
c 
c 
exp11 -cdexp(-j*q1) 
expl.cdexp(j*ql) 
exp12-cdexp(-j*q2) 
exp2-cdexp(j*q2) 
exp3-cdexp(j*q3) 
exp13=cdexp(-j*q3) 
exp4-cdexp(j*q4) 
exp14-cdexp(-j.q4) 
expS-cdexp(j*qS) 
explS.cdexp(-j*qS) 
c the a .ub ii's are the coef. in the b. c. equation •. 
c 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
calculate normal ccomponents of matrix yelocity for each .ave 
at depth d. 
c .riting matrix and relative velocitie •. 
c 
c 
c call tranal(b,ml,m2,fr,d,maggo,magpb,phago,phapb) 
c 
a(l,1)-(1.dO-m1)*c1 
a(1,2)--a(1,1) 
a(l,3)-(1.dO-m2)*c2 
a(1,4)--a(1,3)*exp2 
a(l,S)-(1.dO-m3)*.3 
a(l,6)--(1.dO-m3)*.3*exp3 
a(1,7)-(O.dO,O.dO) 
a(1,8)-(O.dO,O.dO) 
a(l,9)-cO 
a(2,l)-2.dO*ll*.l*cl 
a(2,2)--a(2,1) 
a(2,3)-2.dO*12*c2*a2 
a(2,4)--a(2,3)*exp2 
a(2,S)--(13*c3*c3-13*.3*.3) 
a(2,6)--a(2,S)*exp3 
a(2,7)-(O.dO,O.dO) 
a(2,8)-(O.dO,O.dO) 
a(2,9)-(O.dO,O.dO) 
a(3,l)-11*(hhl-ml*ccl-2.dO*gb*.1*.1) 
a(3,2)-a(3,1) 
a(3,3)-12*(hhl-m2*ccl-2.dO*gb*s2*a2) 
a(3,4)-a(3,3)*exp2 
a(3,S)-2.dO*gb*13*.3*c3 
a(3,6)-a(3,S)*exp3 
a(3,7)-(O.dO,O.dO) 
a(3,S)-(O.dO,O.dO) 
a(3,9)--kf*lO 
a(4,l)-11*(ccl-ml*mm1) 
a(4,2)- &(4,1) 
a(4,3)-12*(ccl-m2*mml) 
a(4,4)-a(4,3)*exp2 
a(4,S)-(O.dO,O.dO) 
a(4,6)-(O.dO,O.dO) 
a(4,7)-(O.dO,O.dO) 
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a(4,S).(O.dO,O.dO) 
a(4,9)"-kf,nO 
a(S, t>achexpl 
a(S,2)a-cl.expl1 
a(S,3).c2 •• xp2 
a(S,4)·-c2 
a(S,S)as3.exp3 
a(S,6)·-s3 
a(S, n·-cs 
a(S,8).-s4 
a(S,9)-(O.dO,O.dO) 
a(S,l) •• hexpl 
a(S,2)".1 •• xpl1 
a(S,3)as2.exp2 
a(6,4)·.2 
a(6,S).-c3*exp3 
a(6,S)--c3 
a(6,7) .. -.S 
a(6,S)"c4 
a(6,9)·{O.dO,O.dO) 
a(7,1)=a(3,1).expl 
a(7,2).a(3,2)*expll 
a(7,3)aa(3,3)*exp2 
a(7,4)aa(3,4) 
a(7,S)·2.dO*gb*13*s3*c3*.xp3 
a(7,6).2.dO*gb*13*s3*c3 
a(7,7)"-lS*(lam2-2.dO*gb2*cS*cS) 
a(7,S).2.dO*gb2*14*s4*c4 
a(7,9)·(O.dO,O.dO) 
a(S,1)-2.dO*gb*11*sl*cl •• xpl 
a(S,2)a-2.dO*gb*11*sl*cl*.xpl1 
a(S,3)-2.dO.gb*12*.2*c2*.xp2 
a(6,4)--2.dO*gb*12*.2.c2 
a(S,S)--gb*13*(c3*c3-s3 •• 3).exp3 
a(S,S)-gb*13*(c3.c3-a3 •• 3) 
a(8,7)--2.dO.gb2*lS*cS*sS 
a(S,S)-gb2*14*(c4*c4-s4*s4) 
a(8,9)-(O.dO,O.dO) 
a(9,1)-ml*cl*.xpl 
a(9,2)--ml*cl.expll 
a(9,3)am2*c2*.xp2 
a(9,4)--m2*c2 
a(9,9)-(O.dO,O.dO) 
a(9,7)-(O.dO,O.dO) 
a(9,S)·(O.dO,O.dO) 
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c 
c 
c 
c···.· .. ··.···.· .. ·· .. ··.··· .................. . 
c 
c 
9996 continue 
b(l)-cO 
b(2)-(O.dO,O.dO) 
b(3)-kf.lO 
b(4)-kf.lO 
b(S)-(O.dO,O.dO) 
b(6)-(O.dO,O.dO) 
b(7)-(O.dO,O.dO) 
b(S)-(O.dO,O.dO) 
b(9)-(O.dO,O.dO) 
c vrite(6,.)(b(i),i-l,9) 
c 
c c.· ................ · .. · ..................... . 
c 
c subroutine leqtlc 
c 
c solves simultaneous algrebraic equationc 
c 
c 
ijob-O 
mn-l 
ic-O 
C call leqtlc(a,n,ia,b,mn,ib,ijob,vk,ier) 
call f04adf(a,ia,b,ib,n,mn,b,ib,.k,ijob) 
c write(6,2996) 
b(4) • b(4).exp2 
b(6) • b(6).exp3 
b(7) • b(7).expl5 
b(8) - b(8).exp14 
c 2996 format(lx,'leq2c has finished running') 
c 
c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c 
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c 
c204c vrita(6,20S) 
c205c format(5x,'fraquancy',5x'incidantangla') 
c vrita(6,210)fr,lthati 
c210c format(6x,i4,lSx,i2,11) 
c vrita(6,300) 
300 format(9x,'fast vava (dovn) ',20x,' fast vava (up)') 
c vrita(6,30S)b(1),b(2) 
30S format(lx,a14.8,lx,',',lx,a14.8,Sx,a14.8,lx,',',lx,a14. 8,11) 
cc vrit.(S,310) 
310 format(9x,'slow wave (down)',21x,'slov vave (up)') 
c vrita(6,30S)b(3),b(4) 
c writa(S,320) 
320 format(9x,'shear wave (down)',20x,'shearvave (up)') 
c write(S,305)b(S),b(6) 
c vrita(6,330) 
330 format(9x,'trans. compo vave',20x,'trans. shear vava') 
c vrite(6,30S)b(7),b(S) 
c vrita(6,340) 
340 format(9x,'rafl vava') 
c writa(6,305)b(9) 
c writa(S,.)(b(im),im-l,9) 
c drafl(i) - dsqrt(draal(b(9» •• 2.dO+ dimag(b(9» •• 2.dO) 
c refl(i) c b(9) 
c 
c·······.··.· .. ··.·· .. · .. ··.· .....•....................................• 
c if(d.gt.dap) go to 1090 
c 
c calculation of surface impadance 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
znot - pras/vel 
zraal • dreal(znot)/(rhof.vO) 
zimag • dimag(znot)/(rhof.vO) 
zraall(i)-zreal 
zimagg(i)azimag 
346 format(lx,a13.6) 
25S format(lx,'zreal. ',a12.4,10x,'zimag- '.812.4,10x,a12.4) 
c 
phspb • inumber 
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call vtrnf(b.m1.m2.fr.d,dep.Yaag,amag,phago,phapb) 
c 
vmagHi) - vmag 
pllagl( 1) .. &mag 
vrite(9.*)vmagl(i) 
vrite(10.77)phago 
257 format(lx.'magnitude. '.e12.4,10x,'freq- ',e12.4) 
c 
frlCi) - fr 
fr"fr+ fO 
vmg • VIIag 
aval • caba(vmg) 
vrite(8,77)log10(fr).aval 
if(fr .le. afr) go to 16 
1111 continue 
77 format(2(lx.e13.6» 
9997 .top 
end 
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c subroutine soairj 
c 
c to calculate Biot propagation constants and elastic parameters. 
outputs zslovl,zfastl,zshe,hbar,cbar,mbar 
c 
c 
c subroutines used 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
cbesj 
cbj 
subroutine soairj(fr,zslovl,zfastl,zshe,shfr,rhof,gb,kbbar, 
1 kr,rhos,omega,rho,nprime,hbar,cbar,mbar,kf,phiO) 
implicit real.S(a-h,o-z) 
real*Smu,k,nprime,shfr 
complex.16j,rootj,capb,capc,sdisc,arg,zl,z2,disc 
complex*16xargl,xjO,xjl,tl,comp,kf,zshe 
complex.16d,hbar,cbar,mbar,capa,kr 
complex. 16m 
complex*16bjO,bjl,t,f,bbya,bbya2 
complex*16kbbar,gb,hbarl,cbarl,mbarl 
complex*16zfastl,zslovl 
complex.16xarg 
c ------------------------------------------------------------
c 
icomp = 0 
c 
mu • .1495d-04 
c 
c omeqa • O.600dO 
c 
d nprime • .S 
c 
c shfr • O.325dO 
c 
eta •. 181d-04 
c 
k • Ceta/phiO) 
c 
c 
c ---------------------------------------------------------
c 
pi ·4.dO*datan(1.dO) 
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c omega-porosity(no units) . 
c kr-bulk modulus of grains (le.tons/ ••• 2) 
c 
c mu-kinematic viscosity (m--2/sec) 
c eta-dynamic fluid viscosity (levton-sec/ ••• 2) 
c rhos-density of solid (kg/m-.3) 
c rhof-density of fluid(kg/m •• 3) 
c 
c rho. (l.dO-omega).rhos + omega.rhof 
c 
c 
c 
c compute prandtl number. 
c 
cp • 100e.dO 
cofvis • I.Sld-OS 
thee on • 0.02S7dO 
prn - cofvis.cp/thecon 
sprn • dsqrt(prn) 
c k-permeability of the porous frame (m •• :1> 
c 
c 
c 
qsq • (omega).-(-nprime) 
c 
c ----------------------------------------------------------
c 
gama • 1.4dO 
stwo • dsqrt(2.dO) 
j • (O.dO,I.dO) 
rootj • cdsqrt(j) 
c rootj. cmplx( real (rootj),-aimag(rootj» 
om • 2.dO-pi-fr 
om2 • om-om 
om4 • om2-om2 
c 
c ---------------------------------------------------------
c 
c compute complex compressibility. 
xlam1 • 8.dO-qsq-om-rhof/phiO 
xlam1 • dsqrt(xlaml)/(shfr-2.dO) 
xlam1 • xlaml/dsqrt(omega) 
xargl • rootj-sprn-xlaml 
axargl • cdabs(xargl) 
if( .not. (axargl.le. 7.0) )goto 23000 
call cbesj(xargl,O,xjO) 
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call cbesj(xargl,l,xjl) 
23000 continue 
if(.not.(axargl.gt.7.0»goto23002 
call cbj(xargl,O,xjO) 
call cbj(xargl,l,xjl) 
23002 continue 
c 
tl = xjl/xjO 
comp = (1.dO+2.dO.(gama-l.dO).tl/xargl)/(gama*1.0132SdOS) 
kf • 1.dO/comp 
if(.not.(icomp.eq.l»goto 23004 
comp • 9.86923d-06 
kf • 1.dO/comp 
c ---------------------------------------------------------
c 
23004 continue 
c 
d = kr*(l.dO+omega*(kr/kf-l.dO» 
hbar • (kr-kbbar)*(kr-kbbar)/(d-kbbar)+kbbar+(4.dO/3.dO)*gb 
cbar • kr*(kr-kbbar)/(d-kbbar) 
mbar • kr*kr/(d-kbbar) 
m • qsq*(rhof/omega) 
capa • -hbar*mbar+cbar*cbar 
C viscosity correction 
c 
xarg • dsqrt(8.dO*qsq*om*rhof/phiOl/(shfr.2.dO) 
xx • xarg/dsqrt(omega) 
arg • rootj.xx 
if(.not.'cdabs'arg).le.7.0»goto23006 
call cbesj'arg,O,bjO) 
call cbesj'arg,l,bjl) 
23006 continue 
if(.not.'cdabs'arg).gt.7.0»goto23008 
call cbj(arg,O,bjO) 
call cbj'arg,l,bjl) 
23008 continue 
t • bjl/bjO 
c write'6,*), t • ',t 
f • (-0.2SdO)*(arg.t/'1.dO-2.dO*t/arg».(shfr.2.dO) •• 2.dO 
freal • dreal(f) 
fimag • dimag(f) 
capb • om2.'m*hbar-2.dO*cbar.rhof+rho.mbar)+j.om*f.eta*hbar/k 
capc • om4*(rhof.rhof-m*rho)-om2*'rho*j*om*f •• ta/k} 
bbya • -capb/(2.dO.capa) 
bbya2 = bbya*bbya 
disc • bbya2-capc/capa 
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c 
sdisc • cdsqrt(disc) 
zl • bbya+sdisc 
z2 .. bbya-sdisc 
zl .. cdsqrt (z1) 
z2 .. cdsqrt(z2) 
if (dimag(zl).lt.OdO) zl-dconjg(zl) 
if (dimag(z2).lt.OdO) z2-dconjg(z2) 
c 
zslov1 • zl 
zfastl • z2 
c writeC6,*)'zl-',zl,'z2-',z2 
c 
c propagation constants for shear vaYes 
c 
zshe • rho*om2/gb 
zshe • zshe-rhof*rhof*om4/(gb*Cj*om*eta*f/k+m*om2» 
zshe • cdsqrtCzshe) 
if (dimag(zshe).lt.OdO) zshe-dconjg(zshe) 
c arite(6,*) 'zshe·' ,zshe 
return 
end 
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C.2 Multiporo 
Calculates normal surface impedance and acoustic-seismic coupling coeffi-
cient for a number of porous elastic layers overlying a porous elastic halfs-
pace. 
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c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c Program IruLTIPORO for calculating the ratio between the normal 
c 80il particle velocity at 80me given depth to the 80und pressure 
c received at a vertically separated above ground microphone,:tor a 
c multilayered ground surface ,and plan. incident waves. 
c LIll with SID,VTRIF,BESSELSD,KAP,SYSSIAGLII1/OPT 
c 
implicit real.S(a-h,o-z) 
dimension rho(S),shfr(S) ,nprime(S) ,om'ga(S) ,phi(S) ,dep(S) ,vk(40) 
complex.16 a(4,7),al(6,9),a2(6,6,12),b(40),c(40),a3(40,40) 
complex.16 hhl(S) ,ccl(S) ,mml(S) ,znot,vp(S) ,vs(S) ,kbbar(S),gb(S) 
complex.1S Ymag,pres,vel 
complex.iS temp3,temp4,temp5 
compl.x.16 q3(S),c3(S),cl(S),c2(S),sl(S),s2(S),s3(S),ql(S),q2(S) 
complex.iS j,ll(S),l2(S),l3(S),lls(S),12s(S),13s(S),kr(S) 
complex-16.xpl(S),exp2(S),.xp3(S) 
complex.16 vl(S),v2(S) ,v3(S) ,zl(S) ,z2(S) ,ml(S) ,m2(S),m3(S) 
real.Somega,fr,nprime 
complex.1S k:t 
real.SlO,lOsO,lOs 
common/blkJ/shfr,rhof,gb,kbbar,kr,rhos,omega,rho,nprime 
common/blkS/vO,cO,sO,cl,lO,ll,c2,l2,s3,13,c3 
common/blk4/phi 
common/blk7/hhl,ccl,mml,kf 
c open(S,file" 'datafile2' ,status" 'n.II') 
c open(10,file • 'phas' ,status. 'nell') 
c open(ll,file" 'impseis' ,status" 'nelf') 
c open(12,file .. 'propseis', status" 'nelf 9 
j • (O.dO,1.dO) 
tlfopi·4.dO.dasin(1.dO) 
c 
c 
c dep is lay.r thickness 
c 
c d is propagation depth 
c 
ichi • 5 
c Ifrite(6,lOO) 
c Ifrite(6,110) 
c r.ad(5,.)int 
c if(int.eq.l)goto 4 
int-2 
ichi • 2 
C op.n(unit.2,nam'.'acos.is.dat',type.'old') 
4 if(int .• q.l)lfrite(6,20) 
read(ichi,.),d 
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c 
c 
if(int.eq.l)~rite(S,25) 
read(ichi,.),numlay 
if(int.eq.l)~rite(S,30) 
read(ichi,.),thetO 
thetO • t~opi.thetO/3S0.dO 
c fr = 10.dO 
c 
c 
c d is propagation depth belo~ surface. 
c 
c·· .• · .. · ..•.. · ....••............•............•..•..•••.•••••••••.••. 
c ~ave numbers: 
c 
o incident ~ave in air at thetO. 
1 fast ~ave in porous medium 
c 2 slo~ ~ave in porous medium 
c 3 shear wave in porous medium 
c 
c 
c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c vO to v5 are the ~ave velocities in mks units 
c 
c vO= sound speed in air 
c vl= biot fast wave velocity 
c v2= biot slo~ ~ave velocity 
c v3= shear ~ave velocity in layer 
c 
if(int.eq.l)~rite(S,40) 
read(ichi,.),pratio 
read(ichi,.),sratio 
c pratio is the ratio of the imaginary part to the real part of 
c the p-wave speed in the layer. 
c sratio is the ratio of the imaginary part to the real part of 
c the s-~ave speed in the layer. 
c inumber • 7 for seismic transfer function 
c 
if(int.eq.l)write(S,50) 
read(ichi,.),inumber 
rhos. 2.S5d3 
c modification for sensitivity study 
read(ichi,.),rhof 
read(ichi •• ).vO 
c rhof • 1.204dO 
c vO • 3.43d2 
c 
do 1121 in=l,numlay+l 
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if(int.eq.l)vrite(6.SS).in 
if(int.eq.l)vrite(6,60) 
read{ichi,.),phi(in) 
read(ichi,.),omega(in) 
read(ichi,.),vp(in) 
read(ichi,.),vs(in) 
read(ichi,.),rho(in) 
read{ichi,.),dep(in) 
read(ichi,.),kr(in) 
c ?pl • (270.dO) 
vp(in). (vp(in)+(j.vp(in).pratio» 
c vsl • (190.dO) 
vs(in)· (vs(in)+(j.vs(in).sratio» 
c 
c vrite(6,.)vp(in),vsCin) 
c 
c ahtr is shape factor ratio Sp 
if(int.eq.1)vriteC6,7S) 
read(ichi,.),ahfr(in),nprime(in) 
c 
c··········.···.·.·.· .. ·····.· ... · ... · ... · .• ·.·.······ ............. . 
c 
c gb i. the ahear modulus tor the layer 
c 
c 
kbbar(in) • vpCin).vpCin).rhoCin)-4.dO/3.dO.gb(in) 
c 
1121 continue 
c 
c· ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
i • 0 
c repeat 
23000 continue 
DO 9911 J1-1,40 
DO 9912 11-1,40 
9912 13(Il,Jl)-(0.DO,0.DO) 
9911 COITIIUE 
ifCint.eq.l)vrite(6,90) 
readCichi,.),fr 
d type.,'fr. ',fr 
c 
if(fr.eq.O)goto 23002 
ome • tvopi.fr 
10 • tvopi.fr/vO 
lOs • 10.10 
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c 
c 
c 
sO • dsin(thetO) 
cO • dcos(thetO) 
ssq ~ sO.sO 
10sO ~ 10.sO 
data a3/1600.0.dO/ 
do 1122 in~l,numlay+1 
call soairj(fr,12(in),11(in),13(in),shfr(in),rhof,gb(in), 
1 kbbar(in) ,kr(in) ,rhos,omega(in) ,rho(in) ,nprime(in} ,hh1(i n), 
2 ccl(in) ,mml(in) ,kf,phi(in» 
c ll(in)=cdabs(11(in» 
c l2(in)~cdabs(12(in» 
c l3(in)=cdabs(13(in» 
c 
c 
vl(in) • twopi.fr/ll(in) 
v2(in) • twopi.fr/12(in) 
v3(in) s twopi.fr/13(in) 
td • 2.dO.dep(in)/vl(in) 
print.,vl(in) ,v2(in) ,v3(in) 
e··.····················.····························· .....•............ 
c 
c ml(in) and m2(in) are the ratios of the relative vave to the 
c matrix vave(fast, slov) 
c 
c··········································.··.··.· •.•••••.•..•••••..•.. 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
ml(in) • (hhl(in).(zl(in)-l.dO»/(zl(in).ccl(in) 
.-rhof.hh1(in)/rho(in» 
m2(in) • (hhl(in).(z2(in)-1.dO»/(z2(in).ccl(in) 
.-rhof.hhl(in)/rho(in» 
c·· ..... ·.· ..... · ..... ··.········ .. ·· ... ·· ...............•.•.• 
c 
c 10 13 are the wave numbers 
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c 
c 
I1s(in) a 11(in).11(in) 
12s(in) • 12(in).12(in) 
13s(in) • 13(in).13(in) 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••• * •••• **.* ••••• *.* •• * •••••• *. 
c 
c sO,sl,cO,cl, etc ate the sines and cosines of the 
c incident, reflected and refracted angle •. 
c 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c 
cl(in) • cdsqrt(1.dO-IO •• ssq/11s(in» 
c2(in) • cdsqrt(1.dO-IO •• ssq/12s(in» 
c3(in) = cdsqrt(1.dO-IOs*ssq/13s(in» 
s1(in) • IOsO/11(in) 
s2(in) • IOsO/12(in) 
s3(in) • lOsO/13(in) 
c .* ••••••••• * •• * •• *.*.**.*** •• ***** •••• * ••• *.*.*.*.** 
c 
c q1 - qS is the wave number * cos (angle) • layer thickness 
c 
c dep is the thickness of layer 
c 
c 
q1(in) • 11(in).c1(in).dep(in) 
q2(in) • 12(in)*c2(in).dep(in) 
q3(in) • 13(in)*c3(in).dep(in) 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c 
c expi or expii are the exponentials in the b. c. equations 
c 
c 
expl(in) • cdexp(j*q1(in» 
exp2(in) • cdexp(j.q2(in» 
exp3(in) • cdexp(j.q3(in» 
1122 continue 
c 
c the a sub ii's are the coet. in the b. c. equations. 
c 
a(l,1) • cO 
a(1,2) • (l.dO-ml{l».cl(l) 
a(1,3) • -a(l,2)*expl(1) 
&(1,4) • (1.dO-m2(1».c2(1) 
a(l,S) • -a(1.4).exp2(1) 
a(l,6) • (1.dO-m3(1»*s3(1) 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
a(2,1) • (O.dO,O.dO) 
a(2,2) = 2.dO*11(1)*sl(1)*cl(1) 
a(2,3) = a(2,2)*expl(1) 
a(2,4) • 2.dO*12(1)*c2(1)*s2(1) 
a(2,S) = a(2,4)*exp2(1) 
a(2,6) = -(13(1)*c3(1)*c3(1)-13(1)*s3(t)*s3(1» 
a(2,7) = a(2,6)*exp3(1) 
a(3,1) = -kf*10 
a(3,2) • 11(1)*(hhl(1)-m1(1)*cc1(1)-2.dO.gb(1).sl(1).sl(1» 
a(3,3) • -a(3,2)*.xpl(1) 
a(3,4) • 12(1)*(hhl(1)-m2(1).ccl(1)-2.dO*gb(1).s2(1).s2(1» 
a(3,S) • -a(3,4)*exp2(1) 
a(3,6) = 2.dO*gb(1)*13(1)*s3(1)*c3(1) 
a(3,7) = -a(3,S)*exp3(1) 
a(4,1) • -kf*lO 
a(4,2) c 11(1)*(ccl(1)-ml(1)*mml(1» 
a(4,3) = a(4,2)*expl(1) 
a(4,4) = 12(1)*(cc1(1)-m2(1)*mm1(1» 
a(4,S) • a(4,4)*exp2(1) 
a(4,6) • (O.dO,O.dO) 
a(4,7) = (O.dO,O.dO) 
n=numlay 
11(1,1) = c1(n)*exp1(n) 
11(1,2) = -cl(n) 
11(1,3) • c2(n)*exp2(n) 
11(1,4) • -c2(n) 
11(1,S) • s3(n)*exp3(n) 
11(1,6) • -s3(n) 
11(1,7) • -cl(n+l) 
11(1,8) • -c2(n+l) 
11(1,9) • -83(n+l) 
11(2,1) • 81(n)*.xpl(n) 
11(2,2) • sl(n) 
11(2,3) • s2(n)*exp2(n) 
11(2,4) • s2(n) 
11(2,S) • -c3(n)*exp3(n) 
11(2,6) • -c3(n) 
11(2,7) • -sl(n+1) 
11(2,8) • -82(n+1) 
11(2,9) • c3(n+1) 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
11(3.1) • 11(n).(hhl(n)-ml(n).ccl(n)-2.dO.Sb(u) •• 1(u) •• 1(n» 
1 *expl(n) 
11(3.2) • 11(3.1)/expl(n) 
11(3.3) • 12(n).(hh1(n)-m2(n).ccl(n)-2.dO.gb(n) •• 2(n) •• 2(n» 
1 .exp2(n) 
11(3.4) • 11(3.3)/exp2(n) 
11(3.5) • 2.dO.gb(n).13(n) •• 3(n).c3(n) •• xp3(n) 
11(3,6) • 2.dO.gb(n).13(n) •• 3(n).c3(n) 
11(3.7) • -11(n+l)*(hhl(n+1)-m1(n+l)*ccl(n+l)-2.dO*gb(n+1) 
1 *.1(u+1)*.1(n+l» 
11(3,8) • -12(n+l)*(hhl(n+l)-m2(n+l).ccl(n+l)-2.dO*sb(n+l) 
1 •• 2(n+l)*s2(n+l» 
11(3,9) a -2.dO.gb(n+l).13(n+l)*s3(n+l).c3(n+l) 
11(4,1) • 2.dO.gb(n).11(n) •• 1(n)*c1(n).expl(n) 
11(4,2) • -2.dO*gb(n)*11(n).sl(n)*cl(n) 
11(4,3) • 2.dO*sb(n).12(n) •• 2(n)*c2(n)*.xp2(n) 
11(4,4) • -2.dO*gb(n).12(n)*.2(n)*c2(n) 
11(4,5) z -gb(n).13(n)*(c3(n).c3(n)-.3(n) •• 3(n».exp3(n) 
11(4,6) • gb(n).13(n).(c3(n).c3(n)-s3(n)*s3(n» 
11(4,7) • -2.dO*gb(n+l)*11(n+l).cl(n+l).sl(n+l) 
11(4,8) • -2.dO*gb(n+l).12(n+1)*c2(n+1) •• 2(n+l) 
11(4,9) • gb(n+l)*13(u+l)*(c3(n+l).c3(n+l)-s3(n+l) •• 3(n+l» 
11(5,1) - ml(n).cl(n) •• xpl(n) 
11(5,2) a -ml(n).cl(n) 
11(5,3) • m2(n)*c2(n).exp2(n) 
11(5,4) • -m2(n).c2(n) 
11(5,5) • m3Cn)*s3Cn).exp3(n) 
l1CS,6) • -m3(n)*s3Cn) 
11(5,7) • -ml(n+l)*cl(n+l) 
11(5,8) • -m2(n+l)·c2(n+l) 
11(5,9) • -m3(n+l)*s3(n+l) 
11(6,1) • 11(n).(ccl(n)-ml(n).mml(n» •• xpl(n) 
11(6.2) • 11(n)*(ccl(u)-ml(n)*mml(n» 
11(S,3) • 12(n)*(cclCn)-m2(n).mml(n» •• xp2(n) 
11(6,4) • 12(n).(ccl(n)-m2(n)*mml(n» 
11(6.5) -(O.dO,O.dO) 
11(6,6) • (O.dO.O.dO) 
11(6,7) --11(n+l)*(ccl(n+l)-ml(n+l)*mml(n+l» 
11(6,8) --12(n+l)*(ccl(n+l)-m2(n+1)*mm1(n+l» 
11(6,9) • (O.dO,O.dO) 
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c 
c 
c 
if (numlay.eq.1) goto 2212 
do 2211 na l,numlay-l 
a2(n,l,l) a cl(n)*.xp1(n) 
a2(n,l,2) = -c1(n) 
a2(n,l,3) = c2(n)*exp2(n) 
a2(n,l,4) = -c2(n) 
a2(n,l,S) • s3(n)*exp3(n) 
a2(n,l,6) • -s3(n) 
a2(n,1,7) = -cl(n+l) 
a2(n,l,8) • c1(n+1).expl(n+l) 
a2(n,l,9) = -c2(n+l) 
a2(n,l,10) = c2(n+l)*exp2(n+l) 
a2(n,1,11) = -s3(n+1) 
a2(n,l,12) • s3(n+l).exp3(n+l) 
a2(n,2.1) • sl(n)*.xpl(n) 
a2(n.2,2) = sl(n) 
a2(n,2,3) • s2(n)*exp2(n) 
a2(n,2.4) • s2(n) 
a2(n,2.S) • -c3(n) •• xp3(n) 
a2(n.2,6) • -c3(n) 
a2(n.2,7) = -sl(n+l) 
a2(n,2,8) • -sl(n+1)*exp1(n+l) 
a2(n,2,9) • -s2(n+l) 
a2(n,2,10) = -s2(n+l)*exp2(n+1) 
a2(n,2,11) • c3(n+1) 
a2(n,2,12) • c3(n+l).exp3(n+l) 
a2(n,3,l) • 11(n).(hhl(n)-ml(n)*ccl(n)-2.dO.gb(n) •• 1(n) 
1 .sl(n» •• xp1(n) 
a2(n,3,2) = A2(n.3,1)/expl(n) 
a2(n,3,3) • 12(n).(hhl(n)-m2(n).ccl(n)-2.dO.gb(n) •• 2Cn) 
1 .s2(n»*exp2(n) 
a2(n,3,4) = A2(n,3,3)/axp2(n) 
a2Cn,3,S) • 2.dO*gb(n).13(n).s3(n)*c3(n).axp3(n) 
a2(n,3,6) • 2.dO*gb(n).13(n) •• 3(n).c3(n) 
a2(n,3,7) • -11(n+l)*(hh1(n+l)-ml(n+l).ccl(n+l)-2.dO.gb(n+l) 
.sl(n+1).sl(n+1» 
a2(n,3,8) • -11(n+l).(hhl(n+l)-ml(n+l).cc1(n+l)-2.dO.gb(n+l) 
1 .sl(n+l).sl(n+1».axp1(n+l) 
a2(n,3,9) • -12(n+l)*(hh1(n+l)-m2(n+l).ccl(n+l)-2.dO.gb(n+l) 
1 •• 2(n+l).s2(n+l» 
a2(n,3,10) • a2(n,3,9).exp2(n+l) 
a2(n,3,11) • -2.dO.gbCn+l).13(n+l) •• 3(n+l).c3(n+l) 
a2(n,3,12) • -2.dO*gb(n+l)*13Cn+l) •• 3(n+l).c3(n+l).axp3(n+l) 
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c 
c 
c 
a2(n,4,l) a 2.dO*gb(n)*11(n).sl(n).cl(n).expl(n) 
a2(n,4,2) a -2.dO*gb(n)*11(n).sl(n)*cl(n) 
a2(n,4,3) • 2.dO*gb(n).12(n).s2(n).c2(n).exp2(n) 
a2(n,4,4) • -2.dO*gb(n).12(n).s2(n).c2(n) 
a2(n,4,S) • -gb(n).13(n).(c3(n).c3(n)-a3(n).a3(n» •• xp3(n) 
a2(n,4,6) • gb(n).13(n)*(c3(n)*c3(n)-a3(n).s3(n» 
a2(n,4,7) • -2.dO.gb(n+l).11(n+l).cl(n+l).sl(n+l) 
a2(n,4,8) • 2.dO.gb(n+l).11(n+l).cl(n+l).sl(n+l) •• xpl(n+l) 
a2(n,4,9) • -2.dO*gb(n+l)*12(n+l).a2(n+l).c2(n+l) 
a2(n,4,10) • 2.dO*gb(n+l)*12(n+l).s2(n+l).c2(n+l).exp2(n+l) 
a2(n,4,ll) • gb(n+l)*13(n+l)*(c3(n+l).c3(n+l)-.3(n+l).s3(n+l» 
a2{n,4,12) • -gb(n+l).13(n+l).(c3(n+l).c3(n+l)-s3(n+l).s3(n+l» 
1 .exp3(n+l) 
a2(n,S,l) • ml{n)*cl(n) •• xpl(n) 
a2(n,S,2) • -ml{n).c1(n) 
a2{n,S,3) • m2(n).c2(n) •• xp2(n) 
a2(n,S,4) • -m2(n).c2(n) 
a2(n,S,S) • m3(n).s3(n).exp3(n) 
a2(n,S,6) • -m3(n).s3(n) 
a2(n,S,7) - -ml(n+1).c1(n+1) 
a2(n,S,B) • ml(n+1).c1(n+1).expl(n+l) 
a2(n,S,9) a -m2(n+1).c2(n+l) 
a2(n,S,10) • m2(n+l).c2(n+1).exp2(n+l) 
a2(n,S,ll) • -m3(n+l) •• 3(n+l) 
a2(n,S,12) • m3(n+l).s3(n+l) •• xp3(n+l) 
a2(n,6,l) - 11(n)*(ccl(n)-ml(n).mml(n».expl(n) 
a2(n,6,2) • 11(n)*(cc1(n)-ml(n).mml(n» 
a2(n,e,3) • 12(n)*(ccl(n)-m2(n)*mml(n».exp2(n) 
a2(n,e,4) • 12(n).(ccl(n)-m2(n) ... 1(n» 
.2(n,e,S) -(O.dO,O.dO) 
a2(u,S,6) - (O.dO,O.dO) 
a2(n,e,7) .-11(n+l).(ccl(n+l)-m1(n+l).mml(n+l» 
a2(n,e,8) .-ll(n+l).(ccl(n+l)-ml(n+l).mml(n+l» •• xpl(n+l) 
a2(n,e,9) --12(n+l).(ccl(n+l)-m2(n+l).mml(n+l» 
a2(n,e,10) --12(n+1)*(cc1(n+l)-m2(n+l) ... 1(n+l» •• xp2(n+l) 
a2(n,e,11) • (O.dO,O.dO) 
a2(n,e,12) • (O.dO,O.dO) 
2211 continue 
2212 continue 
c 
b(l) • cO 
b(2) • (O.dO,O.dO) 
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2213 
c 
b(3) • kf.IO 
b(4) • kf*lO 
do 2213 jib=5,40 
b(jib)=(O.dO,O.dO) 
continue 
irray • 4+6.numlay 
call mapCnumlay,irray,a,a1,a2,b,c,a3,wx) 
c·········.· .. ·· ..... · .. · .. · .. ···.········.·· .. ··.··.· ................. . 
c 
c calculation of surface impedance 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
1212 
23001 
23002 
10 
20 
25 
30 
40 
50 
55 
znot = pres/vel 
zreal • dreal(znot)/(rhof.vO) 
zimag = dimag(znot)/(rhof.vO) 
phspb • inumber 
aval = cdabs(vmag) 
~rite(8,80)fr,cdabsCc(1» 
~rite(8,80)fr,aval 
~riteCl1,85) fr,zreal,zimag 
do 1212 il=1,16 
write (10,.)'c(',il,') ',diD 
continue 
if(int.eq.l)write(6,10) 
ndec • 0 
if(int.eq.1)read(5,.)ndec 
type., 'fr • , ,fr 
if (.not. (ndec .ne .0) )goto 23000 
stop 
formatC1x,'input 1 to stop, 0 for new frequency') 
formatC1x,'input propagation depth') 
format(lx,'input number of layers') 
format(lx,'input thetO') 
format(lx,'input the ratio vi/vr for p and s ') 
format(lx,'input vel number') 
format(lx,'next data is for layer ',i3) 
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60 format(lx,'input:phi omega rvp1 rVB1 rho lay_dep grain_blk_mod') 
75 format(1x,'input ahfr(ap),nprime(gaf)') 
80 format(1x,e13.6,3x,e13 .6) 
85 format(lx,e13.6,3x,e13.6,3x,e13.6) 
90 format(lx,'input frequency') 
100 format(lx,'interactive or from acoaeia.dat?') 
110 format(lx,'interactive. 1') 
end 
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C.3 FFLAGS 
Calculates excess attenuation and vertical particle velocity as a function of 
range or frequency in an environment consisting of a horizontally stra.tified 
fluid overlying a horizontally stratified porous elastic ground. 
348 
c Program FFLAGS for calculating the sound pressure 
c received at an above ground microphone, or vert ptcle vel in the ground. 
c For a 15 layered air over a 5 layered porous elastic surface,and a point 
c source in the air. 
e Using T.&ichard.' method incuding corrections for avoidance 
e of pole. on real axis and truncation of Fourier series. 
c JSV Vol 109(1) 1986 pp151-61 
c 
implicit real.8(a-h,o-z) 
dimension rha(lS),h(15),wkspce(62) 
dimension rho(8),dep(8),omega(8),phi(S),shfr(8) 
real-8 nprime(8) 
eomplex-16 a(4,8),al(6,9),a2(6,6,12) 
complex.1S hh1(8),ee1(8),=ml(S),gb(8).kr(8).kbbar(8) 
complex-16 c1(8),c2(8),c3(8),sl(8),.2(S),s3(8) 
eomplex-16 v1(8),v2(8),v3(8),11(8),12(8),13(8) 
comp1ex.1611s(8),12s(8),13.(8) 
complex.16 expl(8),exp2(8),exp3(8) 
complex.16 ml(8),m2(8),m3(8) 
eomplex*16 ftot(2048),rtot(2048),F1.FIHOa 
complex*16 b(62),c(62),ai(14,2,4),a3(62,62) 
complex-1S j,hor,expO(15) 
eomplex*1S cO(15),sO(15),qO(lS) 
complex.1S 10(lS),kO(lS),vO(lS) 
complex-16 vp,vs 
real-8 fr 
complex.1S kf 
c open(lO,file. 'outl',status· 'new') . 
j • (O.dO,l.dO) 
twopi • 4.dO*dasin(1.dO) 
pi-twopi/2 
iehi-2 
c icho is u.ed to choose the kind of output wanted 
read(ichi,-)ieho 
c icho-l Exces. attenuation at a single range for many ireq •. 
c ieho-2 Excess attenuation at whole range .et for single freq. 
c icho-3 Excess attenuation at whole range set and integrand at 
call horiz wavenumbers (in .int) for single frequency. 
c ------------------------------------------------------------
c This read. air parama from ground upwards 
read(ichi,.) ial 
c IB:ial includes upper halfspace 
c 
do 1120 in-l,ial 
read(ichi,.) rha(in),v,h(in) 
vO(in)- cmplx(v,OdO) 
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1120 continue 
c 
c read ground params from surface downwards. 
read(ichi,.) numlay 
c IB: numlay excludes lo~er halfspace 
c 
do 1121 in-1,numlay+l 
read(ichi,.) phi(in),omega(in),shfr(in),nprime(in) 
read(ichi.*) vp,vs,rho(in).dep(in).krCin),pratio 
sratio"pratio 
vp • (vp-(j*vp*pratio» 
vs· (vs-(j*vs*sratio» 
c material bulk modulus 
kr(in)= (kr(in)-(2*j*kr(in)*pratio» 
c gb is the shear modulus for the layer 
gb(in) = vs*vs*rho(in) 
c kbbar is the bulk modulus 
kbbar(in) .. vp*vp*rho(in)-4.dO/3.dO*gb(in) 
1121 continue 
c 
c Wave number integration limits; lovest k, number of steps,highest k 
read(ichi,*) horlo,ihor,horup 
dhor .. (horup-horlo)/ihor 
c 
c Source height 
read<ichi, *) hs 
c receiver height 
read(ichi,*) hr 
c range 
read(ichi,*) rang 
c Minimum range 
read(ichi,.) ralo 
c Params for Richards' corrections alph and dalt 
read(ichi,*) alph,delt 
c 
c Find source layer and dist to up and lov interfaces 
call scefnd(isl,sun,sdn,hs,h,ial) 
c Find receiver layer, and dists to top and bot of layer from receiver 
if (hr.gt.OdO) then 
call recind(irl,run,rdn,hr,h,ial) 
else 
call grecfnd(irl,run,rdn,hr,dep,numlay) 
end if 
c ------------------------------------------------------------
c Frequency loop start. 
c repeat 
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23000 continue 
read(ichi,.) fr 
d type*,'fr = ',fr 
if(fr.eq.O)goto 23002 
c 
c Calc 10 and flag errore in int.gration limit. 
call vaveC10,kO,vO,rha,ial,tvopi,fr,dhor,horup) 
c SOAIRJ to calc Biot propagation con.tant. 
do 212 in-1,numlay+1 
call.oairj(fr,12(in),11(in),13(in) •• hfr(in),rha(1),gb(in), 
1 kbbarCin),krCin) ,rhoe,omegaCin),rho(in) ,nprim.Cin) ,hhlCin ), 
2 cc1(in),mm1(in),kf,phi(in» 
if(cdab.(11(in».gt.(horup/l.2»print*,'11(',in,')toobig' 
if(cdab.(12(in».gt.(horup/l.2»print*,'12(',in,')toobig' 
ifCcdabeC13(in».gt.Chorup/1.2»print*,'13(',in.')toobig' 
212 continu. 
c Calc mi for ground lay.rs. 
call sub1Cv1,v2,v3,11,12,13,m1.m2.m3,hh1,gb,rho 
* ,rha(1),11s,12e,13.,tvopi,fr,numlay) 
c ------------------------------------------------------------
c do loop for horizontal vavenumber increm.nt 
hor • horlo-dhor*j*alph 
do 9913 il-1,ihor 
DO 9911 J2-1,62 
DO 9912 12=1,62 
9912 A3(12,J2}a(O.DO,0.DO} 
9911 continu. 
c Calc coe,ein and expon function for all air lay.rs. 
call co.thCcO,sO,qO,lO,expO,hor,ial,h.j) 
c Calc cos .in and exp fne for all ground layer •. 
call.ub2(hor,lO(1),s1,.2,.3,cl,c2,c3,11,12,13,dep, 
* expl,exp2.exp3.11s.l2e.13s,j,numlay) 
c ------------------------------------------------------------
c Calculate boundary condition equation. at ground interfaces 
call grbce(kO(1).10C1} ,cO(1) ,11.12,13,expl,exp2,exp3,expO(1} 
• ,numlay ,ml,m2,m3,hhl,ccl,mm1,gb,cl,c2,c3,.1,.2.s3,a,a1,a2) 
c Calculate bces at air interfaces. 
call grairtrm(ai,ab,eO,lO,expO,kO,ial) 
c ------------------------------------------------------------
c Source t.rme. 
c 
c Calc eource term. on l.h .•. of bee. 
call gr.ceCb,iel,ial,eun,sdn,cOCi.I),lO(isl),kO(i.l),j) 
irray • 2*ial+2+numlay.6 
c ------------------------------------------------------------
c Rap local b.c .•.• onto global matrix and eolve. 
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call ngrmap(numlay,irray,ial,ai,a,al,a2,b,c,a3,wkspce) 
c print.,'c(l)=',c(l) 
c ------------------------------------------------------------
c Calc Greens function. 
c Receiver in air: 
if Chr.gt.OdO) then 
call ingraCc,cO(irl) ,lO(irl) ,hs,hr,j,hor,ial,irl 
• ,isl,ftotCil),run,rdn) 
else 
c Receiver in ground: 
call gingraCc,cl(irl),c2(irl),s3Cirl),ll(irl),12(irl), 
• 13(irl),hr,j,hor,ial,irl,numlay,ftot(il) ,run , rdn) 
end if 
if (icho.eq.3) write(8,80) dreal(hor),cdabs(ftot(il» 
hor • horlo + dhor*(il-j*alph) 
9913 continue 
c End of wavenumber loop 
c Modify Greens Fn according to T.Richards 
fl~ftot(l) 
do 8801 il~l,ihor 
8801 call intmod(ftot(i1),f1,i1,ihor,delt,alph,j) 
fihorsftotCihor) 
m=10 
do 8802 il=l,ihor 
sta~(OdO,OdO) 
call star(m,ihor,sta,il,alph,j) 
8802 call intmod2(ftotCi1),ihor,il,fihor,sta,j,alph) 
c Perform FFT 
sing-1dO 
call forkCihor,ftot,sing) 
ra- ralo 
if (ftot(l).eq.(OdO,OdO» ftot(1)-ftot(2) 
c Further modifications acording to T Richards 
call ramult2(dhor,ihor,pi,j,alph,ftot,rtot,i4) 
if (icho.eq.l) then 
i2-1+iidnnt(rang*dhor*ihor/(2*pi» 
if Ci2.gt.(ihor/2» then 
write(6,.) 'range out of bounds' 
goto 23002 
end if 
if (hr.gt.OdO) then 
c Write Excess Attenuation 
ra= (I2-1).2*pi/(ihor.dhor) 
ra- sqrt(ra*.2+(hs-hr) •• 2) ! added 12/10/89 
rt-20.dlogl0(cdabs(rtotCi2).ra/(dexp(-dimag(10(irl»»)) 
ra= (I2-1).2*pi/(ihor.dhor) 
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c write(10.80)fr.rt 
writeC10.80)fr.cdabs(rtot(i2» 
else if (hr.le.OdO) then 
raw (I2-1).2.pi/(ihor.dhor) 
rt-dlog10(fr.cdabs(rtotCi2») 
c write(10.80)fr,rt 
write(10,80)fr,cdabs(rtot(i2» 
end if 
else if (icho.na.1) then 
if (hr.gt.OdO) then 
do 9915 i2-2,ihor 
ra- (I2-1).2.pi/(ihor.dhor) 
raw sqrt(ra •• 2+Chs-hr) •• 2) ! added 12/10/89 
rt-20.dlog10Ccdabs(rtot(i2).ra/(dexp(-dimag(lO(irl»»)) 
ra- (I2-1).2.pi/Cihor.dhor) 
c write(10,80)ra.rt 
writeC10,80)ra,cdabsCrtot(i2» 
9915 continue 
else if (hr.le.OdO) then 
do 9916 i2-2,ihor 
ra- sqrt(ra •• 2+Chs-hr) •• 2) ! added 12/10/89 
rt-dlog10(fr.cdabs(rtotCi2») 
raw CI2-1)*2*pi/Cihor.dhor) 
write (10,80)ra.cdabsCrtotCi2» 
c write (10,80)ra,rt 
9916 continue 
end if 
end if 
write(6 •• ) 'actual ranse·',ra 
9914 continue 
ndec - 0 
if(int.eq.l)readC5,.)ndec 
type.,'fr. ',fr 
23001 if(.not.Cndec.ne.0»goto23000 
23002 stop 
c ------------------------------------------------------------
c 
80 format(lx,813.6,3x,e13.6) 
81 format(4(2x,e11.5» 
82 format(lx,e13.S) 
85 format(lx.813.6,3x,e13.6,3x,e13.6) 
110 format(lx,'interactive. 1') 
end 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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SUBROUTIIE ingra(c,cO,IO,hs,hr,j,hor,ial,irl 
* ,isl,ftot,run,rdn) 
c To calculate depth dependent part of integrand for source and 
c receiver in air. 
c (9/5/88 Steve Tooms)For T.Richards method. 
c 
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z) 
complex.1610,c(62),ftot,j,cO,hor 
c 
ftot=c(2*ial-2*(irl-l)-1)*cdexp(j*cO*IO*rdn) 
if (irl.ne.ial) then 
ftot=ftot+c(2*ial-2*(irl-l)-2)*cdexp(j*cO*IO*run) 
end if 
if (irl.eq.isl) then 
ht-(dabs(hs-hr» 
ftot~ftot+cdexp(j*ht*IO*cO)/(cO*IO) 
end if 
ftot = ftot*hor 
RETUR! 
END 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
SUBROUTIIE gingra(c,cl,c2,s3,ll,12,13,hr,j,hor,ial,irl 
* ,igl,ftot,run,rdn) 
c To calculate depth dependent part of integrand for vert ptcl. displ 
c receiver in ground. 
c (23/2/90 Steve Tooms)For T.Richards method. 
c 
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z) 
complex-16 ll,12,l3,cl,c2,c3,c(62),ftot,j,hor 
c 
ij-2*ial+6*irl 
if (irl.le.igl) then 
ftot= cl*c(ij-6)*cdexp(j*cl*11*rdn) 
ftot-ftot-cl*c(ij-S)*cderp(j*cl*ll*run) 
ftot-ftot+c2*c(ij-4)*cdexp(j*c2*12*rdn) 
ftot-ftot-c2*c(ij-3)*cdexp(j*c2*12*run) 
ftot-ftot+s3*c(ij-2)*cdexp(j*c3*13*rdn) 
ftot-ftot-s3*c(ij-l)*cdexp(j*c3*13*run) 
else 
ftot- cl*c(ij-6)*cdexp(j*cl*11*rdn) 
ftot=ftot+c2*c(ij-S)*cderp(j*c2*12*rdn) 
ftot-ftot+s3*c(ij-4)*cdexp(j*c3*13*rdn) 
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end if 
ftot .. ftouhor 
IlETUIllI 
EID 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
SUBIlOUTIIE intmodCftot,ftini,il,ihor,delt,alph,j) 
c Kodification to integrand from T .Ilichardll' method 
c 
implicit real.S (a-h,o-z) 
complex.16 ftot,ftini,j 
complex.16 fadd 
c 
fadd=j.ihor.ftini.(l-cdexp(delt.(j.alph-(il-l»/ihor» 
1 /(alph.delt) 
ftot"ftot-fadd 
return 
end 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
SUBROUTIIE IItar(m,ihor,ata,il,alph,j) 
c Calculation of parameter "a." in T.llicharda' method 
implicit real.S(a-h,o-z) 
complex.16 z,zm,ata,j 
c 
za{dfloat(il)-ldO-(j.alph»/ihor 
em-dfloat(m) 
zmaz+em 
ataa(OdO,OdO) 
do 10 jay-1,1II 
ata •• ta+l/cdaqrt(dfloat(jay)+z) 
10 continue 
ataa llta+2.(dllqrt Cem)-cdaqrt (zm» 
IIta.llta-0.SdO.(1/cdllqrt(zm».(1+(1/(zm.12»-(1/(192.zm**3») 
return 
end 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
SUBIlOUTIIE intmod2(ftot,ihor,il,ftfin,lIta,j,alph) 
c calculation of integrand modification from T.llicharda' lIIethod 
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c 
implicit real*S (a-h,o-z) 
complex*16 ttot,ftfin,sta,j 
c 
ftot=ftot/cdsqrt (dfloat (il)-ldO-j*alph) 
ftot=ftot+ftfin/(dsqrt(dfloat(ihor»)*sta 
return 
end 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
SUBROUTIRE ramult2(dhor,ihor,pi,j,alph,ftot,rtot,i4) 
c Final calculation of range dependent function for T.Richard.' method 
c 
implicit real*S(a-h,o-z) 
complex*16 ftot(1024) ,rtot(1024) ,j,pha 
c 
pha=(ldO,OdO) 
if (i4.eq.2) pha=cdexp(j*pi/2) 
do 10 m=l,(ihor-i) 
rm=ihor*dhor/(2*pi*dsqrt(dfloat(m») 
rtot(m+l)=ftot(m+l)*cdexp(-j*pi*O.25dO)/pha 
1 *dexp(2*pi*m*alph/ihor) 
rtot(m+i)=rtot(m+l)-ftot(ihor-m+l).cdaxp(j*pi*0.25dO) 
1 *dexp(-2*pi*m*alph/ihor)*pha 
10 rtot(m+1)=rtot(m+l)*rm 
return 
end 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
SUBROUTIRE FORK(LX,CX,SIGII) 
C 
C FFT AS GIVEI BY J.F.CLAERBOUT, "FUID1KEBTALS OF GEOPHYSICAL 
C DATA Pl\OCESSIBG" page 12. 
C 
C CX(LX) THE DEPTH DEPENDENT PART OF THE IBTEGRAID 
C LX A WHOLE POWER OF TWO 
C 
C 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(a-h,o-z) 
COMPLEX*16 CX(LX),CARG,CW,CTEMP 
CCC COMPLEX CX(512),CARG,CW,CTEKP 
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D TYPE *, 'FORK: LXs', LX, ' 5IGII-', SIGII 
pi- 2*dasin(ldO) 
J-1 
5C=dSQRT(ldO/LX) 
DO 30 I"l,LX 
IF(I.GT.J)GO TO 10 
CTEMP=CX (J) -SC 
CI(J)-CI(I) -SC 
CX(I}sCTEHP 
10 H-LX/2 
20 IF(J.LE.H)GO TO 30 
J-J-H 
K-K/2 
IF(H.GE.l)GO TO 20 
30 JsJ+H 
La1 
40 ISTEP-2*L 
DO SO K-1,L 
CARG-(OdO,ldO)*(pi*SIGII-(H-l»/L 
CV=CdEIP(CARG) 
DO SO I-H,LI,ISTEP 
CTEMP-CW*CX(I+L) 
CI(I+L)-CI(I)-CTEKP 
SO CI(I).CI(I)+CTEKP 
L-ISTEP 
IF(L.LT.LI)GO TO 40 
RETUllB 
EID 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
SUBROUTIIE costh(cO,sO,qO,lO,expO,hor,ial.h,j) 
c To calculate cos ,sin,exponential fn. 
t.plicit real*S(a-h,o-z) 
complex*16 cO(1S),sO(lS),qO(lS) 
complex-16 10(15) ,j,expO(lS) ,hor 
dt.ension h(lS) 
do 1123 in-1,ial 
.O(in) • hor/10(in) 
cO(in) .. cdsqrt(l.dO-sO(in)-sO(in» 
qO(in) • lO(in)*cO{in)*h(in) 
expO(in) • cdexp(j-qO(in» 
1123 continue 
return 
end 
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•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
SUBROUTIIE wave(lO,kO,vO,rha,ial,twopi,fr,dhor,horup) 
c to calc prop const and bulk modulus 
implicit real.S (a-h,o-z) 
dimension rha(lS) 
complex.1S lO(lS),kO(lS),vO(lS) 
real.a twopi,fr 
do 1122 in-l,ial 
c 
lO(in) a twopi.fr/vO(in) 
kO(in) - vO(in} •• 2.rha(in) 
if (dhor.gt.dreal(10(in)/20» then 
write(S,.) 'wavenumber interval is large for 10',in 
else if (dreal(lO(in}}.gt.O.S.horup) then 
write(S,.) 'upper wavenumber bound too .malllO' ,in 
end if 
1122 continue 
return 
end 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
SUBROUTIBE scefnd(isl,sun,sdn,hs,h,ial) 
c to find layer with source in and distance to top and bottom. 
implicit real.a (a-h,o-z) 
dimension h(lS) 
ha-OdO 
do 10 isl=1,ia1-1 
ha-hll+h( isl) 
if(ha.gt.hs) goto 20 
10 continue 
sdn"hs-ha 
ial=ial 
return 
20 sun-hll-hs 
sdn=h(isl)-sun 
return 
end 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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SUBROUTIIE recfndCirl,run,rdn,hr,h,ial) 
c to find layer vith receiver in and distance to top and bottom. 
implicit real*S (a-h,o-z) 
dimension h(1S) 
ha:zOdO 
do 10 irl-l,ial-l 
ha-ha+h(irl) 
if(ha.gt.hr) goto 20 
10 continue 
rdn-hr-ha 
irl-ial 
return 
20 run-ha-hr 
rdn-h( irl) -run 
return 
end 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
SUBROUTIIE grecfnd(irl,run,rdn,hr,dep,igl) 
c to find layer vith receiver in and di.tance to top and bottom. 
implicit real*S (a-h,o-z) 
dimension dep(S) 
ha-OdO 
hr--hr 
do 10 irlal,igl 
ha-ha+dep(irl) 
ifCha.gt.hr) goto 20 
10 continue 
rdn-hr-ha 
irl-igl+l 
return 
20 run-ha-hr 
rdn-dep(irl)-run 
hr--hr 
return 
end 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
aubroutine ngrmap(numlay,irray,ial,ai,a,al,a2,b,c,a3,vkspce) 
c to vrite a,al,a2(ground bce.) and ai(air bces) to a3(global) 
c and solve a3 using source terms from b. !Bsvers in c. 
complex*16 a(4,S),al(6,9),a2(e,e,12),bCS2),c(62) 
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complex*16 ai(14,2,4) 
complex*16 a3(62,62) 
real*8 vkspce(62) 
c 
c air-ground interface. 
do 2 j-l,8 
do 4 i=l,4 
i3=2*ial-2+i 
j3-2*ial-3+j 
if (j3.ge.l.and.j3.le.irray) a3(i3,j3)-a(i,j) 
4 continue 
2 continue 
if (numlay.gt.1) then 
c 
c ground layer-ground layer interfaces. 
do 6 k=1,numlay-l 
do 8 j-1,12 
do 10 i=1,6 
i3-2*(ial-1)+4+(k-1)*6+i 
j3-2*(ial-1)+1+(k-1)*6+j 
10 a3(i3,j3)=a2(k,i,j) 
8 continue 
6 continue 
end if 
c ------------------------------------------------------------
c Ground layer-lover halfspace interfaces. 
if (numlay.gt.O) then 
7 do 12 j"1,9 
do 14 i-l,S 
i3-4+6*(numlay-1)+i+2*(ial-1) 
j3-1+6*(numlay-1)+j+2*(ial-l) 
14 a3(i3,j3)-a1(i,j) 
12 continue 
end if 
if (ial.gt.1) then 
c 
c air-air interfaces. 
c a3(1,2)=ab(2) 
do 1S k-l,ial-l 
do 18 i 8 1,2 
do 20 j a l,4 
i3- 2*ial+1-2*k-i 
j3- 2.ial+2-2*k-j 
if (j3.ge.l) a3(i3,j3) .. ai(k,i.j) 
20 continue 
18 continue 
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16 continue 
end if 
c ------------------------------------------------------------
c lAG library simultaneous equation solution. 
ia=62 
ib-ia 
n-irray 
m-l 
ifail-l 
ic-ib 
call f04adt(a3,ia,b,ib,n,m,c,ic,vkspce,itail) 
if (itail.ne.O) print.,'t04adt failed itail-',itail 
return 
end 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
SUBROUTIIE grsce(b,isl,ial,sun,sdn,cO,lO.kO,j) 
c To write source terms in 'b' for layered ground, layered air 
c and source in air 
implicit real.a (a-h,o-z) 
complex.16 b(62),cO,lO,kO,j 
do 10 jib-l,52 
b(jib)-(O.dO,O.dO) 
10 continue 
if (isl.eq.1) then 
b(2*(ial-1)+1) • cdexp(j.cO.10.sdn)/lO 
b(2.(ial-l)+3) - kO.cdexp(j.10.cO •• dn)/cO 
b(2*(ial-1)+4) - kO.cdexp(j*cO*lO*sdn)/cO 
it (ial.gt.l) then 
b(2.Cial-1»- +cdexp(j.cO*lO.sun)/lO 
b(2*(ial-1)-1)- +kO.cdexpCj.10.cO.sun)/cO 
end it 
else 
ii- 2.(ial-l)-2*(isl-l) 
b(ii+2)- cdexp(j*cO.10.sdn)/IO 
b(ii+l)· -kO*cdexp(j.10.cO.sdn)/cO 
it (ii.gt.O) then 
b(ii)- +cdexp(j*cO.10 •• un)/IO 
end it 
end it 
return 
end 
b(ii-l)- kO*cdexp(j*lO.cO*.un)/cO 
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• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
SUBROUTINE grairtrm(ai,ab,cO,lO,expO,kO,ial) 
c cales layered air bees in abscence of source 
c over layered ground. 
implicit real.S (a-h,o-z) 
complex.16 ai(14,2,4),ab(2) 
complex.16 cO(1S),kO(1S),10(lS},expO(lS) 
c npd at rigid boundary 
c ab(l)- -cO(l) 
c ab(2)= -ab(l).expO(l) 
do 10 k2 1,ial-1 
c npd 
ai(k,l,2)= +cO(k) 
ai(k,1,1)= -aiCk,l,2).expO(k) 
aiCk,l,3)· +cOCk+l) 
ai(k,l,4)= -aiCk,1,3).expO(k+l) 
c pressure 
ai(k,2,2)= -kOCk).lO(k) 
ai(k,2,l)= ai(k,2,2).expO(k) 
ai(k,2,3)· +kO(k+l).lO(k+l) 
ai(k,2,4)= ai(k,2,3).expO(k+l) 
10 continue 
return 
end 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Subroutine grbce(kO,lO,cO,11,12,13,expl,exp2,exp3,expO 
• ,numlay,ml,m2,m3,hhl,ccl,mml,gb,c1,c2,e3,sl,82,s3,a,al,a2) 
c To calculate boundary condition equations at ground interfaces 
implicit rea1.S(a-h,o-z) 
c 
complex.16 a(4,S),alC6,9),a2(6,6,12) 
complex.16 hhl(S),ccl(S),mml(S),gb(8) 
complex.16l0,eO,kO,expO 
complex.16 c3(8),cl(S),c2(S),sl(S),s2(8),s3(S) 
complex.16 11(8),12(8),13(8) 
complex.16 expl(8),exp2(S),exp3(8) 
complex.16 ml(8) ,m2(S) ,m3(8) 
c Ground-Air Interface 
c Pressure 
.(4,1) • -kO.10.expO 
a(4,2) • -kO.10 
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a(4,3) • l1(1)*(cc1(1)-m1(1).mm1(1» 
a(4,4) • a(4.3).exp1(1) 
a(4,5) • l2(1).(cc1(1)-m2(1).mm1(1» 
a(4,6) • a(4,5).exp2(1) 
a(4,7) • (O.dO,O.dO) 
a(4,8) • (O.dO,O.dO) 
c Normal Particle Velocity 
a{1,1) • -cO.expO 
a(1,2) • cO 
a(1,3) • (1.dO-m1{1».c1{1) 
a(l,4) • -a(1,3).exp1(1) 
a(1,5) • (1.dO-m2(1»*c2(1) 
a(l,6) • -a(1,5)*exp2(1) 
a(1,7) • (1.dO-m3(1»*s3(1) ! sign changed 13/10/89 
a(1,8) • -(1.dO-m3(1»*s3(1).exp3(1) 
c Tangential Stress 
a(2,1) • (OdO,OdO) 
a(2,2) • (O.dO,O.dO) 
a(2,3) • 2.dO*l1(1).s1(1).c1(1) 
a(2,4) • a(2,3)*exp1(1) 
a(2,5) • 2.dO*12(1).c2(1).s2(1) 
a(2,6) • a(2,5)*exp2(1) 
a(2,7) • -(l3(1).c3(1).c3(1)-13(1)*s3(t)*s3(1» 
a(2,8) • a(2,7).exp3(1) 
c Bormal Stress 
a(3,0 • a(4,1) 
a(3,2) • a(4,2) 
a(3,3) • l1(1).(hh1(1)-m1(1).cc1(1)-2.dO.Sb(1) •• 1(1) •• 1(1» 
a(3,4) • -a{3,3).exp1(1) 
a(3,5) • l2(1)*(hh1(1)-m2(1)*cc1(1)-2.dO*Sb(1).s2(1).s2(1» 
a(3,6) • -a(3,5).exp2(1) 
a{3,7) • 2.dO.Sb(1).l3(1) •• 3(1).c3(1) 
a(3,8) • -a(3,7)*exp3(1) 
c ------------------------------------------------------------
c Layer-Lover Balf Space Interface 
n-numlay 
c npv 
11(1,1) • c1(n).exp1(n) 
11(1,2) • -c1(n) 
11(1,3) • c2(n).exp2(n) 
11(1,4) • -c2(n) 
11(1,5) • s3(n).exp3{n) 
110,6) • -s3(n) 
11(1,7) • -cl(n+l) 
11(1,8) • -c2(n+1) 
11(1,9) • -s3(n+l) 
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c tpv 
Al(2,8) 
c ns 
AH2,l) • s1(n) •• xp1(n) 
U(2,2) .. sl(n) 
A1{2,3) • s2(n) •• xp2(n) 
U (2 ,4) .. s2(n) 
U(2,5) .. -c3(n) •• xp3(n) 
11 (2 ,6) • -c3(n) 
A1{2,7) .. -s1(n+l) 
.. -s2(n+!) 
A1(2,9) .. c3(n+1) 
11(3,2) .. 11{n)*(hhl(n)-ml(n).ccl(n)-2.dO.gb(n) •• l(n)*.1(n}) 
11(3,1) .. -11(3,2) •• xpl(n) 
11(3,4) .. 12(n).(hhl(n)-m2(n).ccl(n)-2.dO.gb(n} •• 2(n)*.2(n» 
11(3,3) .. -Al(3,4) •• xp2(n) 
Al(3,5) .. -2.dO.sb(n).13(n) •• 3(n)*c3(n) •• xp3(n) 
11(3,6) .. 2.dO.sb(n).13(n) •• 3(n).c3(n) 
Al(3,7) .. 11(n+l).(hhl(n+l)-ml(n+l).ccl(n+l)-2.dO*sb(n+l) 
1 .sl(n+l) •• l(n+l» 
Al(3,8) .. 12(n+l)*(hhl(n+l)-m2(n+l)*cc1(n+l)-2.dO*sb(n+l) 
1 .s2(n+l).s2(n+l» 
c ts 
11(3,9) .. 2.dO*sb(n+l).13(n+l).s3(n+l).c3(n+l) 
11(4,1) .. 2.dO.gb(n)*11(n).sl(n).c1(n) •• xpl(n) 
Al(4,2) .. 2.dO*gb(n).ll(n).sl(n).cl(n) 
A1(4,3) .. 2.dO.sb(n)*12(n).s2(n).c2(n) •• xp2(n) 
A1(4,4) .. 2.dO.gb(n).12(n).s2(n).c2(n) 
A1(4,5) .. -gb(n)*13(n).(c3(n).c3(n)-s3(n)*s3(n» •• xp3(n) 
11(4,6) .. -sb(n).13(n).(c3(n).c3(n)-s3(n)*.3(n» 
Al(4.7) .. -2.dO*gb(n+l)*11(n+1).cl(n+1).sl(n+1) 
A1(4,8) .. -2.dO.gb(n+l).12(n+1).c2(n+1).s2(n+l) 
Al(4.9) .. gb(n+1).13(n+1).(c3(n+l).c3(n+1)-a3(n+l).s3(n+l» 
c nfpv 
11(5.0 • m1(n).c1(n)*.xp1(n) 
U(S.2) .. -mt<n) .cl (n) 
At (5 .3) .. m2(n).c2(n) •• xp2(n) 
At (5.4) .. -m2(n).c2(n) 
At (5,5) .. m3(n).s3(n) •• xp3(n) 
11(5.6) .. -m3(n).s3(n) 
A1(5,7) .. -ml(n+1).cl(n+l) 
Al(S ,8) • -m2(n+l).c2(n+1) 
11(S,9) .. -m3(n+l) •• 3(n+l) 
c fp 
Al(S,l) .. 11(n).(cc1(n)-ml(n).mml(n» •• xpl(n) 
A1(S,2) .. 11(n)*(cc1(n)-ml(n).mml(n» 
Al(S,3) .. 12(n).(ccl(n)-m2(n).mml(n» •• xp2(n) 
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A1(6,4) • 12(n).(cc1(n)-m2(n).mml(n» 
Al(6,S) -(O.dO,O.dO) 
Al(6,6) = (O.dO,O.dO) 
11(6,7) --ll(n+l).(ccl(n+l)-ml(n+l)*mml(n+l» 
Al(6,S) --12(n+1).(ccl(n+l)-m2(n+l).mml(n+1» 
Al(6,9) • (O.dO,O.dO) 
c 
if (numlay.eq.1) goto 2212 
c 
c ------------------------------------------------------------
c Layer-Layer Interfaces 
c 
do 2211 n-l,numlay-1 
c npv 
a2(n,1,1) • c1(n).expl(n) 
a2(n,l,2) • -cl(n) 
a2(n,l,3) • c2(n).exp2(n) 
a2(n,1,4) • -c2(n) 
a2(n,1,S) • 83(n).exp3(n) 
a2(n,l,S) • -83(n) 
a2(n,1,1) - -c1(n+l) 
a2(n,l,S) • cl(n+l) •• xp1(n+l) 
a2(n,1,9) • -c2(n+l) 
a2(n,1,10) - c2(n+1).exp2(n+l) 
a2(n,l,ll) • -83(n+l) 
a2(n,1,12) - 83(n+l) •• xp3(n+l) 
c tpv 
a2(n,2,l) - 8l(n)*expl(n) 
a2(n,2,2) • 81(n) 
a2(n,2,3) • 82(n)*exp2(n) 
a2(n,2,4) •• 2(n) 
a2(n,2,S) • -c3(n)*.xp3(n) 
a2(n,2,6) • -c3(n) 
a2(n,2,T) • -al(n+1) 
a2(n,2,8) • -81(n+l)*.xpl(n+l) 
a2(n,2,9) • -82(n+l) 
a2(n,2,10) • -a2(n+l)*exp2(n+l) 
a2(n,2,11) • c3(n+l) 
a2(n,2,12) • c3(n+l).exp3(n+l) 
c na 
a2(n,3,2) • -11(n).(hhl(n)-ml(n)*ccl(n)-2.dO*gb(n).al(n) 
1 .8l(n» 
a2(n,3,1) • -A2(n,3,2).expl(n) 
a2(n,3,4) • -12(n)*(hhl(n)-m2(n).ccl(n)-2.dO*gb(n)*a2(n) 
1 *a2(n» 
a2(n,3,3) • -12(n,3,4) •• xp2(n) 
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a2(n,3,5) • 2.dO*gb(n)*13(n).s3(n)*c3(n)*.xp3(n) 
a2(n,3,S) = -2.dO.gb(n).13(n).s3(n)*c3(n) 
a2(n,3,7) = -11(n+l)*(hhl(n+l)-ml(n+l).ccl(n+l)-2.dO*gb(n+l) 
1 *sl(n+l)*sl(n+l» 
a2(n,3,8) • ll(n+l)*(hhl(n+l)-ml(n+l).ccl(n+l)-2.dO*gb(n+l) 
1 *sl(n+l).sl(n+l» •• xpl(n+l) 
a2(n,3,9) • -12(n+l}*(hhl(n+l)-m2(n+l)*ccl(n+l)-2.dO*gb(n+l) 
1 *82(n+l).s2(n+l» 
a2(n,3,10} • -a2(n,3,9)*axp2(n+l) 
a2(n,3,ll) • -2.dO.gb(n+l).13(n+l)*s3(n+l)*c3(n+l) 
a2(n,3,12) • 2.dO*gb(n+l).13(n+l)*s3(n+l).c3(n+l)*.xp3(n+l) 
c ts 
a2(n,4,l) = 2.dO*gb(n).11(n)*sl(n).cl(n)*.xpl(n) 
a2(n,4,2) = 2.dO*gb(n)*ll(n)*sl(n).cl(n) 
a2(n,4,3) • 2.dO*gb(n)*12(n).s2(n)*c2(n)*.xp2(n) 
a2(n,4,4) = 2.dO.gb(n)*12(n).s2(n)*c2(n) 
a2(n,4,5) = -gb(n)*13(n)*(c3(n)*c3(n)-s3(n)*s3(n»*.xp3(n) 
a2(n,4,S) • -gb(n).13(n).(c3(n)*c3(n)-s3(n).s3(n» 
a2(n,4,7) • -2.dO*gb(n+l).11(n+l)*cl(n+l)*sl(n+l) 
a2(n,4,8) = -2.dO*gb(n+l)*11(n+l)*cl(n+l).sl(n+l)*.xpl(n+l) 
a2(n,4,9) • -2.dO*gb(n+l)*12(n+l)*s2(n+l)*c2(n+l) 
a2(n,4,10) --2.dO*gb(n+l)*12(n+l)*s2(n+l)*c2(n+l) •• xp2(n+l) 
a2(n,4,ll) • gb(n+l)*13(n+l).(c3(n+l).c3(n+l)-s3(n+l) •• 3(n+l» 
a2(n,4,12) • gb(n+l)*13(n+l)*(c3(n+l)*c3(n+l)-s3(n+l) •• 3(n+l» 
1 *.xp3(n+l) 
c nfpv 
a2(n,5,l) • ml(n)*cl(n).expl(n) 
a2(n,S,2) • -ml(n)*cl(n) 
a2(n,S,3) • m2(n).c2(n)*exp2(n) 
a2(n,5,4) • -m2(n).c2(n) 
a2(n,5,S) • m3(n)*s3(n)*exp3(n) 
a2(n,5,S) • -m3(n)*.3(n) 
a2(n,S,7) • -ml(n+l)*cl(n+l) 
a2(n,5,8) • ml(n+l).cl(n+l).expl(n+l) 
a2(n,5,9) - -m2(n+l).c2(n+l) 
a2(n,S,lO) • m2(n+l)*c2(n+l) •• xp2(n+l) 
a2(n,S,ll) • -m3(n+l).s3(n+l) 
a2(n,5,12) • m3(n+l).s3(n+l) •• xp3(n+l) 
c fp 
a2(n,S,l) • 11(n)*(ccl(n)-ml(n)*mml(n» •• xpl(n) 
a2(n,6,2) • 11(n)*(ccl(n)-ml(n)*mml(n» 
a2(n,6,3) • 12(n).(ccl(n)-m2(n).mml(n» •• xp2(n) 
a2(n,6,4) • 12(n)*(ccl(n)-m2(n).mml(n» 
a2(n,6,S) -(O.dO,O.dO) 
a2(n,S,S) • (O.dO,O.dO) 
a2(n,S,7) =-ll(n+l).(ccl(n+l)-ml(n+l)*mml(n+l» 
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a2(n,6,S) --11(n+l)*(ccl(n+l)-ml(n+l)*mml(n+l»*expl(n+l) 
a2(n,6,9) --12(n+l)*(ccl(n+l)-m2(n+l)*mml(n+l» 
a2(n,6,10) ~-12(n+l)*(ccl(n+l)-m2(n+l)*mml(n+l»*exp2(n+l) 
a2(n,6,11) - (O.dO,O.dO) 
a2(n,6,12) • (O.dO,O.dO) 
2211 continue 
2212 continue 
return 
end 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
SUBROUTIIE aub1(vl,v2,v3,11,12,13,m1,m2,m3,hh1,gb,rho 
c 
• ,rhof,11a,12s,13a,t~opi,fr,numlay) 
implicit rea1*S(a-h,o-z) 
dimenaion rho(S) 
comp1ex*16 hh1(S),ccl(S),gb(S) 
comp1ex.1611(8),12(8),13(S),11s(S),12a(S),13a(S) 
comp1ex.16 v1(8),v2(S),v3(S),z1(S),z2(S),ml(S),m2(S),m3(S) 
real.S omega,fr 
do 10 in-l,numlay+l 
v1(in) • t~opi*tr/11(in) 
v2(in) • t~opi.fr/l2(in) 
v3(in) • t~opi.fr/l3(in) 
c td • 2.dO*dep(in)/vl(in) 
c 
c ------------------------------------------------------------
c 
c ml(in) and m2(in) are the ratioa of the relative wave to the 
e matrix ~ave(faat, alow) 
c .quations for m1(in) and m2(in) taken trom geertsma and smit 
c geophyaica v.28 apr 1961 
c aapecta og elastic ~ave prog. in f1d. aat. poroua solidi. 
c 
c ------------------------------------------------------------
c 
c 
c 
c 
ml(in) • (hh1(in)*(zl(in)-1.dO»/(zl(in)*ccl(in) 
.-rhot*hhl(in)/rho(in» 
m2(in) • (hhl(in)*(z2(in)-1.dO»/(z2(in)*ccl(in) 
*-rhof*hhl(in)/rho(in» 
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c 
c 
m3(in) • (rho(in).twopi.fr*twopi.fr-
.(gb(in).13(in).13(in»)/(rhof.tvopi.fr.twopi.fr) 
c ------------------------------------------------------------
c 
c 
c 
10 13 are the wave numbers 
11s(in) • 11(in).11(in) 
12s(in) • 12(in).12(in) 
13s(in) • 13(in).13(in) 
10 continue 
return 
end 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
SUBROUTINE sub2(hor,lO,sl,s2,s3,cl,c2,c3,ll,12,13,dep, 
* expl,exp2,exp3,lls,12s,13s,j,numlay) 
implicit real-S(a-h,o-z) 
dimension dep(S) 
complex-iS cO,sO,ssq,hor 
complex-iS cl(S),c2(S),c3(S),sl(S),s2(S),s3(S),ql(S),q2(S),q3(S) 
complex-1S j,ll(S),12(S),13(S),lls(S),12s(S),13s(S) 
complex-1S exp1(S),exp2(S),exp3(S) 
complex-1610,10sO,lOs 
c revised definitions for sO and cO in terms of wavenumber 
sO • (hor/10) 
ssq • sO-sO 
cO ~(cdsqrt(1-ssq» 
10sO • 10-sO 
10s-10*10 
c 
c 
do 1123 in-l,numlay+i 
c 
c sO,sl,cO,cl, etc are the sines and cosines of the 
e incident, reflected and refracted angles. 
c 
cl(in) • cdsqrt(l.dO-lOs*ssq/lis(in» 
c2(in) • cdsqrt(1.dO-lOs*ssq/12s(in» 
c3(in) • cdsqrt( 1.dO-lOs.ssq/13s(in» 
sl(in) = lOsO/ll(in) 
s2(in) • 10sO/12(in) 
s3(in) = lOsO/13(in) 
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c 
c ------------------------------------------------------------
c 
c q1 - q3is the wave number * cos(angle) * layer thiekness 
c dep is the thickness of layer 
c 
c 
q1(in) = ll(in)*cl(in)*dep(in) 
q2(in) • l2(in)*c2(in)*dep(in) 
q3(in) • l3(in)*c3(in)*dep(in) 
c ------------------------------------------------------------
c 
c expi or expii are the exponentials in the b. c. equations 
c 
expl(in) • edexp(j*q1(in» 
exp2(in) • cdexp(j*q2(in» 
exp3(in) • cdexp(j*q3(in» 
1123 continue 
return 
end 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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C.4 Resid 
Calculates excess attenuation in an upward refracting sound velocity gradi-
ent over an impedance plane using a residue series. 
370 
C 
C PROGRAM DESCRIPTIOI: 
C 
C Program RESID to calculate sound pressure leyel in propagation through 
C a linear sound yelocity gradient oYer an impedance surface, after 
C Berry and Daigles modifications to Pierces method, with Raspet's 
C method for finding the roots of the transendental equations. 
C 
C AUTHORS: 
C 
C S Tooms 
C 
C CREATIOI DATE: 
C 
C 
17-April-1990 
C 
C 
C 
C H A I G E LOG 
Date I Rame I Description 
C ----------------+-------+-----------------------------------------------------
C [change_entry] 
C 
implicit real*S (a-h,o-z) 
complex*16 z,zres(11),q,b(11),i,k(11),expon 
complex*16 cdena,propc,ccc,y 
real*S kO 
ichi-2 
i-(OdO,ldO) 
pi=2*daain(ldO) 
expon=cdexp(i*pi/3dO) 
read(ichi,*) hs,hr,dr,rmax 
read(ichi,*) g,cO,rhoO,fr 
read(ichi,*) sig,ome,enp,sp,d 
c Calculate normal surface impedance 
call pcall(fr,O,q2,enp,sp,sig,ome,ae,y,ccc,propc) 
call cdall(fr,O,q2,enp,sp,sig,ome,cdens) 
call zlrigpor(fr,propc,cdens,d,z) 
c End of impedance calculation 
c Calculate other functions 
call kayO(fr,cO,pi,kO) 
call arr(cO,g,rr) 
call ell(rr,kO,el) 
call que(kO,cO,rho,el,z,i,q) 
c calculate roots of tran.endental equation. 
call ben(q,expon,b) 
call wy(hr,el,yl) 
call vy(hs,el,yO) 
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call zedres(el,b,yl,yO,expon,zres) 
call kiy(kO,b,el,expon,k) 
call pres(el,expon,k,i,dr,rmax,pi,zres,p,hs,hr) 
stop 
end 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
ehx Subroutine CDALL(f, aq, q2, enpr, sfr, sigma, poros, edens) 
chx Calculates a single value of complex density (cdens) using the 
chx Rayliegh-Attenboroughmodel given the frequeney(f), 
chx the tortuosity q2 (only if aqat), grain shape factor (n prime - enpr), 
chx pore shape factor ratio (sfr) , flow resistivity (sigma) and 
ehx porosity (poros). 
Subroutine CDALL(f, aq, q2, enpr, sfr, sigma, poros, edens) 
implicit real*S (a-h,o-z) 
real*S mU,nuf,enpr,lambdap 
complex*16 i,yp,tp,jO,jl,cdens 
c complex*16 dyp,djO,djl 
c 
c calculate q2 if it has not been input directly (ie. aq.ne.1) 
e and set up constants. 
c 
if(aq.eq.1)goto 10 
q2 • poros**-enpr 
10 qadsqrt(q2) 
pi=3.141592653 
i-dcmplx(O.O,1.0) 
ef-330.0 
gamma=1.4 
C prandtl=O.76 
PRAIDTL=O.70S506 
mu=171d-7 
rhof-1.204 
nuf=mu/rhof 
ae.S.mu*(q*.2)/(poros*sigma) 
ae=ae.*0.5 
omega-2.pi.f 
lambdap-(ae/(2.*sfr»*«omega/nuf)**0.5) 
yp=lambdap.(i**0.5) 
c 
calls Sessel function routine CKPBJ 
e 
n1=0 
call cmpbj(yp,nl,jO) 
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c 
c 
n1=1 
call cmpbj(yp,n1,j1) 
tp=j1/jO 
return 
end 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
chx Subroutine PCALL(f, aq, q2, enpr, sfr, sigaa, poros, ae, y, ccc, propc) 
chx Calculates a single value ot complex propagation constant (propc)using 
chx the Rayliegh-Attenboroughmodel, given the frequency(f), 
chx the tortuosity q2 (only if aq-1) , grain shape factor (n prime - enpr) , 
chx pore shape factor ratio (str), flow resistivity (sigma) and 
chx porosity (poros). 
c The functions ae, y and cec are also returned by this subroutine in 
c case they are required. 
Subroutine PCALL(f, aq, q2, enpr, sfr, sigma, poros, .e, y, cec, propel 
implicit re.l.8 (.-h,o-z) 
re.l.a mu,nuf,enpr,lambdap 
complex.16 i,y,t,yp,tp,zkkb,jO,jl,cce,propc 
if(aq.eq.1.0)goto 10 
q2 • poros •• -enpr 
10 q-dsqrt(q2) 
pi-3.1415926S3 
i-dcmplx(0.O,l.0) 
cf-330dO 
gamm.-l.4 
c prandtl-0.76 
c 
prandtl-0.708506 
dsqrtenp-dsqrt(prandtl) 
mu-181d-7 
rhof-l.2 
nuf-mu/rhof 
.e-8.mu.(q •• 2)/(poros.sigm.) 
.e-.e·.0.5 
omeg.-2.pi.t 
lambd.p·(.e/(2 .• sfr».«omega/nuf} •• 0.S) 
y-dsqrtenp.lambdap.(i •• O.S) 
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calls Bessel function routine CKPBJ 
nl=O 
call cmpbj(y,nl,jO) 
nl=l 
call cmpbj(y,nl,jl) 
t=j1/jO 
cee-l+2.(egamma-l)/y).t 
yp=lambdap.(i**O.5) 
nl=O 
call cmpbjeyp,nl,jO) 
nl a 1 
call cmpbjeyp,nl,j1) 
tp=j1/jO 
zkkb=ccc/(1-(2/yp).tp) 
zkkb-zkkb.(q.omega/ef) •• 2 
propc·zkkb."O.5 
return 
~md 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
chx Subroutine ZLRIGPOR( f, prope, cdens, d, zr) 
chx Calculates a single value of the Burface impedance ot a rigid-backed 
chx layer(zr), given the frequency (fr), propagation conBtant(propc) 
chx and complex"16density(cdens) of the top layer and the layer depth. 
Subroutine ZLRIGPOa( f, prope, cdens, d, zr) 
implicit real .. 8 ea-h,o-z) 
complex.16 i,cdens,prope,zc,ikd,ikdl,zr,ceoth 
pi=3.141592653 
i=dcmplx(O.O,1.0) 
rhof-l.204 
omega-2"pi.f 
ef=330dO 
ze=(cdens.omega)/(propc.rhof.cf) 
ikd=-l.i.propc.d 
ikdl=ccoth(ikd) 
return 
end 
......................................................................................... 
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Subroutine kayO(fr,cO,pi,kO) 
c Calculates air propagation constant. 
real.8 kO,pi,cO,fr 
kO-2.pi.fr/cO 
return 
end 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Subroutine arr(cO,g,rr) 
c Calculates radius of curvature in linear svg. 
real.a cO,g,rr 
rr-cO/g 
return 
end 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Subroutine ell(rr,kO,el) 
real.8 rr,kO,el 
el-rr/(2·kO.kO) 
el-el •• (1dO/3dO) 
return 
end 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
subroutine que(kO,cO,rho,el,z,i,q) 
complex.16 q,i,z 
real.8 kO,rho,el,cO 
q-i.kO.el/z 
return 
end 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Subroutine ben(q,erpon,b) 
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z) 
complex.1S q,b(11),erpon,x,y,f,df,dai,dbi,ai 
complex.16 dq,qx,bi,ddai,az(ll) 
c az are zeros of Airy fn on -ve real axis 
data az/(-1.0188dO,O.OdO) ,(-3.24794dO,O.OdO) , 
• (-4.82056dO,O.OdO),(-6.1633dO,O.OdO) ,(-7.372dO,O.OdO) , 
• (-8.488dO,O.OdO),(-9.S3SdO,O.OdO),(-lO.S27dO,O.OdO), 
• (-11.47SdO,O.OdO),(-12.384dO,O.OdO),(-13.25dO,O.OdO)/ 
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dq-q/200dO 
do 10 ij=l,l1 
x=az(ij) 
c print.,'l',x 
do 40 ijk=l,200 
qx=ijk.dq 
do 20 ji-l,100 
c Calulates Airy function 
call clairy(x,ai,bi,dai,dbi,itest) 
ddai=x.ai 
f-dai+qx.expon.ai 
df-ddai+qx.expon.dai 
x=x-f/df 
if (cdabs(f/df).lt.(cdabs(x.ld-5»)then 
if (ijk.eq.l) then 
c print., '2' ,x 
goto 30 
el.e if (ijk.eq.200) then 
b(ij)=x 
c 
c 
el.e 
print., '3' ,x 
goto 50 
goto 30 
end if 
end if 
if (ijk.eq.200) then 
print., '4' ,x 
b(ij>"x 
end if 
20 continue 
30 continue 
40 continue 
50 continue 
10 continue 
return 
end 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
subroutine wyCh,el,y) 
real.a h,.l,y 
y-h/el 
return 
end 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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aubroutine zedrea(el,b,y,yO,expon,zres) 
c Calulates residue at each zero. 
implicit real.a (a-h,o-z) 
real.a el,y,yO 
complex.1S b(11),expon,zre.(11),ai1,ai2,dais,ai. 
complex.1S dum1,dum2,dumJ 
do 10 ij-1,ll 
itest=O 
call clairy(b(ij),ais,dum1,daia,dum2,itest) 
call clairy«b(ij)-y.expon •• 2),ai1,dum1,dum2,dumJ,itest) 
call clairy«b(ij)-yO.expon •• 2),ai2,dum1,dum2,dumJ,it •• t) 
ais-ais.·2 
daia-dais"2 
zres(ij)·el.ai1.ai2!(expon.*2*(dais-b(ij).ais» 
10 continue 
return 
end 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
subroutine kiy(kO,b,el,expon,k) 
implicit real*a (a-h,o-z) 
complex.1S k(ll),b(ll),expon 
real*a kO 
do 10 ij-1,l1 
k(ij)-1+b(ij)!«kO*el*expon).*2) 
k(ij)-kO*cdaqrt(k(ij» 
10 continue 
return 
end 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Subroutine pre.(el,expon,k,i,dr,rmax,pi,zre.,p,ha,hr) 
c Calculatea sound pressure level 
implicit real*a (a-h,o-z) 
complex.1S expon,i,k(ll) ,p,pp,px,zr •• (11) 
p-cdexp(-i.pi!12).pi/(el •• 2) 
irwnint(rmax!dr) 
do 10 ji-1,ir 
r-dr*ji 
pp-(OdO,OdO) 
do 20 ij-l,11 
px-cdsqrt(2!(pi.k{ij)*r»*cdexp(i*k(ij)*r).zre.(ij) 
c it (cdabs(px).lt.(ld-2.cdabs(pp»)print.,'COIV',ij 
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pp=pp+px 
20 continue 
pp"pp.p 
pp=20.dlogl0«r •• 2+(hs-hr) •• 2) •• (Sd-l).cdabs(pp» 
write (10,.) r.dreal(pp) 
10 continue 
return 
end 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
complex.16 function ccoth(z) 
chx complex.16 function ccoth(z) 
chx calculates coth of a complex number if the real part of z is 
chx large then ccoth(z) is equal to 1 + iO 
implicit real.S (a-h,o-z) 
complex.16 z, i 
i-dcmplx(O.O,1.0) 
if (dreal(z) .gt. 44.3) then 
ccoth=(ldO,OdO) 
return 
else 
rz2-2 .• dreal(z) 
az2=2 .• dimag(z) 
cl=dcosh(rz2)-dcos{az2) 
ccoth=(dsinh(rz2)-i.dsin(az2»/cl 
end if 
return 
end 
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C.5 Nich 
Calculates excess attenuation in an homogeneous fluid halfspace overlying a 
non-porous backed externally reacting rigid porous layer. Uses the formula-
tion due to Nicholas, Berry and Daigle 
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C 
C PROGRAK DESCRIPTIOI: 
C 
C nCH 
C This program impliments the model for propagation 
C over an extended reaction rigid backed layer 
c according to licholas, Berry and Daigle 
C 
C AUTHORS: 
C 
C Steve Tooms 
C 
C CREATIOI DATE: 30/1/90 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C Date 
C H A I GEL 0 G 
I lame I Description 
C----------------+-------+-----------------------------------------------------
C 6-April-1990 S Tooms I change output BO no range output 
C ----------------+-------+-----------------------------------------------------
COKPLEX ptot,pl,akl,ak2,rh02,j,zr,y,ccc 
j-(O.O,l.O) 
pi-4*atan(1.0) 
RH01=1.204 
c Read Input 
read(2,*) sigma 
read(2,*)omeg 
read(2,*)enp 
read(2,*>Sp 
read(2,*)dep 
read(2,*)hs 
raad(2,*)hr 
raad(2,*)ranbot 
read(2,*)rantop 
raad(2,*)iran 
if(iran.na.l) drana(rantop-ranbot)/(iran-l) 
raad(2,*)freqbot 
read(2,*)freqtop 
raad(2,*)ifreq 
if (ifreq.ne.l) dfraq-(fraqtop-fraqbot)/(ifraq-l) 
c if(iran.aq.l) goto 3 
do 20 ial,iran 
3 ran-ranbot+(i-l)*dran 
c if (ifreq.aq.l) goto 5 
do 30 k=l, ifraq 
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5 freq-freqbot+(k-l)*dfreq 
c Calc prop consts 
call PCALL(freq,enp,sp,sigma,omeg,ae,y,ccc,ak2) 
c Calc complex density 
call cdall(freq,enp,sp,sigma,omeg,rho2) 
c 
CALL ZLRIGPOR(freq,ak2,rho2,dep,hr,hs,ran,zr) 
c Final calculation of ptot 
CALL EXTEIO(freq,ZR,hr,hs,ran,Pl,PTOT) 
out-20*log10(cabs(ptot/pl» 
vrite(10,*) freq,ran,out 
30 continue 
20 continue 
stop 
EID 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
SUBROUTIIE EITEID(FREQ,z,HR,HS,SEP,Pl,PTOT) 
complex j,ck,cg,crl,cr2,cpi,rp,beta,pl,p2,p3,ptot,reflind 
complex pe,pe2,viz,f,cl,c2,c4,cssqth,ktheta,kthetam,A 
complex numa,dena,bnuml,bnum2,bdenl,bden2,zkkbl,b,vsquared 
COMPLEX Z 
real kO,ssqth 
BETA-CMPLX(1.0,0.0)/z 
PI-3.141S926S3 
10-(2.0*PI*FREQ)/343. 
h-hs+hr 
rl-sqrt«hs-hr)**2+.ep*.ep) 
r2-sqrt(h*h+sep*sep) 
cth-h/r2 
J -CMPLX(O.O,l.O) 
cl-(l.O,O.O) 
c2a (2.0,0.0) 
c4-(4.0,0.0) 
cg-cmplx(cth,O.O) 
ck-cmplx(kO,O.O) 
crl-cmplx(rl,O.O) 
cr2-cmplx(r2,0.0) 
cpi-cmplx(pi,O.O) 
rp-(Z*CTH-l.)/(Z*CTH+l.) 
pl-Cexp(j*ck*crl)/(c4*cpi*ck*crl) 
p2-rp*cexp(j*ck*cr2)/(c4*cpi*ck*cr2) 
c VSQUARED-0.S*cEXP(J*CR2*10)*«CTH+(1/Z»**2.) 
VSQUARED-0.S*(J*CR2*10)*«CTH+(1/Z»**2.) 
c 
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c If the real part of the arguement pe2 i. n.gati~e, the 
c subroutine w returns a large ~alue of wiz which tends to cause 
c an overflow in the following calculation. or a sharp discontinuity in 
c the attenuation result. Therefore steps are taken 
c to avoid this occuring. A negative imaginary part of .squared gi~es 
c a negative real part of pe2, a negative imaginary part of .squared is 
c therefore .et to O. 
c 
c This is evidently an approximation but does seem to give 'sensible' 
c results. 
c 
c wtestr-real(wsquared) 
c wtesti-aimag(wsquared) 
c if(vtesti.lt.O.O)wtesti=O.O 
c wsquared-cmplx(wtestr,wtesti) 
pe2 -j.csqrt(wsquared) 
c 
call aw(pe2,wiz) 
c 
f cl T j.csqrt(cpi).csqrt(wsquared).siz 
p3-(cl-rp).f.cexp(j.ck.cr2)/(c4.cpi.ck.cr2) 
ptot=p1+p2+p3 
return 
end 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
chx Calculation of the error function term of the propagation model 
chx s calculated according to the method of Chien and Soroka(197S).(1980) 
chx (JSV 43(1) p9-20 and JSV 69 p340-343). 
c 
c 
subroutine aw(z,wiz) 
logical lx,ly 
complex.S z,wiz,cefs,s,tl,t2,t3 
data cons/1.12S37916709S/ 
x--aimag(z) 
y-real(z) 
xl=J 
y1--x 
c determine quadrant for z 
c 
10 lx-x.ge.O.O 
ly·y.ge.O.O 
if(lx.and.ly)iq-1 
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c 
if(.not.lx.and.ly)iq-2 
if(.not.lx.and .. not.ly)iq=3 
if(lx.and .. not.ly)iq=4 
c convert to 1.t quadrant 
c 
c 
x-ab.(x) 
y-ab.Cy) 
.·cmplx(x,y) 
,..-,. 
100 if(,..ge.4.29.or.x.ge.S.33)goto110 
.·(1.0-y/4.29).sqrt(Cl.0-(x.x)/28.41» 
h-l.S •• 
h2"2.0·h 
ncap-6.5+23.0 •• 
alamda-h2."ncap 
nu-9.5+21.0.s 
goto 120 
110 tl=4.S13135e-l/Cs"s-1.901635e-l) 
t2-9.99921Se-2/(s*.-1.7844927) 
t3-2.883894e-3/(s".-5.5253437) 
wiz-•• (tl+t2+t3) 
vllrealCdz) 
u--ailllag(lIiz) 
goto 180 
120 rl-0.0 
r2-0.0 
.1-0.0 
.2-0.0 
130 if(n.lt.O)goto 150 
pl-n+l 
tl-,.+h+pl.rl 
t2-x-pl.r2 
c-0.6/(t1.t1+t2.t2) 
rl-c*t1 
r2-c*t2 
if(h.eq.O.O.or.n.gt.ncap)goto 140 
ti-aleda+.1 
.1-rl .. tl-r2*s2 
s2-r2*ti+r1*s2 
alamda-alamda/h2 
140 n-n-1 
goto 130 
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150 if(alamda.eq.O.O)goto 160 
us cons*sl 
v=cons*s2 
goto 180 
160 u=cons*rl 
180 cefv=cmplx(u,v) 
c 
c test for underflow and overflov 
c 
test=-xs*xs+ys*ys 
if(test.lt.-85.0)test=-85.0 
if(test.gt.87.)test s 87.0 
c test for quadrant 
goto(230,220,210,210),iq 
210 cefv=2.0*cexp(cmplx(test,-2.*xs*ys»-cefw 
if(iq.eq.3)goto 230 
if(iq.eq.4)goto 220 
c for 2nd and 4th quads conjugate cefw 
c 
220 cefv-conjg(cefv) 
c 
c 
230 viz·cefv 
return 
end 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
chx Subroutine ZLRIGPOR( f, propc, cd.ns, d, h, hs, sep, zr) 
chx Calculates a single value of the surfaCe t.pedance of a rigid-backed 
chx layer(zr), given the frequency (fr) , propagation constant (propc) 
chx and complex density(cdens) of the top layer and the layer depth. 
Subroutine ZLRIGPOR( f, propc, edens, d, 
1 h, hs, s.p, zr) 
complex i,cdens,propc,zc,ikd,ikdl,zr,ccoth 
complex zrl,Dl,CFCDST,ZR2 
pi=3.141592653 
i a cmplx(O.O,1.0) 
rhof=1.2 
FCOST-(SEP)/(SQRT(SEP**2.+(BS+B)**2.» 
CFCOST-CMPLX(FCOST,O.) 
omega-2*pi*f 
cf-343. 
Dl=OMEGA/CF 
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zca(cdens.omega)/(propc.rhof.cf) 
zrl-CSQaTC1.~(CCDK •• 2.)/CPaOPC •• 2.».(CFCOST •• 2.») 
ZR·«ZC/ZR1).CCOTH(~1.I·D.PROPC·ZR1» 
return 
end 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
complex function ccothCz) 
chx complex function ccothCz) 
chx calculates coth of a complex number if the real part of z is 
chx large then ccoth(z) is equal to 1 + 10 
complex z,i 
i a cmplxCO.O,l.0) 
if CrealCz) .gt. 44.3) then 
ccoth-O.O,O.O) 
else 
end if 
return 
end 
return 
rz2"2 .• realCz) 
az2-2 .• a1mag(z) 
cl-coshCrz2)-co8(az2) 
ccoth-Csinh(rz2)-i.8inCaz2»/cl 
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C.6 Quar 
Calculates excess attenuation in an homogeneous fluid halfspace overlying 
an externally reacting rigid4 porous halfspace. Uses Attenborough, Hayek, 
and Lawther's exact formulation [44] 
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C 
C PROGRAM DESCRIPTIOB: 
C 
C ~U 
C Thia program impliments the 'exact' .odel ~or propagation 
C over an extended reaction hal~ apace according to 
e Attenborough, Hayek, and Lawther. 
e 
C AUTHORS: 
C 
C Steve Too .. 
C 
C CREATIOI DATE: 
e 
C 
5/10/88 
C 
C 
C 
C H A I GEL 0 G 
Date I lame I Description 
C----------------+-------+-----------------------------------------------------
e ll-jan-1990 s too.. I change to double precision 
e ----------------+-------+-----------------------------------------------------
C 15_jan-1990 s tooms I rename common blocks to avoid clash with bessels 
e ----------------+-------+-----------------------------------------------------
C 15_jan-1990 a too.s I change sign ot a tinal term 
C ------------------+-------+-----------------------------------------------------
e lS-jan-1990 s_too.s I remove inputs tor soairj 
C ----------------+-------+-----------------------------------------------------
C (change_entry] 
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-:) 
COMPLEX*lS phi,e.,ay,ret,xO,akl,ak2,rho2,arg,hank,j 
c complex*lS hbar,cbar,.bar,gb,kbbar,ztast,zlhe 
complex*lS complem,kt,ve. 
COKKOI /blk2/hs,hr,ran,theta,rl,r2 
COKKOl/blk3/ay,em,akl,ak2,j 
j-(O.O,l.0) 
pi-4*atan(1.0) 
RH01-l.204 
c Read Input 
rlad(2,.) ligma 
read(2,*)omeg 
read(2,*)enp 
read(2,*)sp 
e Enables use ot loair to tind prop conatl 
e read(2,.)vp 
c read(2,.)va 
c read(2,*)ratp 
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c readC2,*)rats 
c readC2,.)aks 
c read(2,.)rhob 
read(2,*)hs 
readC2,*)hr 
readC2,.)ranbot 
read(2,.)rantop 
readC2,*)iran 
ifCiran.ne.l) dran-(rantop-ranbot)/Ciran-l) 
readC2,.)freqbot 
readC2,*)freqtop 
read(2, *)ifreq 
if Cifreq.ne.l) dfreqa(freqtop-freqbot)/(ifreq-l) 
c if(iran.eq.l) goto 3 
do 20 i"l,iran 
3 ran-ranbot+(i-l)*dran 
c if (ifreq.eq.l) goto 5 
do 30 k-l,ifreq 
5 freq=freqbot+Ck-l)*dfreq 
c 
c gb=vs*vs*rhob 
c kbbar-vp.vp*rhob-4/3*gb 
rl=dsqrtC(hs-hr)*(hs-hr)+ran*ran) 
r2"dsqrt (Chs+hr) * (ha+hr) +ran*ran) 
c co_on bllts used 
c Calculate propagation constants 
c call soairCfreq,ak2,zfast,zshe) 
call prop(freq,akl) 
aq=O.O 
call PCALLCfreq,aq,q2,enp,sp,sigma,omeg,ak2) 
c Calc complex density 
call cdallCfreq,aq,q2,enp,sp,sigma,omeg,rho2) 
c 
c Another bit 
c 
c 
c 
c 
call ayandem(rhol,rho2) 
Calculate angle of specular reflection 
call thetl(theta) 
Calculate refn coefficient 
call refn(ref,theta) 
print. ,ref 
another bit 
call exOCxO) 
c error function calculation using subroutine 'v' 
call vCxO,complem) 
c Argument for Bankel Function 
call arguCarg) 
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2 
3 
2,3 
2,3 
c Hankel function 
call hOl(arg,hank) 
c Adds second correction term 
call vdash(vee,co,ai) 
c Final calculation of phi 
phi-akl*ay/(4*(1-em**2» 
phi-phi*complem 
phi-phi*hank*cderp(-j*arg)*cdexp(j*akl*r2) 
phi--phi 
phi-phi+cdexp(j*akl*rl)/(4*pi*rl) 
phi-phi+ref*cderp(j*akl*r2)/(4*pi*r2) 
phi=phi+vee 
out-20*dlogl0(cdaba(phi» 
out-out-20*dlogl0(cdaba(cderp(j*akl*rl)/(4*pi*rl») 
vrite(10,*) freq,ran,out 
30 continue 
20 continue 
atop 
SID 
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3 
Subroutine prop(freq,akl) 
c Calcs prop const for air at 20 deg C 
real.S freq 
complex.16 akl 
akl-S.datan(ldO).freq/343dO 
return 
end 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
subroutine ayandem(rhol,rho2) 
c Calcs ay and em 
real.a rho1 
complex.16 ay,em,akl,ak2,j,rho2 
common/blk3/ay,em,ak1,ak2,j 
em-rhol/rho2 
sys em.cdsqrtCCCak2/akt) •• 2-t}/Cl-em.em» 
return 
end 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
subroutine thetl(theta) 
c calcs specular reflection angle 
real*a hs,hr,ran,theta 
common/blk2/hs,hr,ran 
thets-datan(ran/{hs+hr» 
return 
end 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
subroutine refneref,theta) 
c calcs reflection coatf 
real.a theta 
complex.16 ref,al,ay,em,akl,ak2.j 
common/blk3/ay,em,akl,ak2,j 
al-em.cdsqrt«ak2/akl) •• 2-(dsin(theta» •• 2) 
ref-(dcos(theta)-al)/(dcos(theta)+al) 
return 
end 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Subroutine vdashCvee,co,si) 
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Calcs vee correction function 
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z) 
complex*16 vee,al,ay,em,akl,ak2,j,bit,ac,aa,am,apc,t 
common/blk2/hs,hr,ran,theta,rl,r2 
common/blk3/ay,em,akl,ak2,j 
co=dcos(theta) 
si=dsin(theta) 
call etf(f,si,co) 
ac-ldO+ay*co 
aa-cdsqrt(ldO-ay*ay)*si 
am-dsqrt(2dO)*(1dO-em •• m) 
apc-ay+co 
bit-cdsqrt(ldO+(ac/aa».ay/(am-apc) 
vee.co+em.cdsqrt«ak2/akl).*2-si*si) 
veeat-co/ve. 
ve.·vee+bit*(1/(S*aa)+(ac+aa)/(2*apc*apc» 
ve •• v.e/(j.akl-r2)+bit 
ve.-v.e*cdexp(j*akl*r2)/(2*3.1415926*r2) 
return 
end 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
subroutine eff(f,si,co) 
c calculates f in vdash 
implicit real*e (a-h,o-z) 
complex.16 ay,em,akl,ak2,j,f,a,.n 
common/blk3/ay,em,akl,ak2,j 
en-cdsqrt«ak2/akl)*.2-si.si) 
a-«si*(en+em*co»/Cen*(.m.en+co»)*.2 
t-em*(co*co*2-si*si*3)/(2*.n) 
t-t+co+em*co*co*.i*.i/(2*.n-.3) 
t-l-t*co/(si.si) 
t--l-f*si.si/(co*(co+em*en»+a 
return 
end 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
subroutine .xO(xO) 
implicit real*a (a-h,o-z) 
complex.16 xO,akl,ay,em,ak2,j 
common/blk3/ay,em,akl,ak2,j 
common/blk2/hB,hr,ran,theta,rl,r2 
xO-cdsqrt(l-ay*ay)*dsin(theta) 
xO--xO+ay*dcos(theta)+l 
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xOa -j.cdsqrt(xO.j.akl.r2) 
c xO-cdsqrt(xO.j.akl.r2) 
return 
end 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
subroutine argu(arg) 
implicit real.a (a-h,o-z) 
complex.i6 arg,ay,em,akl,ak2,j 
common/blk3/ay,em,akl,ak2,j 
common/blk2/hs,hr,ran,theta,rl,r2 
arg-ak1.ran.cdsqrt(1-ay.ay) 
return 
end 
•••••••••••••••••••••• *** ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
chx Calculation of the error function term of the propagation model 
chx s calculated according to the method of Chien and SoroKa(197S) ,(1960) 
chx (JSV 43(1) p9-20 and JSV 69 p340-343). 
c 
c 
subroutine v(z,viz) 
implicit real.a (a-h,o-z) 
complex.16 z,viz,cefv,s,tl,t2,t3 
logical lx,ly 
data cons/l.128379167095eO/ 
x--dimag(z) 
y~dreal(z) 
c determine quadrant for z 
c 
10 lxsx.ge.O.OdO 
c 
ly.y.ge.O.OdO 
if(lx.and.ly)iq-l 
if(.not.lx.and.ly)iq-2 
if(.not.lx.and .. not.ly)iq-3 
if(lx.and .. not.ly)iq-4 
c convert to 1st quadrant 
c 
x-dabs (x) 
y-dabs(y) 
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.-demplx(x,y) 
y8=y 
c 
100 if(y.ge.4.29dO.or.x.ge.5.33dO)gotol10 
.·(1.0dO-y/4.29dO)*d.qrt«1.0dO-(x*x)/28.41dO» 
h=1.6dO*. 
h2"'2.0dO*h 
ncap"6.5+23.0*. 
alamda-h2"ncap 
nu"9.5+21.0*. 
goto 120 
110 tl-4.613135d-l/(.*.-1.901635d-l) 
t2-9.999216d-2/(.*.-1.7844927dO) 
t3-2.883894d-3/(.*.-5.5253437dO) 
viz·.·Ctl+t2+t3) 
v-dreal (viz) 
u--dimagCviz) 
goto 180 
120 rl-0.0dO 
r2-0.0dO 
.1-0.0dO 
.2-0.0dO 
n"nu 
130 if(n.lt.O)goto 150 
pl-n+l 
tl-y+h+pl*rl 
t2"x-pl*r2 
c-0.SdO/Ctl*tl+t2*t2) 
rl-c*tl 
r2-c*t2 
if(h.eq.0.OdO.or.n.gt.ncap)goto140 
tl·alamda+.l 
.1-rl*tl-r2*.2 
.2-r2*tl+rl*1I2 
alamda-alamda/h2 
140 n-n-l 
goto 130 
150 if(alamda.eq.O.OdO)goto 160 
u·con •• sl 
goto 180 
160 u.con •• rl 
180 cefv-dcmplxCu,v) 
c 
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c test for underflov and overflov 
c 
test=-xs*xs+ys*ys 
if(test.lt.-8S.0dO)test=-8S.0dO 
if(test.gt.87.0dO)test=87.0dO 
c test for quadrant 
goto(230,220,210,210),iq 
210 cefv=2.0dO*cdexp(dcmplx(test,-2.0dO*x.*ys»-cefv 
if(iq.eq.3)goto 230 
if(iq.eq.4)goto 220 
c for 2nd and 4th quads conjugate cefv 
c 
220 cefv-dconjg(cefv) 
c 
c 
230 viz=cefv 
return 
end 
394 
C.7 Hab 
Calculates excess attenuation in an homogeneous fluid halfspace overlying 
a non-porous backed externally reacting rigid porous layer. Uses the layer 
potential formulation of Habault and Fillippi [87]. 
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C 
C PROGRAM DESCRIPTIO.: 
C 
o HAB 
o This program impliments the model for propagation over an 
o extended reaction layer over a rigid surface according to the 
o series expansion of the layer potential representation 
C by Habault+Filippi. Densities and propagation constants according 
o to Attenborough 
o 
o AUTHORS: 
o 
o Steve rooms 
C 
C CREATIOII DATE: 
C 
C 
24/1/90 
C 
C 
C 
o H A I GEL 0 G 
Date I lame I Description 
0----------------+-------+-----------------------------------------------------
o 
implicit real*S (a-h,o-z) 
COMPLEX.1S phi,akl,ak2,rho2,arg,hank,j,nu 
complex.1S phil,phi2,litk,bigk,ef,efd,efdd 
COMMOII /blk2/hs,hr,ran,theta,rl,r2 
j=(0.O,l.0) 
pi=4.atan(1.0) 
RH01"1.204 
c Read Input 
read(2,.) sigma 
read(2, *) omeg 
read(2,*)enp 
read(2,*)sp 
read(2,*)d 
read(2,*)hs 
read(2,*)hr 
read(2,*)ranbot 
read(2,*)rantop 
read(2,*Hran 
if(iran.ne.l) dran-(rantop-ranbot)/(iran-l) 
read(2,.)freqbot 
read(2,.)freqtop 
read(2, * Hfreq 
if (ifreq.ne.l) dfreq-(freqtop-freqbot)/(ifreq-l) 
c if(iran.eq.1) goto 3 
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do 20 ial,iran 
3 ran-ranbot+{i-l)*dran 
c if (ifreq.eq.l) goto 5 
do 30 k=l,ifreq 
5 freq-freqbot+(k-l)*dfreq 
rl-dsqrt «hs-hr)* (hs-hr)+ran*ran) 
r2-dsqrt C Chs+hr) * (hs+hr)+ran*ran) 
c c:o_on blis used 
c: Calculate propagation constants 
call propCfreq,akl) 
aq-O.O 
call PCALL{freq,aq,q2,enp,sp,sigma,omeg,ak2) 
c Calc complex density 
c 
call cdall(freq,aq,q2,enp,sp,sigma,omeg,rho2) 
Calculate angle of specular reflection 
call thetl(theta) 
2 
c Find "point admittance" 
call nyoo(akl,ak2,rhol,rho2,d,nu) 
c Find I and k 
call kayCtheta,akl,ak2,litk,bigk) 
c Find f ,f' ,f" 
c 
call effClitk,bigk.ak2,d,theta,ef,efd,efdd) 
call terl(theta,ef,nu,phil) 
c:all ter2(theta.ef,efd.efdd,akl,r2,nu,phi2) 
phi-(phil+phi2)*cdexp(j*akl*r2)/C4-pi*r2) 
c: print-, 'phi1+phi2·
' 
,phi 
phi-phi+cdexp(j-akl*rl)/(4*pi*rl? 
c print*, 'phial ,phi 
out-20*dlogl0(cdabs(phi» 
out-out-20*dlogl0(cdabs(cdexp(j-akl*rl)/(4*pi*rl») 
writ.ClO,-) freq,ran,out 
30 continue 
20 continue 
stop 
EID 
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Subroutine kay(theta,akl,ak2,litk,bigk) 
c To calc I and k 
complex.16 akl,ak2,litk,bigk 
reaH8 theta 
litk=akl/ak2 
bigk-cdsqrtCI-litk.dsin(theta» 
return 
end 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Subroutine eff(litk,bigk,ak2,d.theta.ef.etd.efdd) 
c to calc f, t I ,f I I 
implicit real.8 (a-h,o-z) 
complex.161itk,bigk,ak2,et,efd,efdd,tanb,tan2 
complex.16 tanbin,tan2in,ctbn2,defdd 
tanbin-bigk.ak2.d 
t an2 in-ak2.d 
call comtanCtanbin,tanb) 
call comtan(tan2in,tan2) 
if (cdabB(tanbin).gt .50dO) then 
ctbn2-(ld35,5d34) 
el.e 
ctbn2-(cdcoB(tanbin» •• 2 
end it 
tt-2.theta 
et-bigk.tanb/tan2 
etd-(tanb+tanbin/(ctbn2» 
efdd-efd 
etd--efd.Clitk.litk*dBin(tt)/(2*bigk.tan2» 
etdd-efdd.(dcoB(tt)+litk.litk.(dsin(tt» •• 2/(4.bigk.bigk» 
detdd-litk*litk*ak2*d*«dsin(tt» •• 2)/(2.ctbn2) 
detdd-defdd.CI/bigk+ak2.d.tanb) 
efdd-etdd-defdd 
etdd--(litk.litk/(bigk.tan2».etdd 
return 
end 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Subroutine terl(theta,ef,nyoo,phi1) 
real.8 theta 
complex.16 ef,nyoo,phil 
phil-nyoo.dcoBCthata) 
phi1=(phi1-ef)/(phil+et) 
return 
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end 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Subroutine ter2(theta,ef,efd,efdd,akl,r2,nyoo,phi2) 
complex.1S ef,efd,efdd,aki.nyoo,phi2,dphi2.i 
real.8 theta,r2 
i-(OdO,ldO) 
phi2-(2.ef+(efd/dtan(theta»+efdd) 
phi2~phi2.2.nyoo.dco.(theta)/«nyoo.dco.(th.ta)+f) •• 2) 
dphi2-.f.d.in(th.ta)+efd.dcos(theta) 
dphi2-dphi2.(nyoo.d.in(th.ta)-efd).4.nyoo 
dphi2-dphi2/«nyoo.dcos(theta)+f) •• 3) 
phi2-i.(phi2+dphi2)/(2.akl.r2) 
return 
end 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Subroutine nyoo(akl.ak2,rhoi,rho2.d.nu) 
real.8 rhol.d 
compl.x.1S akl,ak2.rho2.nu.i.zed.coth 
i-(OdO.ldO) 
zed-akl.rho2/(ak2.rhol) 
i-u2.d 
c i-i.ak2.d 
call ccoth(i,coth) 
nu·zed.coth 
c nu-l/nu 
return 
.nd 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Subroutine prop(freq.akl) 
Calc. prop const for air at 20 deg C 
rea1.8 freq 
complex.iS akl 
akl-8.datan(ldO).freq/343dO 
return 
end 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
subroutine thetl(theta) 
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c calcs specular reflection angle 
real*8 hs,hr,ran,theta 
common/blk2/hs ,hr ,ran 
theta-datan(ran/(hs+hr» 
return 
end 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
chx function to calculate tangent of complex argument 
c 
Subroutine comtan(z,ctan) 
complex*1S z,ctan 
if (cdabs(z).ge.SOdO) then 
ctan=(ld34,ld34) 
alsa 
ctan=cdsin(z)/cdcos(z) 
end if 
return 
and 
400 
C.B Pulse impedance programs 
These three programs; sum, imp, and pulse, are used to calculate normal 
surface impedance from direct and reflected pulses,using Crammond and 
Don's method [109]. 
401 
c Program SUK 
c shitts and sums pulse tiles 
c 
c Input number ot tiles to be added. Produces a single 
c tile ot length 512 points, vith pulse at 60 and beginning 
c and end set to zero. 
c 
c A second tile ot only 499 point. i. also produced tor ua. 
c vith unigraph it de.ired. 
c 
c There is an option tor including a "prepul.e" in the .UIII tne. 
c 
DIKEBSIOB A(2000>,T(2000),B(1000) 
CHARACTER CATS.l0,OOGS*15,ZlS*15,Z2S.15,Z3S.15,Z4S*lS 
CHARACTER OAGS.1S,CAS.S 
nn=l 
print., 'input number of filas to be proc •••• d' 
read(S,71) = 
print*,' do you vant any prepul •• ! type 1 tor ye., 3 tor no' 
read(S,71) nll 
c initially zero aum file 
do 88 i-l,S12 
t(i)·O. 
88 continue 
c adju.tment and summation loop 
do 101 11-1,= 
print., 'input file name (no "a.dat") , 
read(S,70) caS 
it(nn.gt.l) goto 99 
dogS-caSII's'II'.dat' 
dag'·ca'II'p'II'.dat' 
open(2,fil.-dogS,status·'unknovn') 
opeu(3,file.dagS,status.'unknovn') 
99 continue 
nn-nn+l 
cat'-caSII'a.dat' 
opeu(l,file·catS,statua·'unknovn') 
do S i-l,499 
read (1,.)zz,a(i) 
5 continue 
c adjust pulse so starts at 60th data vord 
print.,' start of pula. is? (dont forget decimal point)' 
read(S,72) pl 
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if(nll.gt.l) then 
p2"pl 
el.e 
print.,' zero input up to l' 
readC5 ,72) p2 
endif 
do 80 i-l,512 
b(i)"'O. 
80 continue 
d"pl-p2 
do 82 i-l,400+d 
bCi+49-d)-a(i+p2-1) 
82 continue 
c makes tail of pul.e come to zero .moothly 
do 83 i-l,162 
b(i+3S0)-b(I+3S0).(1.-(I/112.» •• 2 
83 continue 
c SUIII. pul.e. 
do 85 i-l,512 
t(i)-t(i)+b(i) 
85 continue 
c 
101 continue 
c puts an average pulae into file 
do 60 i.1,S12 
zz-real(i) 
writeC2,.) zZ,t(i)/nm 
60 continue 
do 61 i-l,499 
write(3,.) t(i)/nm 
61 continue 
write(6,7S) dogS,dag$ 
c 
70 format (a) 
71 format Ci200) 
72 format(f12.2) 
73 formatCi4,f12.5) 
74 formateetS.tO) 
75 formate' data stored in ',a,' for calc., in ',a,' for viewtng') 
76 formate' pulse end" ',$) 
78 format(2e12.4) 
79 format(f12.2,i8,2tt2.2) 
end 
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c Program IMP 
c to calculate impedance from two pulse waveforms 
c 
c assumes pulses already conditioned -using "sum" program 
c 
c may require a calibration file giving the ratio, in fraq.domain, 
c of reflected/direct mikes receiving identical pulses. 
c 
c The rp file may be used as a cal file if tllO "directs" are 
c used as the input. 
c 
c 
character dir$.a,ref$.a,rp$.17,imp$.17,cal$.23 
complex.16 at(1024) ,bt(1024) ,cx(1024) ,rp(512) ,z(512),calib(S12) 
dimension a(1024),b(1024) 
REAL.a signi 
c 
c geometry of measuring system 
print.,' input source receiver distance' 
read(S,74)d 
print.,' input source height (assumed same as rec. height)' 
read(S,74)hs 
hr"hs 
hyp.sqrt(d.d+(hr+hs).(hr+hs» 
s-(hr+hs)/hyp 
c 
c input direct Ca) and reflected (b) pulses 
c 
print.,' input direct file name (no" .dat")' 
read(S,70) dirt 
print.,' input reflected file name (no 01. dat")' 
read(S,70) ref$ 
print.,' if llant to have cal. file input 1, ,l.e input 3' 
readCS.73) mm 
if (mm.gt.l) goto 32 
print.,' input mic. calibration file name (nO 01 .datOl)' 
readCS,70) calS 
cal$·cal$//'.dat' 
32 impS.dirS//'imp.dat' 
rp$adir$//'rp.dat
' 
dir$-dirS/I'.dat' 
refS-ref$//'.dat' 
open(l,file.dirS,status.'unknolln') 
open(2,tile.retS,atatu.·'unknolln') 
openC3,file.impS,atatus-'unknolln') 
open(4,file-rp$,status·'unknolln') 
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open(S,file·cal$,status·'unknown') 
c 
nb-1024 
lx-1024 
do 10 i-1,512 
read(l,.) zZ,&(i) 
read(2,.} zx,b(i) 
if (mm.gt.1) then 
calib(i)-(l.,O.} 
else 
if (i.lt.100) then 
read(S,.) calib(i) 
else 
calib(i)-(l. ,0.) 
endif 
endif 
10 continue 
c 
c perform fourier transform on waveforms 
c 
signi-1dO 
do 20 i-1,512 
cx(i)-dcmplx(a(i) ,0.) 
cx(i+512)-(0.,O.) 
20 continue 
call fork(lx,cx,signi) 
do 30 i-1,512 
at(i)-cx(i) 
cx(i)-dcmplx(b(i),O.) 
cx(i+S12)-(0.0,0.0) 
30 continue 
call fork(lx,cx,signi) 
c 
c calculate impedance values 
do 40 i-2,lOO 
c write(8,.)i,cx(i) 
rp(i)-cx(i)/(at(i).calib(i» 
z(i)-dconjg(l./(s.(l-rp(i»/{l+rp(i»» 
f-250 .• (i-1> 
writ.(3 , 78) f, :(i) 
vrite(4,79) rp(!) 
40 continue 
vrite(6,76) imp$,rp$ 
d.o 42 i-2,5 
vrite(6,7S) rp(i),z(i) 
42 continue 
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c 
70 format(a) 
73 formatCi5) 
74 format(f12.4) 
75 format(4fl0.2) 
76 formate 'imp data stor.d in ',a,' while rp (IE. cal) in ',a) 
78 formatCf7.1,2f8.3) 
79 format(2f8.3) 
.nd 
c 
c 
subroutine fork (lx, cx, signi) 
c 
c "fft as giv.n by j.t. cla.rbout, "fundam.ntal. ot geophysical 
c data proc.ssing" PAGE 12. 
c 
c cx(lx) 
c Ix 
c 
c 
the variable b.ing proc •••• d 
a whole pow.r of two 
implicit real.8(A-B,O-Z) 
compl.x.16 cx(lx),carg,cw,ct.mp 
ccc compl.x cx(512),carg,cw,ctemp 
d type ., 'tork: Ix·', lx, ' signi-', signi 
PIs 2.0A5II(100) 
c writ.(6,*)lx,cx(1) 
j"l 
sc=O.qrt <tOO/Ix) 
do 30 i-1,lx 
if(i.gt.j)go to 10 
ctemp-cx(j).sc 
cx(j)-cx(i).sc 
cx(i)-ct.mp 
10 m-lx/2 
20 if(j.le.m)go to 30 
j-j-m 
mzml2 
if(m.g •. l)go to 20 
30 j-j+m 
1-1 
40 i.tep-2.l 
do 50 m-l,l 
carga(000,100).(PI.signi.(m-1»/1 
cv.cOexp(carg) 
do SO i=m,lx,i.tep 
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ctemp.cw*cx(i+l) 
cx(i+l)acx(i)-ctemp 
so cx(i)acx(i)+ctemp 
l-il!ltep 
if(l.lt .lx)go to 40 
return 
end 
407 
c Program PULSE 
c modifies pulse files 
c 
c Input number of files to be processed. A time file is 
c created and a set of pulse only files are created from 
c combined t ime/pulse files. 
c 
c 
c 
dimension a(2000),t(2000) 
character cat$*10,dog$*15,zl$*15,z2$*15,z3$*15,z4$*15 
character tim$*15,ca$.2,fred$*2,bin$*6,fre$.3 
print., 'input number of files to be processed' 
read(S,71) nm 
print., 'input first two letters of reqd. output file' 
read(5,70)caS 
print-, 'input starting integer of reqd. output file' 
read(5,71)nan 
print., 'input starting part of input file' 
read(S,70)bin$ 
do 101 11-1,nm 
print., 'input file number (no start or U .datU) I 
read(S,7!) nib 
write(fre',98)nib 
cat'=binS//freS 
write(fredS,81)nan+ll-l 
dog'-ca$llfred.II'a'II'.dat' 
cat'-cat.II'.dat' 
open(1,file-cat',status='unknovn') 
open(2,file.dog',status.'unknovn') 
read(l,72)zl',z2',z3$,z4$ 
do 5 i-1,S12 
read (l,74)t(i),a(i) 
a(i)-a(i)*1000. 
5 continue 
do 80 i-2,500 
v-(a(1)-a(15»*(a(1)-a(15» 
if (w.gt.2S0000.) goto 85 
80 continue 
85 continue 
do 82 j=l,20 
write(S,79) a(i+j-29),i+j-10,a(i+j-l0),a(i+j+l1) 
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82 continue 
print.,'start of pulse is 7' 
write(6,75) cat$,dog$ 
c 
do 60 i=l,499 
zz-real(i) 
write(2,.) %%,a(i) 
60 continue 
101 continue 
c 
70 :format(a) 
71 format (120) 
72 format(2a.I,2a) 
74 format(2e15.10) 
75 formate' this file is ',a,' stored as :file ',a) 
76 format(i3,f12.5) 
78 format(2e12.4) 
79 format(f12.2,i6,2f12.2) 
81 format(i2) 
98 format(i3) 
end 
c 
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